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Introduction

The early

breed

of slow commercial

airliners

did not require

high-lift

systems

because

their wing

loadings were low and their speed ratios between cruise and low speed (takeoff and landing) were
about 2:1. However,
even in those days the benefit of high-lift devices was recognized.
Simple
trailing-edge

flaps were

slope

without

control

attitude

during

in use, not so much

sideslipping

low-speed

to reduce

the airplane

wing

and a real need for high-lift

increased

within

reasonable

When

jet engines

airplane

speed

This speed
wing

loading.

wing

sweep

Takeoff

capability

and landing

worldwide

increased

The high-lift

sufficiently

pilot vision

increased

speeds

wing
wing

better

over the nose

glide-

by reducing

of more

emerged

powerful

to keep takeoff

of that era were generally

service

and were introduced

to best take advantage

by introducing

the wing

loading

for higher

called

and landing

trailing-edge

flaps.

commercially,

of jet engine

sweep

engines,

characteristics.

and by further

lift coefficients

increasing

at low speeds,

lift at low speeds.

increased

had to be lengthened.

devices

devices

had to be increased

decreased

with the development

in military

was accomplished

Whereas
actually

speeds

limits.

matured

increase

but to provide

flight.
cruise

loadings

speeds,

and to improve

As commercial-airplane
speeds

landing

on early jet airplanes,

There

are economical

and, as a consequence,

limits

to the length

runways

of runways;

there

are

safety limits to takeoff and landing speeds; and there are speed limits for tires. So, in order to hold
takeoff and landing speeds within reasonable
limits, more powerful
high-lift devices were required.
Wing

trailing-edge

devices

evolved

from plain

flaps to Fowler

flaps with single,

triple slots. Wing leading edges evolved from fixed leading edges to a simple
fixed, slotted leading edges to two- and three-position
slats and variable-camber
The complexity

of high-lift

flap and triple-slotted,
system

development

fleet acquisition

systems

inboard
has been

to achieve

and maintenance

* PKCR, Inc., Seattle, Washington.

probably

and outboard
costs.

peaked

on the Boeing

trailing-edge

high levels

flaps.

747, which

Since

of lift with simpler

then,

double,

Krueger
(VC)

and even
flap, and from
Krueger flaps.

has a VC Krueger

the tendency

devices

in order

in high-lift
to reduce

The intent of this paper

is

•

To review

high-lift

•

To appraise

•

To present

•

To develop

•

To discuss

2

available
high-lift
personal
a weight

systems
study

devices,
presently

results

in service

on high-lift

and cost model

the development

their functions,

tendencies

and design

on commercial

systems;

for high-lift

systems;

of future

high-lift

and
systems.

criteria;
airliners;

Chapter
Types
Geometry,

Their

1.1

Types

Before

of High-Lift

critically

appropriate
1.1.1

assessing

Possible

Hinged

•

Variable-camber

•

Fixed

•

Simple

•

Folding,

•

VC Krueger

•

Two-position

•

Three-position

high-lift

devices

leading

systems
high-lift

on commercial
devices

airliners

and briefly

in service

describe

today,

it is

them.

nose)

(VC) leading

edge

slot
Krueger

flap

bull-nose

and a hinged

Krueger

flap

flap
slat
slat

leading

edge

nose)- There is no known
Droop-nose
leading edges

is proposed

for a future

a much
lift.

higher

leading-edge

sweep

use of a hinged leading edge on a
have been used on some fighter airplanes,

U.S. supersonic

of the hinged leading edge (fig. 1.1) is that the radius
too tight and causes flow separation.
Flow separation
provides

Criteria

include:

edge (droop

Hinged leading edge (droop
commercial
subsonic airliner.

where

Systems:
and Design

Devices

leading-edge

•

of High-Lift
Functions,

Systems

first to list all possible

Leading-Edge

I

transport.

The major

drawback

of curvature
on the upper wing surface is
is not a problem on a supersonic
airplane,

angle triggers

a stable

vortex

on the upper

surface,

which

Seal

Win_!
bOX

_"-_,

_._._/_,oge

Wing
box

_l 1--'

'i I. li''ge

• Hinge
/

Seal

Figure

Variable-camber

leading

Flight

Integration

Technology

high-lift

characteristics

application

edge-

A VC leading

(AFTI)

are not good,

on a future

supersonic

wing for subsonic cruise
supersonic
transport.

1.1. Hinged

leading

edge.

edge was successfully

111 experimental

airplane.

it is not in use on subsonic

transport

over land.

Figure

tested

However,

because

commercial

in a dual role as a high-lift
1.2 shows

on NASA's

a VC leading

wing

Krueger
leading

flap-

edge.

The simple

A hinge

Krueger

on the forward

flap (fig.

1.4) consists

end of the panel

of a panel

allows

It may find an

and mission-adaptive

for the inboard

Fixed slot- The fixed slot (fig. 1.3) has been used successfully
on short takeoff
airplanes
with slow cruise speeds. The drag penalty of fixed slots is unacceptable
performance
subsonic
airliner.
Simple

low-speed,

airliners.

device

edge

Advanced

wing

and landing (STOL)
for a high-

on the lower

it to rotate

of a

side of the

first downward

and

then forward into a position where its forward edge seals against the lower surface of the fixed-wing
leading edge. The panel is at an angle of 60 ° to 80 ° relative to a horizontal
line. The simple Krueger
flap is used on the inboard wing of the Boeing 707.
The Krueger
high-lift

flap is the simplest

performance

leading-edge

is adequate

for inboard

device
wing

in use on high-performance
sections,

accommodate
varying angles of attack. During normal
bubble on the upper aft portion of the Krueger panel.

but its deficiency

operation,

there

airliners.

Its

lies in its inability

is generally

a stagnation

Folding, bull-nose
(rigid) KruegerThe simple Krueger
flap can be improved
by adding
bull nose to it. Hinged to the aft end in the stowed position,
the folding bull nose is a panel
the length
slave

4

of the main Krueger

linkage

that rotates

panel.

to deploy

It has a D-shaped

cross

the bull nose as the main

section,
Krueger

and it is connected
panel

deploys.

to

a folding
that runs
with a

Because

of the

©

0

0

Q

\
\

//\\

Figure

1.3. Fixed

slot.

Lea(:ing

Fixed

edge

Upper

skin

L.E. assembly

skin

Upper

Skin

spar

I
I

Duct

Leading
Leading

edge

edge

flap

flap

(retracted)

(extended)

Lower

access

rounded
result,
Shown

bull nose,

the folding,

the flow on the upper
in figure

bull-nose
surface

1.5, the folding,

1.4. Simple

Krueger

of the Krueger

bull-nose

Krueger

Krueger

an optimum

6

landing

configuration

(CLmax).

Spar

web

Lower

spar

Lower

skin

flap.

is more tolerant
is attached

to changes

over a wider

has generally

the Krueger and a fixed-wing
leading edge. The simple
Krueger flap are generally
used as two position devices

stiffener

I

panel
i

Figure

Spar

been

in angle of attack.
angle-of-attack

used without

As a

range.

a slot between

Krueger flap and the folding, bull-nose
with the deployed
position biased toward

A third position

that is more optimum

for takeoff

is

ACTUATOR
FAIRING
LINKAGE
_I_DJuSTAJILE
)

FAIRING
|RETRACTAIILE|

Figure

1.5. Boeing

727folding,

bull-nose

Krueger.

possible, but it requires a more complex mechanism
or fairing concept. Folding,
flaps with improved
aerodynamic
shapes are possible, and they will be discussed
VC Krueger
deployed

flap-

Krueger

Figure
flap.

1.6 shows

The shapes

the VC Krueger

of the simple

flap, one attempt

Krueger

to improve

flap and the main

bull-nose
Krueger flap are dictated by the airfoil shape at the lower surface
The VC Krueger changes the main Krueger panel from a rigid to a flexible
the airfoil

shape

of the Krueger

dramatically

and also improves

bull-nose
Krueger
in Chapter 3.
the shape

panel

of the

of the folding,

of the wing leading edge.
panel, which improves

the aerodynamic

performance

of the

Krueger.
This improvement,
complex

4-bar

however,

linkage,

leading edge. This flexibility
form of hat sections parallel
the spanwise
designed

direction

comes

with a penalty.

and the main Krueger

The linkage

Whereas

a rigid Krueger

panel

is a more

in a line normal

with two spanwise

to the span of a slat (100 to 150 inches,

airplane),
the practical span of a VC Krueger panel is limited
twice as many spanwise
panels are needed for a VC Krueger
slat, thus making

for the VC Krueger

has to be flexible

to the wing

is accomplished
with a fiberglass
panel and only two stiffeners
in the
to the leading edge. As a result, the bending
stiffness of this panel in

is limited.

for a span equivalent

panel

the VC Krueger

a complicated

and expensive

depending

hinges

can be

on the size of the

to about half that. Therefore,
about
as compared
to a rigid Krueger or a
device.

Rigging

problems

associated

with the flexible panels are also present because the flexible panels tend to distort under high cruise
air loads. A careful preloading
of the flexible panels is required to avoid panel bulging with panel
mismatch,

which

could

cause

cruise

drag penalties.
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Figure

So far, the VC Krueger

flap has been

1.6. Boeing

exercised

747 VC Krueger.

only as a two-position

device

with the deployed

position biased toward an optimum landing configuration.
Therefore,
the takeoff lift/drag ratio (L/D)
is not good. Attempts
to make the VC Krueger a three-position
device have not been successful.
The

folding,

airplanes

bull-nose

with hybrid

and allow

smooth

a fixed-wing

rigid Krueger
laminar

upper

leading

edge

and the VC Krueger

flow. Both

surfaces

types

with suction

from contamination

are candidate

stow in the lower
provisions

leading-edge

surface

for laminar

by bugs at low-altitude

of the wing

flow.

Krueger

flying;

devices

for

leading

edge

flaps also protect

i.e., the flaps act as

bug shields.
Airplanes
with Krueger flaps generally
de-ice the fixed leading edge and not the Krueger
flap itself.
The anti-icing
D-duct with the spray tube in the leading edge of the airfoil limits the geometry
of the
Krueger linkage.
Two-position
two-position

slat-

The two-position

slat was the Handley

slat has one stowed
Page

slat, which

and one deployed

was mounted

on curved

position.
tracks,

The original
deployed

with

the help of aerodynamic
forces, and stowed with the force of a preloaded
spring. This design was
also used on the F-84 fighter aircraft. No two-position
slats are known to be in use on commercial
airliners.

The leading-edge

slat configuration

is shown

in figure

1.7.

X
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Three-position
current

slat-

The three-position

fleet of commercial

slat panels

form the wing

and down

airliners.
leading

on two (or more)

slat is the most frequently
Typically

edge

circular

an airplane

during

cruise.

arc tracks

used leading-edge

has 3 to 6 slat panels

For low-speed

per panel.

operation,

In its intermediate

slat is at a shallow angle, with its trailing edge sealed against the upper
edge for best L/D performance.
This sealing is generally
accomplished
programming

tracks
means

and rotate

track,

which

allow

for this rotation.

the slat panel

that the slat is attached
The

programming

position, the slat is fully deployed
slot with the fixed leading edge.

forward

counter

to the rotation

to the main tracks
tracks

usually

to angles

device

per wing,
they move

takeoff

position,

on the

and the
forward
the

surface of the fixed leading
with slave links that run in

provided

by the circular

arc

with only one pin in each location

have an S-type

curvature.

to

In its landing

of 20 ° to 38 °, and the slat trailing

edge

forms

a

The slave tracks for slat rotation have been eliminated
on some newer airliners,
and the slat panels
are rigidly attached to the main (circular
arc) tracks. Airbus is using an intermediate
slat position
for
takeoff

with a shallow

slat angle

leading

edge

such that the slat trailing

1.1.2

is shaped

Trailing-Edge

Possible

Split flap

•

Plain

•

Simple

•

Single-slotted

•

Fixed

•

Articulating

•

Main/aft

•

Triple-slotted

10

Devices

trailing-edge

•

and a small slot on the Airbus

devices

include:

flap
slotted

flap
Fowler

vane/main

flap

double-slotted

vane/main
double-slotted
flap

flap

double-slotted
flap

flap

edge

A320.

On the Boeing

seals in the takeoff

slat position.

777, the fixed

Split flap- The split flap (fig. 1.8)waswidely usedin earlierdays,especiallyon military airplanes.
It is a goodattitudeandglideslopecontroldevice,but it doesnot producemuchlift increase.
However,asa speedbrakeit is betterthana spoilerbecauseit producesdragwithout losing lift.
The split flap is not usedon anymodemairliner.

IIIIII II II,, ,i ....

Figure

Plain

flap-

rotation
separates

The plain flap has a panel

without

opening

on the upper

with a rounded

a slot. The deployment
surface.

Because

1.8. Split flap.

angle

this restriction

upper

leading

is limited
limits

edge that deploys

to about

20°; beyond

its lift-producing

by downward
that, the flow

capability,

it is not

used on any modem airliner. However,
it has come in through the back door--any
inboard or
outboard aileron that is drooped
at low speed (flaperon)
is a plain flap. Plain flaps are planned
for
a future

supersonic

transport

airplane.

(See fig. 1.9.)

11
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Simple

slotted

flap--

Shown

developed
aerodynamic
surface and is deployed
little flap overlap
as aft travel

in figure

1.10, the simple

leading edge. It is generally
into a slotted down position

with the fixed trailing

of the flap that increases

away

from the lower

cove

cavity

on the lower

surface,

panel

edge

wing

to develop

which

and hence
a good

is a solution

flap concept,

but the concept

flap has a flap panel

with a fully

mounted
on pivots a little below
of 30 ° to 35 °. The simple slotted

area. Also,

airplanes,
the lower cove panel has to be rotated
turns out to be not quite that simple. The simple
main

slotted

develops

entry

suitable

only little Fowler

the flap motion

does not move

into a slot. Therefore,
only for low-speed

the lower wing
flap has very

motion,

it requires

airplanes.

defined

far enough
a rounded

For high-speed

upward with a slave linkage, so the simple flap
slotted flap is not used on any modern airliner as a

is used for flaperons.

Figure

1.10. Simple

slotted flap.
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Single-slotted
spoilers

Fowler

or the fixed

flapupper

When

cove

stowed,

panel.

Fowler

flaps have

In the fully deployed

significant

position,

overlap

this overlap

between

flap

is converted

and
into

Fowler motion by moving the flap aft, which effectively
increases wing area. The single-slotted
flap is the simplest of all Fowler flaps and therefore
the most attractive
one from a weight and cost
point

of view.

Single-slotted

With careful
flaps

aerodynamic

were widely

design,

a single-slotted

used in the early

flap can be deflected

more sophisticated
double- and triple-slotted
flaps, and now they are making
single-slotted
flap on a Boeing 747SP 1 is seen in figure 1.11.

Flap

Figure

1.11. Boeing

747SP

a comeback.

support

single-slotted

flap.

1SP refers to "special performance," which is a long-range version of the Boeing 747 airplane.
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to about

days of the jet age, then they were displaced
The

40 °.
by

Fixed

vane/main

double-slotted

flap-

The fixed

vane/main

flap has a vane

rigidly

attached

to the

main flap, which forms a fixed-geometry
slot. When fully deployed,
the flap is double-slotted
allows flap deflections
of as much as 55 ° . The vane in its stowed position is trapped between

and
the

spoiler

on the

above

mechanism
slotted

and a lower
design.

cove

panel.

Extracting

The fixed vane/main

flap, it produces

a little more

the vane out of this slot imposes

flap is only slightly

lift, and it helps

adjust

heavier

and costlier

airplane

attitude

restrictions

than the single-

on landing

approach.

For takeoff, it is generally
desirable
to have the vane sealed against the upper cove panel
because
in this setup only the second slot is open and takeoff L/D is improved.
However,
complex vane
slotted takeoff

extraction
position,

fixed vane/main
in figure

or spoilers
with

from the cove and a second geometric
constraint
of providing
a singlevery few mechanisms
qualify for the fixed vane/main
flap. Nonetheless,

flap is used on many

commercial

airliners.

It is shown

on the Douglas

the

DC-9/MD-80

1.12.

VANE
SPOILER

/
REAR
SPAR

_

I_

'_,,_"_
RETRACTED
POSITION

I_""

DOWN

FLAP

/

"*''_'""

% \

HINGE

Figure

i

__-

1.12. Douglas

DC-9/MD-8O

fixed

vane/main

1

40 ° DOWN
50 ° DOWN

flap.
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Articulating
vane/main
creates a second overlap
wing

chord

occupying

relative
space

to the design.
the deployed

double-slotted
flap-- Making the vane retractable
relative to the main flap
that can be used to increase both Fowler motion and the total developed

to a fixed vane/main

in the wing.

flap. This step is accomplished

However,

the articulating

(See fig. 1.13.) Generally
position

and stowed

vanes

vane/main

are not actively

actuated

by the stow stop and the actuating

structural-vane-to-main-flap
connections
penetrate
the front spar of the main flap.

are generally

either

with no change

flap adds quite

straight

but are spring-loaded
force

of the main

or circular

PAN E L
FLAP

VANE

O

\
HYDRAULIC
ACTUATOR

N..
N.

FAIRING

Figure

16

1.13. Douglas

DC-IO/MD-11

articulating

vane/main

flap.

into

flap. The

arc tracks

SPOILER
ACCESS

in the

a bit of complexity

that

If an activemechanismfor movingthe vanerelativeto the mainflap is used,it is easierto provide a
single-slottedtakeoffpositionwith the slot in front of the vaneandthe vane-to-main-flapslot closed.
However,this configurationreducesFowlermotionavailablefor takeoff andincreasescomplexity.
Both fixed andarticulatingvane/mainflapsneed"smart" mechanisms
to takefull advantageof their
aerodynamiccapabilities.Thechallengeis not only to extractthe vanefrom thecovewithout slave
linkages,but to keepthevanein contactwith the upper-covetrailing edge(spoilers)during initial
deploymentfor flap anglesof 5° to 15° so that the flap stays single-slotted
for typical takeoff
settings
Main/aft
beyond

for best takeoff
double-slotted
the articulating

L/D.
flap-

The main/aft

vane/main

double-slotted

flap. The forward

or main

flap is one step farther
flap is the larger

in complexity

element

and the aft

flap the smaller, and the main flap has its overlap with the wing cove while the aft flap overlaps
with
the aft end of the main flap. Typical flap deflection
angles are 30 ° to 35 ° for the main flap and 28 °
to 30 ° for the aft flap, for a total deflection
Fowler

motion

than an articulating

produces

slightly

in figure

1.14.

of 60 ° to 65 °. A main/aft

vane/main

more lift and helps

adjust

flap generally

flap with the same stowed
airplane

landing

attitude.

chord

achieves

length.

This configuration

Thus,

more
it

is shown

Flap

Aluminum

track
Fairing

Figure

1.14. Airbus

A3OOB mainaft

double-sIotted

flap.
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Triple-slotted flap- A triple-slottedflap is like anarticulatingvane/mainflap with an additional
aft flap addedto themain flap. Sinceit hasthreeoverlaps,it canprovidevery high Fowler motion,
andthe threeslotsallow deflectionsof the aft flap to asmuchas80°. Becauseall threeof the flap
elementshaveto besupportedstructurallyandtheir motionsomehowgearedtogether,the tripleslottedflap is very complexandheavy.It produceshighersectionallift thanthe double-slotted
flap, but edgelossesarevery significant(onevortexper flap paneledge).Thenose-downpitching
momentsarevery high andneedto be trimmedby a tail-download,which furtherreducesits
benefits.ThreeBoeing airplanesusetriple-slottedflaps--the 727,737, and747.The Boeing737
with this flap is shownin figure 1.15.

Flap track

forward

Foreflap

fairing

sequencing
carriage

Foreflap

Midflap
track
Midflap

carriage

Midflap
Aft flap
pushrod
Flap track
fairing support

•
arm

\

Bell crank

Aftflap

\

Bell crank
cam track
Fairingtrack
cam
Flap track
aft fairing

Figure

18

1.15. Boeing

737 triple-slotted

""

_3.3
"_

flap.

1.2 Support
The basic

and Actuation

elements

are hinges,
two fixities
the fourth

to guide

Concepts

and structurally

support

a moving

element

linkages,
and tracks. Each panel is generally
supported
in each location. Since a statically
determinate
system
support

point

is redundant

and creates

a potential

such as a flap or a slat panel

in two spanwise
needs only three

locations
with
support points,

for force fight. The best spanwise

support location
is generally
at a point about 25 percent of the distance from the ends of a panel, but
buried support systems sometimes
require supports at the end of the panel. Also, the large spanwise
dimension
of an outboard flap panel and its limited thickness
may require a third support location to
avoid

making

between
panel

two outboard

flap and wing.

of a supersonic

on a swing

flaps. The third support

Figure

airplane.

link. As the wing

1.16 shows
A panel

a simple

with three

box (the stronger

location

has to be designed

example

of such an arrangement

hinges

and stiffer

to avoid

has two rigid hinges,
element)

bends

a force fight

for the thin flap

with the third hinge

under

a flight

load, the

three hinge points go out of alignment,
and the swing link of the third hinge can rotate. This process
still forces some bending into the flap panel, but the high-stress
shear loads in the flap plane are
avoided.
Actuation

of high-lift

devices

can be done either

individually

for each support

or panel,

or it can be

geared together
with drive shafts powered by a centrally
located power drive unit (PDU). For an
individual
drive, the hydraulic
actuator is the most commonly
used drive unit. If more than one
actuator

is used per panel,

actuator

force

actuators

fight due to actuator

are found

On flap mechanisms
cannot

the panel

only on hinged
that provide

be used because

the panel

has to become
failure.
panels

good

This situation
or circular

initial

translation

the synchronizing

Fowler
cannot

explains

arc tracks
motion
transmit

torque

member

why multiple
where

the panel

(translation),

in case of an

linear

hydraulic

can transmit

multiple

linear

torque.

actuators

torque.

19
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Centrally

powered

actuators,

or rack and pinion

frequently

used

synchronize

and synchronized
drives

for trailing-edge

flap deployment.

actuation

systems

as actuators.

This drive system

and leading-edge
Figure

use screw jacks,

1.17 shows

flaps because
the Boeing

rotary

hinges,

has become

rotary

the one most

it is the surest

and safest

737 trailing-edge-flap

drive

way to
system.

A drive system of this nature has been used on the trailing-edge
flaps of all Boeing airplanes
since
the 707 and on all Airbus airplanes.
A similar drive system has been used for leading-edge
actuation
on all Boeing

airplanes

beginning

synchronizing

nature

of the shafts,

with the 747 and on all Airbus
the high reduction

essentially
self-locking.
Shafting is generally
tional brakes or no-backs
and symmetry-sensing
words,

this actuation

on PDUs

guarantee

is the safest

one against

functional

reliability

on demand.

1.17. Boeing

of the gearboxes

In addition

to the

make the system

designed to withstand jam failures. Therefore,
addidevices are redundant
safety features. In other

system

Figure

ratios

airplanes.

asymmetric

737 trailing-edge-flap

and passive

drive

failures.

Dual

motors

system.

21

1.2.1

Leading-Edge

Krueger
hinge

flaps-

inside

additional
Actuation
fig. 1.5.)

Devices

Simple

the wing

Krueger
leading

and folding

bull-nose

edge and connected

flaps are generally

to the panel

designed

with a goose-neck

hinge

slave link is required to rotate the folding bull-nose
into the proper deployed
can be by a single linear hydraulic
actuator, by rotary actuators,
or by screw

VC Krueger

flaps

require

a four-bar

linkage

as the support

flexing the main Krueger panel and deployment
only application
on the Boeing 747 uses rotary
system. (See fig. 1.6.)
All Krueger
angles

Krueger

flaps deploy

of attack.

against

At higher

the forces

angles

of attack

mechanism,

of the airstream
Krueger

flaps

fitting.

An

position.
jacks. (See

with additional

of the folding bull-nose.
actuators
with a centrally

with the

linkages

The VC Krueger
flap in its
located PDU to actuate the

and have a high stowing
start to produce

load at low

lift, which,

of course,

causes actuation
loads to reverse--a
situation that is not particularly
desirable
for safety reasons.
Also, the actuation
loads for Krueger flaps are fairly high and require powerful
actuators,
which
heavy.
Slats-

As mentioned

arc tracks

earlier,

with two tracks

the Boeing

version,

supported,

and each roller

most slats in service

per slat panel.

the rollers

are engaged

reacts

against

on commercial

The tracks

generally

with the outside

either

have

airliners

are mounted

an I-beam

flanges

cross

of the I-beam,

a down or an up load.

for

Some

are

on circular

section.

In

they are end-

Airbus

airplanes

use

larger, cantilevered
rollers that roll inside the flanges of the I-beam and react against both up and
down loads. The air loads on a slat are essentially
normal to the path of deployment
by the circular
arc tracks. Therefore, the magnitude
of the actuation loads is low. Slats see air-load reversal
at low
angles

of attack,

generally

different

actuator

Several

on the ground.
arrangements

for slat actuation

The biggest number of in-service
airliners, the Boeing
actuator to deploy each slat. Today's
design standards
cient, and two actuators
are required
tical experience
indicates
otherwise:
in service
schedule
electrical
Other
inboard

today

have

slat-actuation

schemes

slats of several

other

Screw jack drives are suitable
airplanes
(fig. 1.19).
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727 and 737 airplanes,
indicate that the single

commercial

airliners.

use a single hydraulic
actuator is not suffi-

to avoid racking of the slat panel in the tracks. However,
pracnone of the approximately
4500 Boeing 727 and 737 airplanes

slat deployment

that makes them deploy
position signaling.

are used on today's

problems.

at different

The slats have a programmed

times,

and symmetry

use rotary

actuators

with drive links,

airplanes,

including

the Airbus

as well to actuate

A340.

deployment/stow

is maintained

with the help of

as on the Boeing

767 and on the

(See fig. 1.18.)

slats; they are used on the Airbus

A300

and A310

_

Bleed slr duct
Track

support

(titanium)

/

/

____.,.v.,.,o.
Travel

Typical

stop

ry actuator
(tracks 2 and 3)

slat 1 drive system

Figure

Figure

l. 18. Airbus

l. 19. Airbus

A340

A300/310

inboard

slat.

slat actuation.
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McDonnell DouglasandFokkerusecablesto actuateslats.The slatshavea conicalmotion,so travel
at everytrack locationis different.This configurationis accomplishedusingcableswrappedaround
drumswith differentdiametersto achievedifferentlengthsof travel.However,this systemhasmany
flaws: the difficulties of rigging thecablesandmaintainingpreloadin the system;the largenumber
of pulleys;anda concernfor safetysincethis drive systemhasno sureway to lock the slatsin place
in caseof actuatorfailure. A DouglasDC-10/MD-11slat-actuationsystemis shownin figure 1.20.

LEFT OUTBOARD SLAT
DRIVE MECHANICAL
ASSEMBLY OPERATES

_DRIVE
MECHANISM OPERATE_
tATS I AND 2
J

SLATS 3 TO 8

IGHT AND LEFT/
DRIVE CABLES FOR SLATS
5. 6. 7, AND 8 NOT SHOWN_

INBOARD SLAT
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

INBOARD SLATS

Figure

1.20.

Lately, the rack and pinion drive
used on the Boeing 757 airplane,
Boeing

777 airplanes.

as a spur gear to drive
from a centrally
the airplane.
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located

Douglas

OUTBOARD SLAT
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

DC-10/MD-11

PDU

system.

(fig. 1.21) has become the most popular drive system for slats. First
it has been copied by the Airbus A320/321,
the A330/340,
and the

This drive uses a rotary
a rack.

slat-actuation

hinge

This rack is a structural
that also synchronizes

that has an outer

rotating

part of the circular
the system

between

case and is configured

arc track,
right-

and power

and left-hand

comes
sides

of

\

t_

,,,,_

\
\

_o

'\

\
\\

\

\

L_

\
\
\
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1.2.2

Trailing-Edge

Numerous

support

and reinvented

benefits,

mechanisms

are known

all the time. Leaving

for supersonic
Definition

Devices

airplanes,

of Fowler

out hinges

the emphasis
motion-

it is first appropriate

flaps,

and actuation

Before

describing

defined

trailing-edge

one of the major
his motion.

chord

measured

in the wing

chord

plane

1.22.

Definition

the slat Fowler

motion;

For trailing-edge

flaps

the chord

plane

in linear

as measured
the flaps

of slat Fowler

with multiple

increments

in a curve

motion.

Xs is the chordwise

of the respective

and their relative

factors,

namely
today

Fowler

motion.

see the significant

means chord in space
in several publications.

and not just the
Using just

upstream
planes

on the upper

surface

position,

provided.

Fowler

element,

motion

FMs

= XJCw

is measured
in figure

approximation

of the elements.

is independent

1.22.

x 100 (%), where

of the slat; and Cw is the basic

as shown

is a practical

in figure

X s --------_-

In the figure,

translation

elements,

in chord

in the fully deployed

only of the flap overlap

26

flap mechanisms

for slats, as shown

_-----_

motion

flaps

chord change makes the Fowler motion of many flaps negative because the rotation
the projected
flap chord. So, for this report, Fowler motion is defined as the incremental,

developed

Figure

and simple
flap mechanisms.

aerodynamicists

parameter
to be the increase
in developed wing chord, which
wing chord projected
into the wing reference
plane as shown
projected
shortens

for flaperons

invented

trailing-edge

goodness

Most

and new ones are being

systems

here will be on conventional

to define

It is not clear how Mr. Fowler

for trailing-edge

The Fowler

of flap linkage,

in linear

wing

increments

1.23. Measuring
motion

chord.

in

the Fowler

to the real chord

extension

for landing,

and therefore

FMs is

with

it is a function

\
Figure 1.23. Definition
100 (%), where FMrE
the wing;
wing

of trailing-edge-flap
Fowler motion. In the figure, FMTE = (X1 + X2)/Cw x
is the flap Fowler motion; X1 is the first flap translation
in the chord plane of

X2 is the second

flap

translation

in the chord

plane

of the first flap;

and Cw is the basic

chord.

A "smart"
flap mechanism
provides most of the available Fowler
ment at low deflection
angles. This area increase at low-flap-angle

motion in the initial flap deploysettings results in the best L/D for

takeoff.
Simple

hinge

for Fowler

flap-

Good

performance

for a hinged,

overlapping

flap requires

pivot far below the wing surface whether it is a single, vane/main,
or main/aft double-slotted
The words "simple pivot" used for this arrangement
are not accurate;
this concept requires
far away
about

from

the same

long and narrow

the wing

box and requires

size, and both fittings
hinge

fittings

cannot

a fairly deep, fixed

are encased
transmit

in large,

hinge

flat-sided

the flap side loads,

fitting.

The flap hinge

fairings.
so another

(See

a flap
flap.
a pivot
fitting

fig. 1.13.)

side-load

reaction

is

The
has

to be provided,
either in the form of A-frame-type
links or a side-load
track. The circular
arc motion
of a hinged flap develops Fowler motion proportional
to the deployment
angle. For low deployment
angles required
for high-gross-weight
takeoff, the hinged flap develops little Fowler motion, and it is
therefore
not the best mechanism
for this requirement.
The simple hinge is an example
of a "dumb"
mechanism.
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Yet another

bad feature

streamwise
flap rotates

motion on swept, outboard
wing trailing
the aft hinge fairing into a skewed angle

fixed

fairing,

which

in a streamwise
deployed,
outboard

is associated

produces

direction,

producing
flap against

drag.

with simple

hinges.

Also, the inboard

so the skewed

Hinged

flaps are not easily

adaptable

to

edges. The swept hinge axis of the simple hinge
inboard and out of the wake of the forward
end of an outboard

end rib is exposed

still more drag (fig. 1.24). This same
an unswept,
inboard flap difficult.

flap is not trimmed

to full ram pressure
characteristic

makes

"_"x-----

when

the flap is

sealing

a swept,

Exposed

Flap End Rib

Flap Deployed
posed Aft Fairing
Hinge Line

Figure

Upright,

four-bar

by 30 to 35 percent
Figure

1.25 shows

linkage-
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The four-bar

as compared
such a linkage

The results are somewhat
on the Boeing YC-14.

1.24. Deficiencies

better

linkage

to a simple

hinge

exercised

in three

than those

produced

of simple

with upright
and improves
variations

hinge.

links reduces
the Fowler
for a main/aft

by a simple-hinge,

the fairing
motion

depth

schedule.

double-slotted

double-slotted

flap

flap.
as used

10"
18"

;

\ ,i')'-.

US.

Patent

4,353,517

0,

,

z6_"

(a) Common

3ao,,l

38d"

aftaft

link.

,ZO °

/

'i
/

I0

Common

Aft/Front

Link

26a/
22

Common

Front/Front

Link

(b) Common
Figure

1.25.

frontfront
Variations

link. (c) Common
of upright,

aftfront

four-bar

link.

linkages.
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Upside-down,
for applications
structure
support,

four-bar

linkage-

to trailing-edge

at their upper

The upside-down

four-bar

The two links

of course,
flap shown
linkage

completely

inside

linkage

at any support

end and to the flap or a flap carriage

the links can be buried

This configuration,
the Boeing 747SP

The upside-down,
flaps.

an airfoil,

has a much

location

at their lower
with no need

end. When

form

(shortest

links)

tends

potential
on a fixed

used as an end

for flap support

means lower drag at both low and high speeds.
in figure 1.11.

in its more compact

better

are hinged

fairings.

For example,

refer

to drop the flap down

to

and

create some counterrotation
during the initial part of deployment.
It is therefore
not advantageous
for a vane/main
flap that needs to extract the vane from the slot between the upper and lower cove
unless

the vane

is made

small and with little overlap,

which

is the case on the Douglas

DC-8

(fig. 1.26). However,
the DC-8 flap mechanism
is not a plain four-bar linkage, but rather has the
upper pivot of the aft link move aft in a short, straight track. This motion is slave-linked
to the
forward

link. The upside-down,

four-bar

linkage

is good

for a single-slotted

and aft flaps of a main/aft type double-slotted
flap. McDonnell
the YC-15 and the C-17 for blown, double-slotted,
main/aft-type

flap and for the main

Douglas used this concept
flaps (fig. 1.27).

Cruise

Takeoff

Figure

30

1.26.

Douglas

DC-8 four-bar

trailing-edge-flap

linkage.

again

on

Figure

The Fowler
Fowler

motion

motion

this linkage

or used

linkage.

The linkage

inboard

and outboard

quite

progression

at small

1.27.

Douglas

YC-15

of the upside-down,

flap deployment

angles

it first on a trailing-edge
can be adapted

four-bar

flap.

linkage

for good takeoff

L/D.

flap, but it has repeatedly

for streamwise

flaps to seal against

traiIing-edge

each other.

conical

motion,

Actuation

is quite good,

achieving

It is not clear

who invented

been
which

power

claimed

as a novel

is required

to allow

requirements

high

can become

high.
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Upside-down/upright
four-bar
linkageOf the two combinations
the arrangement
with the upside-down
link forward and the upright

possible within this concept,
link aft seems to have the most

promise.
Whether
this concept is better or worse than the pure upside-down
linkage is not clear, but
at first glance it looks about as good as the other concept.
It can be easily adapted to conical, streamwise motion.
requirements
linkage

The fairing size required to house the linkage is fairly deep, but short. Actuation
power
are, as on the upside-down
concept,
fairly high. The upside-down/upright,
four-bar

is used on the Boeing

777 inboard

main

Main Drive
7050-T7451

flap and single-slotted

outboard

flap (fig.

1.28).

Aft Flap

8 Bolts

\

Flap Carrier Beam

7050-T7

Flap Pivot Link

_

2 Segmer_t Fatting

Figure

Complex
linkages
another

four-bar

for trailing-edge
percent

One of the more
located

linkages-

underneath

1.28. Boeing

Many

flaps.

recent

The design

or two of additional
memorable

Fowler

attempts

the flap is moved

777 inboard

attempts

have

flap mechanism.

been made

to design

goal of most of these attempts
motion

was called

out of the concept

a "walking

has been

for low-takeoff

beam four-bar

aft with an upside-down

linkage

more complex

linkage,"

while

to squeeze
flap angles.
where

a beam

the flap is moved

aft

and rotated with an upright, four-bar linkage that rides on the "walking beam." The concept,
of
course, needs more slave links, and for fail-safety,
every link is duplicated. The same linkage is then
repeated
is about
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for the aft flap with more
20 per support

location,

slave links,

which

makes

and, as a result,
the concept

the number

very expensive

of links and pivot points
to build

and maintain.

The

major

flaw of this kind of approach

the probability

of failure

One successful

is that there are too many joints

and the chance

implementation

beam/upside-down/upright,

that joint

of a complex
four-bar

linkage

wear will result

linkage

in series,
in a wiggly

flap support,

which

both

support.

best described

(fig. 1.29), is used on the Boeing

increases

as a hinged-

767 for the main

flap

panel of the inboard flap and the single-slotted
outboard flap. The flap is mounted
on an upsidedown/upright,
four-bar linkage with the forward, upside-down
link hinged on a fixed structure
and
the upright,
lower
landing

aft link hinged

surface

of the wing

position,

on the folding

beam.

box. As the four-bar

the hinged

beam

first moves

The folding
linkage
down

beam

moves

itself is hinged

on a fitting

the flap aft and rotates

on the

it into the

and then up.

\

\
\

Figure

1.29. Boeing

767 inboard

This process negates some of the up-and-down
motion
the spoiler and to create proper flap gaps. The concept
motion

at low flap angles.

and joints

in series

require

However,
doubling

complexity

and cost of the design

deployment

of the flaps.

Therefore,

flap

mechanism.

of the aft link to avoid flap interference
with
is ingenious
because it creates a lot of Fowler

it has some of the flaws discussed
of most links for fail-safety.
and makes

it difficult,

the disadvantages

earlier:

The multiple

This configuration

if not impossible,
of the simple

hinge

to accomplish
flap apply

links

adds to the
streamwise

to the 767
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linkage--a slantedendtrim of the inboardendof the outboardflap thatdoesnot allow sealingwith
the inboardflap, androtationof theslantedinboard-flapendrib andaft-flap fairing into the free
stream.In addition,the duplicatedlinkageis wide andessentiallynormalto the rearspar.Hiding
this normal linkagein a streamwisefairing makesfor a wide fairing with a lot of slot blockageand
reducedflap performance.
Hooked-track
supportsBefore discussing
hooked-track
supports, a discussion
about the Boeing
707 circular-arc-flap
support track is in order. This track is located forward of the flap inside the
airfoil.

It does

not provide

any fancy

mechanism
is light and does
found in Chapter 2.
Hooked

tracks

used

fig. 1.30) have been

but deploys

any flap fairings.

the main

flaps of successive

to deploy

quite successful.

slopes downward;
therefore,
motion can thus be obtained

motion

not require

The forward

the flap from
Details

Boeing

stowed

about

airplanes

end of this hooked

to full extension.

this flap mechanism

track

(727,

unswept,

straight

and

initial flap motion is aft and slightly down. A good portion of Fowler
at low flap angles for takeoff. The aft end of the track is hooked down

inboard

Figure

34

737, 747, and 757,

is essentially

and accomplishes
the major part of the flap rotation for the landing configuration.
concept lends itself to conical streamwise
flap deployment,
which allows a sealed
a straight-motion,

This

can be

flap and a conical-motion,

1.30. Boeing

757 inboard

swept,

outboard

flap mechanism.

The hooked-track
interface
between

flap.

The majordrawbackof thehooked-trackconceptis thatthereactionto the flap air loads,which are
generallyaft of the carriage,resultsin a couplebetweenthefront andaft rollers of the roller
carriage.For practicalpurposes,thiscoupleis not very long,andtheresultis very high aft roller
loads.Therefore,designingrollersandtracksfor reasonableservicelife is not easy.
It is not clearwhoinventedthe hooked-trackflap support.In additionto theuseon four Boeing
airplanemodels,it is usedby British Aerospaceonthe BAe146andRJ70/100/120airplanesandby
Airbus on the A310 airplanes.
Link/track mechanisms-Most of the linkagesystemsdescribedin thepreviousparagraphshave
theproblemthatonelink wantstobe quitelong for idealflap motion anddoesnot fit into the
minimum fairing envelope.It shouldbe recognizedthatan infinitely long link canbesimulatedwith
a straighttrack. This thoughtprocessledto theevolutionof severallink track mechanisms.For the
link/track flap mechanism,the low overturningmomentfrom the flap loadscreatesa couplebetween
theroller carriageandthe front link or aft link anddrive rod.This setupreducesroller loadsand
providesgoodroller/trackwearcharacteristics.
Theadvantages
of this arrangement
wererecognized
atBoeing in the late 1970s,but it wasnot vigorouslypursued.Airbus is usingtwo of theseconcepts
on the Airbus A320/321andA330/340airplanes.
Airbus A320 flapsuseanupside-down,forwardlink in conjunctionwith

a straight

track

structure

favorable

for Fowler

motion

as aft support
at lower

mechanism

takeoff

is adaptable

(fig. 1.31). The motion
flap angles
to streamwise

Figure

and requires
conical

1.31. Airbus

A320

of this mechanism
very

low actuation

is very
power.

In addition,

on a fixed
the

motion.

trailing-edge

flap

mechanism.
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The A330/340flap mechanismusessimilar elements,but in a differentarrangement;it hasa straight
andslopedtrack on fixed structureasforwardsupportandanupright link asaft support(fig. 1.32).
Again,Fowler motion progressionis very good,but no betterthanon the A320.Theselink/track
mechanismswill bediscussedin moredetailin Chapter3.

I

Spoiler

Front

flap link

Flap

(fail safe)

/

/
\
J

33 °

Fixed

fairing

Rotary

actualor

/
Track

Figure

1.3 Geometric
Leading-edge
airplanes

have

1.32. Airbus

Parameters

devices

A330/340

extend

maintain
inboard

roll control.
wing.)

(Stall

However,

from wing

protection

overkill

on the outboard

tapered

slat, has the advantage

engine location)
sized actuators,
takeoff

wing

with either

root to wing

maintaining

tip. Most

aileron

inboard.

that the same slat mechanism

no slot or a small

mechanism.

and all McDonnell

slat (in absolute

to wing tip. A highly tapered
a very expensive
proposition.

flap

Rear flap link (fail-safe

Boeing

and some

Douglas

airplanes

Airbus
have

versus tapered slats on aerodynamic
performance
wing needs more protection
from stall in order to

and it is inadequate

2 percent of local chord. Krueger
of 70 ° to 85 ° for sealed Kruegers
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means

a constant-chord

fairing

Devices

slats, and other Airbus

tapered slats. The significance
of constant-chord
is not fully understood.
In general, the outboard

Movable

trailing-edge

of High-Lift

typically

constant-chord

Carriage

effectiveness

inches)

is probably

The constant-chord

slat angles

range

flaps generally
have a constant
and to lesser angles for slotted

from

a stall of the

slat, or only slightly

can be used from wing

slat requires variable-radius
Slats are deployed to angles

slot; landing

beyond

an aerodynamic
root (or inboard

slat tracks and varyingof about 15 ° to 20 ° for
21 ° to 38 °, with slots of 1 to

chord; they are deployed
Kruegers.

to angles

The geometricparametersof trailing-edgedevicesarecomplexto describe.Thechordof most
trailing-edgeflapsin the stowedpositionrangesfrom 20 to 35percentof local wing chord.Flap
overlapis generallyabouthalf of flap chord,but it may vary.Themaximumdeflectionof a singleslottedflap is between30° and40°, with anoptimumflap gapof about2 percentof local chord.
Vane/maindouble-slottedflapsdeployto anglesof 45° to 55°, with the optimumfirst slot atabout
2 percentandthesecondslotcloseto 1 percentof local chord.Flap overlapin thefully deployed
positionis not a very strongparameterfor flap performance;its rangeis approximately+1 percent.
For main/aft

double-slotted

flaps,

at 30 ° to 35 ° and a first-flap
to 70 ° relative

maximum

main-flap

gap of approximately

to the wing-chord

plane,

deflection

2 percent.

with the second

1 percent

parameters
wing

of a shorter

airplane

flap setting

The fact that Fowler

that trailing-edge

Fowler

early

motion

with a "smart"

1.4.1

Modes

flaperons,
lability
structural

system

but failures
failure

components

provide

heavily

or a light-gross-weight
desirable

on the

whether

it is a

takeoff

that as much

of the

linkage

a better

takeoff

to maximize

that converts

the flap overlap

In other words,

takeoff

L/D leads

configuration

to

into

a single-slotted

flap

than a double-slotted

of high-lift

system

Four failure

at low speed,
configuration

is the panel

for High-Lift

Systems

Design

are generally

The panels of high-lift system
redundant
structural
elements,
system

depend

a difference

position.

for high-gross-weight

and Criteria

and Fail-Safe

components

of an airplane.

into the high-speed

and

10 ° and 20 ° with only one slot open and
takeoffs at high thrust-to-weight
ratios,

and at low flap angles.

may actually

Requirements

High-lift

for the vane

mechanism.

1.4 Design
Failure

takeoff

it makes

it is highly

landing

flaps need a "smart"

in the deployment

mechanism

flap with a "dumb"

the maximum

is so important

the conclusion

1 percent.

is developed,
or that the developed
wing chord is maximized.
weights, the maximum
flap angle for single-, double-, and

may approach

motion

2 percent

during

on a long runway

In all cases,

triple-slotted
flaps optimizes
at a deflection
angle between
as much Fowler motion as possible. For low-gross-weight
the takeoff

about

In other words,

airplane

on a short runway.

available
Fowler motion as possible
For best takeoff L/D at higher gross

performance

ratio.

of a long-range

up to 63 °

at approximately

and aft flaps.

aerodynamic

and thrust-to-weight

takeoff

range

for the main

for optimum

loading

high-gross-weight

chord

flap

flaps with an aft flap added on. Generally,
used on double-slotted
vane/main
flaps, and

may be 65 ° to 80 °. Flap gaps are typically

of the local wing

Geometric
airplane

deflection

to the single-slotted

The aft flap can be deployed

slot optimizing

Triple-slotted
flaps are similar to articulating
vane/main
the angles for the vane and main flap are less than those
the aft-flap

is similar

modes

failure

not primary
components

control
can have

must be considered:

of the device

surfaces,
serious

in the case of

consequences

structural

into the deployed

except
failure

mode

on the control-

at high speed,

at high speed,

or failure

at low speed.
components
so failures
support

are usually built similar
of panels are uncommon.
and actuating

mechanism

to wing structures
with
The weakest link of high-lift
since

each panel

normally

has
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only two supportswith two attachmentpointseach.Structuralfailuresat high speedwith the highlift systemstowedareunheardof becausevirtually all mechanismsutilized havea tremendous
mechanicaladvantagein the stowedposition.The load-momentarmsarealsovery shortin cruise,
which helpsto keepthe loadslow. Maximumoperatingloadsoccurmostlyduring low-speed
maneuverswith the devicesdeployed.
To precludestructuralfailuresin this critical, low-speedmodeof operation,the support-structure
mechanismis built usingfail-safecriteria: Everycritical structuralelementis duplicated,suchas
back-to-backchannelsforming anI-beam,or two side-by-sidelinks, or a pin inside a pin where,
afterfailure of onestructuralelement,the remainingstructurecanstill handlelimit loads.This
designapproach,of course, adds cost and weight to the system. The consequences
of a failure differ
vastly,

depending

wing,

on whether

it occurs

such as the loss of an outboard

rolling

moments

for which

flap can generally
both the outboard
One word

generic
within

is appropriate

starters,

a very

"safe

life"

provide

real fail-safety

Another

important

infamous

"walking

15 joints

failure

on this concept

is somewhere

itself has to meet
loads

a slow stowing
be controlled

actuation
There

of high-lift
if detected

while
loads

Only
being

between

are generally

or during

example

to

fail-

there

are about

10 links
for any

failure,

flap and leading-edge
load reversals,
of attack.

by

The probability

the actuation

does not lead to structural
serious

inspected.

of failure

that a high-lift

makes

and a

does not

of what not to do is the

than on a simple

accepted

loads)

in angle

concept,

redundancy

fail-safety.

higher

It is generally
stowing

where

In this design

5 and 10 times

changes

applied

but in both of them

the probability

to provide

experience

high

to provide

both pins can be readily

The classical

Most trailing-edge

the K_rueger flaps
stowed,

unless

earlier.

at low speed

enough.

example

in parallel

criteria.

very

Loss of an inboard

the idea of the fail-safe

mentioned

only (preferably

devices
early

criteria

is to minimize

in series.

number

fail-safe

in one direction

this criterion.

deployment,

a pin concept,

linkage"

and an equal

that causes

meet

four-bar

in series

The actuation

on only one side, cause

such that fasteners
do not act as fatigue crack
area of the part, the fastener holes become

Another

for a safe design

on the outboard

two parts that are supposed

defeats

and lighter.

of parts and joints

beam

When

of course,

be cheaper

consideration

failures

may start not only in one of the two parts,

is the pin inside

the number

position

but fail-safe

has to be designed
in a highly loaded

This situation,

would

Asymmetric

may not be able to compensate.

at this point.

and a crack

short time.

structure

minimizing

system

be handled by the control system,
and inboard high-lift components.

of caution

crack

or outboard.

flap in the landing

the control

safety are joined together,
the joint
starters. If the fasteners
are located

and

inboard

4-bar

linkage.

mechanism
safer because

and any upset

can

slat mechanisms
and they occur

In addition,

during

the Krueger-flap

are quite high.

is a requirement

that a failure

of the actuation

will allow

only a slow retraction

devices. This criterion
can be met by installing
snubbers;
better yet, failure
vented by installing
brakes, locks, or making the drive system self-locking

of the high-lift

can be completely
prethrough high gear ratios

in rotary actuators
or screw drives. These kinds of drives generally
call for a centrally
located PDU
with redundant
motors that drive the respective
high-lift systems on right- and left-hand
wings.
(See fig. 1.17.) Such a design prevents
asymmetric
deployment.
In case of a shaft
side, an electrical
sensing system stops the drive motors to preclude an asymmetric
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failure on one
problem.
This

arrangementis the mostcommonlyusedtechnologyfor leading-andtrailing-edgeflaps onthe most
recentcommercialairliners.
Someolder airlinersuseddifferent approaches.
As mentionedearlier,theBoeing727and737 used
single,linear, hydraulicactuatorsto deployandstowthe leading-edgeslats.The actuationwas
programmedandsynchronizedfrom sideto sidewith electricsensors,andfailureswould affectonly
oneelement,so they werecontrollable.Thesetwo airplaneshavea cleanservicerecordconcerning
critical failuresof slats.
The only actuationarrangementnot recommendedis theonewheredifferent PDUsdrive the leftandright-handsidesof a high-lift system(trailing- or leading-edgedevice);if used,this arrangement
needsat leasta dual systemto preventasymmetryin caseof a failure.
1.4.2

Protrusions

and Flow

Blockage

High-speed
performance
considerations
suggest that the wing leading
in other words, there should be no protrusions
for leading-edge-device

edge be as smooth as possible;
mechanisms
in the high-

speed configuration.
The high-speed
drag penalty for trailing-edge
flap fairings is not quite so
critical, but having none or only small protrusions
is still desirable.
Fairings with lowest cruise drag
are small and more or less hidden in the trailing-edge
cusp on the lower wing surface. Trailing-edge
fairings

on the upper

Mechanism

fairings

Mechanisms
spar)

move

figuration.

that deploy

flaps

are not desirable.

aligned

other

are attached
cavity,

the inboard

than streamwise

to the flaps,
to airframe

(such

inboard.

noise.

to minimize

as normal

This move

to a swept

creates

rear

a new frontal

to L/D in the low-speed

The nonstreamwise

end rib of the outboard

drag.

con-

deployment

of a

flap at an angle to the flow that

drag penalty.

Slot blockage
is also detrimental
to low-speed
slats and the slot(s) in front of the trailing-edge
required
structure

in cruise

that is very detrimental

it may also contribute

flap also exposes

a low-speed

to the local flow direction

in a direction

which

with a forward-facing

In addition,

trailing-edge

surface

are always

the aft fairings,

area, generally

causes

wing

to hold on to the high-lift devices.
should be as far away as possible

performance.
flaps cannot

Blockage
of the slots for leading-edge
be avoided because some structure
is

To minimize
the adverse effect of the blockage,
the
(upstream)
from the high-velocity
region of the slots.

The

width and depth of fairings for trailing-edge
flap mechanisms
should be held to a minimum:
Fairings
cause cruise drag--the
larger the fairings, the higher the drag. With the flaps deployed,
the flap
supports
reduced
1.4.3

and fairings cause blockage
lift, and lowered L/D.

Spanwise

High-Lift

of flow into the slots,

which

leads

to early

flow

separation,

Continuity

The spanwise
aerodynamic
continuity
of both the leading edge and the trailing edge in the high-lift
mode has a very strong impact on lift and drag, and, of course, directly and indirectly
on noise. On
many airplane configurations,
leading-edge
devices
deployed
slats leaves the wing behind it unprotected

are interrupted
and can cause

by engine
premature

struts; the gap in the
wing stall. Engine
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nacellechinescanhelp to alleviatethis problem,but acompletelycontinuousleading-edgedeviceis
preferable.
Gapsin the trailing-edgeflapsarecausedby inboardaileronsandby thrustgatesfor wing-mounted
engines.Thesegapsnot only causelossof lift proportionalto the lossin flap area,but the openends
of the flap segmentsshedvorticesandcauseflow separationon thesuctionsideof theflaps nearthe
edges.Therefore,both thelossin lift andthedragincrementcausedby flap discontinuityarehigh.
Also, the flap edgevorticesin all likelihoodproduceairframenoise,so again,continuoustrailingedgeflaps arepreferable.

1.5

Characteristics

and

Constraints

of High-Lift

Devices

The objective
in the design of high-lift systems is to find a match between
takeoff
length and to meet the requirements
for safe approach
speeds and climb rate.
Takeoff-

Takeoff

distance

to overfly

lift-off

speed,

which

field length
a 35-foot

is defined
obstacle.

VLOF, has to be equal

is the minimum

VMU is a function
reduce the usable

speed

greater

than

dynamic
speed

climb

flight,

Vslg,

which

so that climb

airplane

thrust-to-weight

begins

and 3 percent
ratio

speed,

to lift off plus the airborne
(FAR)

the minimum

rules

unstick

specify

that

speed,

VMU,

take off with one engine

inoperative.

stall speed

is usually

must

for the given

gear is retracted,

(TAV) and L/D defined

airplane.

V2, which

1.2 times
about

gradient

aircraft

must

0.95 times

1.14 times
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words,

for a given

thrust-to-weight

ratio,

the climb

to or less than CLmax/
During

rule requires

is a function

equation:

related

second-

a minimum

is 2.3 percent

rate (R/C)

rate is directly

the stall

Vslg.

R/C = TAV - (L/D) -1
In other

be

the minimum

flap configuration.
the FAR

The climb

by the following

than

be equal

This minimum-climb-rate

for a four-engine

for derivative

speed,
than

V2, has to be greater

lift coefficient

failed.

a safe climb

at V 2, CLV2,

after the landing

a real problem

VMC, and greater

dynamic
speed,

the lift coefficient

rate at V2 with one engine

engine

must attain

control

The minimum

Vsmin.

CLmax is the maximum

climb,

1.1 times
can safely

lift can become

an airplane

the minimum

of lift coefficients,

1.142, where
segment

in usable

and gear retraction,

stall speed,

In terms

than

the airplane

Regulation

field

not only of maximum
lift capability,
but also of rotation: Limits on rotation can
lift coefficient
and increase VMU, and increased
VMU increases
the ground run and

1.1 times

in steady

roll distance

Airworthiness

to or greater

with which

takeoff field length. The limitation
versions with stretched
fuselages.
After takeoff

as the total ground

Federal

and landing

to L/D.

for a twinof the

Figure 1.33 shows typical lift curves for three takeoff trailing-edge
flap settings and a typical
envelope
of L/D versus CL. The CL versus angle of attack, co, plot shows that, for a certain o_ given
by the rotational
takeoff distance

clearance
of the aft fuselage,
the minimum
unstick speed and hence the shortest
can be obtained with the highest takeoff flap setting. However,
the L/D versus CL

plot shows that this high flap setting would reduce L/D and therefore
the airplane climb rate. There
is obviously
a conflict between the requirements
for short takeoff distance and best climb rate with
one engine

out, which

is particularly

critical

of the high-lift system takeoff configuration
capability
and the L/D efficiency.

for twin-engine
is aimed

airplanes.

at finding

Therefore,

a good

every

compromise

optimization

between

the lift

limit

/

L/ D

L

of the steps to achieve

on twin-engine

TOI

6F_5

TOII
TOm

6FzlO"
6F - 15 °

°

C L

I

Figure

Some

_I1

airplanes),

1.33. High-lift

such a compromise
and to deploy

performance

for takeoff.

are to have

slats rather

the slats to an intermediate

than Krueger

position

flaps

(at least

with a shallower

angle

and a small slot or a sealed position.
On the trailing-edge
flaps it is desirable
to have only one slot on
takeoff, even if the flap is double- or triple-slotted
for landing. A flap mechanism
that develops
most
of the Fowler
and flaps

motion

prevents

mechanisms

and fairings

lift and L/D during
Landing-

VSmin ' which

Most

and keeping

lift at a high L/D.

the best possible

the frontal

of commercial

speed be at least 1.3 times

translates

to about

CL appr, is about

modem

increases

L/D.

and wetted

Spanwise

continuity

Minimizing

of the slats

slot blockage

area of the fairings

down

helps

by
both

takeoff.

The final approach

that the approach
approach,

at low flap angles

loss of lift and provides

airliners

is flown

the dynamic

on a 3 ° glide

stall speed

1.24 times the lg stall speed,

Vslg.

slope.

for the given
Thus

FAR

roles require

flap configuration,

the lift coefficient

during

CLmax/1.54.

turbofan-powered

airliners

have no difficulty

matching

the landing

with the takeoff

field length; the critical landing parameter
is generally
approach
speed. Some correlation
exists
between
landing accident rate and approach
speed, and an economical
consideration
for tire and
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brake wear calls for limiting
between
120 and 150 knots.

Another
airplane
much

speed.

rotation

required

is available

for the landing

flaps has to be increased,

lift capability
the overall

during

space

approach

If the approach

or the power

landing

available

flare.

determines

speeds

1.34 shows

four lift curves.

are for a single-slotted
the maximum
deployment

landing
extends

lift coefficient

on the figure;

(between
fuselage

the main/aft

double-slotted

The cruise

the stall angle

to about

at a = 0 (CL0) and shifts

cx are indicated
different
approach

position.

system

of today's

airliners

are

airfoil

stalls

wing

with and without

than required

slats;

of about

of attack

ct curve

system.

flap, all in

13 ° to 14 ° . Slat

flaps increases

to the left. The approach
types

the

the other three

at an angle

CL versus

The

by increasing

double-slotted

of trailing-edge

of the

and fuel volume

flap, and a main/aft

as can be seen, the stall a for these three

flap is 1° better

decreased.

of the high-lift

accomplished

18 ° and 21 o). Assuming
a side-of-body
incidence
attitude of +2 ° for cockpit visibility,
the approach

double-slotted

devices

by structural

been

21 o. The deployment

the entire

is too high, the power

and complexity

is limited

have generally
devices.

The first is for a clean

flap, a vane/main

attitude

of the leading-edge

the power

for the high-lift

considerations,
higher lift levels for approach
number of elements
(slots) on the trailing-edge
Figure

Typical

aspect of flight safety during landing is pilot visibility,
which decreases
with increasing
pitch attitude or angle of attack. The pitch attitude during approach also determines
how

trailing-edge
Since

the approach

CL and

of flaps is not very

angle of +3 ° and an acceptable
a is limited to +5 °. In this case

and the vane/main

double-slotted

flap

comes very close to meeting
airplane with the trailing-edge

the criterion,
but the single-slotted
flap is deficient
by about
flap stuck in the up position has a serious approach-attitude

2 ° . An
problem

and needs

to keep

of the

leading-edge
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a lot of overspeed
device

is dependent

the attitude

on a properly

within
matched

reasonable
trailing-edge

the

limits.

The usefulness

flap, and vice versa.

I
Main/_ft Double Shxted

I
Double
Slo¢tedRap
CI
Single Slo¢ted Rap

2O

72

I

Figure
1.6

Interactions

Interactions
mentioned

between

occur

between

earlier,

1.34. High-lifi
Leading-

leading-edge

leading-edge

devices

higher angles of attack. However,
stall of the main wing. Conversely,
the stall of the slat.
The trailing-edge

flap is fairly

susceptible
to flap deflection
stall of the main wing since
the aft portion

in the design

devices,

for

landing.

Trailing-Edge
the main

in deployed

Devices

wing,

position

and trailing-edge

delay

devices.

the stall of the main

wing

As
to

a premature
stall of a leading-edge
device will lead to an early
stall of the main wing (aft stalls first ) will have little effect on

to angle

of attack

and stall of the main

wing,

but it is more

angle and slot parameters.
Trailing-edge
stall has some effect on the
the suction of the first flap slot reduces the adverse pressure
gradient on
The deployment

and strength

of the trailing-edge

flow angle for the leading-edge
devices.
angle at the leading edge, and therefore

the size of the leading-edge
These interactions
between
tuning

and

insensitive

of the main wing.

impact on the induced
the steeper the upwash

performance

flaps also have

an

The stronger the trailing-edge
device,
the steeper the deployment
angle and

devices should be. The opposite is true for weaker trailing-edge
devices:
the elements
of a low-speed
wing configuration
require a lot of fine

of the high-lift

system

elements

for optimum

match

and maximum

performance.
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Chapter

2

Review of High-Lift
Current
Commercial

Valuable
turers,

information
especially

approaches,
reviews

can be obtained

for high-lift

and sometimes

high-lift

systems

by studying

systems.

Sometimes

they copy or re-invent
installed

Systems on
Airliners

the products
companies
another

on the most prominent

of competing
solve

company's
current

airplane

manufac-

the same task with different
solution.

commercial

noted that some airplanes
were left out not because they are of no interest,
information
is available
to make detailed comments.

This chapter
airliners.

It should

but because

be

not enough

2.1 Boeing Airplanes
Seven Boeing
the 777.

airplane

2.1.1

707-320

Boeing

The Boeing
wing

707-300

root extension

Krueger

flaps

inboard

flaps consist
inboard,
tracks
Fowler
fairings

series

high-speed
between

motion;

was developed

and an inboard

aileron/thrust

2.1.2

Boeing

The Boeing

the Boeing

from the original
and outboard

gate between

they permit

them.

Boeing

707-100

These

tracks

tracks

on each

vane/main

simple

track

side. The trailing-edge

double-slotted

flaps,

has internal

also penetrate

supports

the main

leaving

with an

circular

arc

flaps have

with no need

into segments,

a

leading-edge

edge. The 707 trailing-edge

cut the vanes

and

series by adding

has three

The flap mechanism

the use of internal

the multiple

they are deployed.

707, 727, 737, 747, 757,767,

slats installed

and outboard

the rear spar and the flap leading

therefore,

little

for flap track
gaps in the

flap panels.

727
727 airplane

The 727 wing

has a much more sophisticated

uses an inboard,

on the outboard

wing

leading

the slats are actuated

programmed

herein:

fillet flap (fig. 2.1). The 707-320

and five midspan

(fig. 2.2). However,
when

are considered

of a fillet flap and both inboard

located

vanes

Also,

models

for sequential

folding,
edge.

bull-nose

These

high-lift

Krueger

slats have sealed

system

than the 707 (fig. 2.3).

flap, and four constant-chord
takeoff

individually

by one linear hydraulic

deployment

and symmetry

and slotted

landing

slats per side
positions.

actuator per panel, and they are

with an electrical

signal and feedback

system

(fig. 2.4).
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2.1. Boeing

2.2. Boeing

707-320

707-320.

trailing-edge

flaps.

TAI

12 FT. 4 I,N. -._

-

--

6"

I
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_--_--
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14 F'I". 0 14.

34 FT. 0 IN.

I
136 FT. 2 IK

IS3 FT. 2 IH

Figure

2.3. Boeing

727-200.
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i

2.4. Boeing

727-200

leading-edge

devices.

The trailing-edge
flap sections

flaps are triple-slotted

fore flap rides on the track,
jacks

from a central

to the Boeing

737 flap drive

does

a thrust

not need

aileron

trailing-edge
In the early

PDU

reversal

flap, in its full deployment,

the need

position.

ruined

track,

is through

synchronization
engines

high-speed

the opportunity

a series

of landing
program,

and is deployed

._',_--

and outboard
the
screw
similar

and, therefore,

aileron

to have

to avoid

a continuous

L/D.

In a modification

is now double-slotted

accidents

that were

related

use of flaps was restricted.

to a smaller

deflection

to
The

angle.

Spoiler
ore flap

Toggle
Flap
/
carriage

Figure

flap. Actuation

mechanical

for an inboard,

and higher

727 fleet experienced

high flap drag in the full landing

the inboard

that rides on a hooked

off the main

that provide

but this aileron

lift coefficients

the Boeing

between

carriage

The 727 has three fuselage-mounted

perceived

at high speed,

flap with higher
1970s,

and drive shafts

(fig. 1.17).

gate. Boeing

aileron

to a roller

and the aft flap is supported

powered

outboard

with a high-speed

(fig. 2.5). The main flap is attached

Midflap

Aft flap

t

Flap track

2.5. Boeing

727-200

trailing-edge

flaps.
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2.1.3

Boeing

737

The Boeing 737 high-lift system is very similar in concept to the 727 (fig. 2.6). The inboard
Krueger
flap has a folding bull nose. The three outboard slats on the -100 and -200 models have constant
chords, but the chords are slightly tapered on the -300, -400, and -500 models. Each slat is mounted
on two circular-arc
tions.

Each

for sequential,

tracks.

Slave

slat is individually
symmetrical

tracks

actuated
deployment

are used to achieve
by a single

sealed

hydraulic

with an electrical

takeoff

actuator,

signal

and slotted
system.

\
t,3"
-3.6:'
(MIN.)
II..IRN
IN6

\

BS 1I/.,.5.9'I
WL 286.3_
SBL101.93

Figure
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2.6. Boeing

737-300.

posi-

and the slats are programmed

and feedback

586.70

landing

i

The Boeing737 trailing-edgeflapsaretriple-slottedbothinboardandoutboard(fig. 1.15).On the
-100and-200 models,theinboardandoutboardflaps aresealedagainstthe extendedenginetailpipe
to closethe gapbetweeninboardandoutboardflaps.On the-300,-400,and-500models,which
havevery close-coupledenginesstrut-mountedforwardof the wing,the triple-slottedflaps havea
thrustgatethat is partially closedusingsmalltriangularflipper flaps.Flapmechanismsanddrive are
similar to 727technology.Maximumflap anglesare38° for the vane,44° for the main flap, and 65 °
for the aft flap
2.1.4

Boeing

(outboard

flaps).

747

The 747 is the third Boeing
is more

highly

swept

airplane

and thinner

to use a sophisticated

high-lift

than that of its commercial

system.

The wing

predecessors

of this airplane

(fig. 2.7). It has Krueger

flaps as leading-edge
devices, but not over the complete
span of the wing; approximately
100 inches
of the wing have no leading-edge
device next to the side of the fuselage. Then there are three
folding,

bull-nose,

rigid Krueger

with a goose-neck

hinge

(fig. 2.8). These
Between

-200,

whereas
Because
have

Inboard

and outboard

panels

linkages

is a fairly

of the inboard

to a flap chord

flaps are sealed
engines

against

5 VC Krueger

engine,

to a horizontal

for the Krueger

per wing

flaps outboard

and actuators

large

gap between

and outboard

trailing-edge

a slot with the fixed

panels,

half. The 747-400
per airplane.

the Boeing

angle

a simple
of about

edge

when

on 4-bar

84 °

linkages.
engine,

to a flap chord

edge
-200,

hinge

deployed.

of the outboard

flaps deploy
leading

747-100,

has 14 panels

On the outboard

the sets of Krueger

have

flaps are mounted

have 5 more VC Krueger

68 °, and they form

which

the wing leading

has 6 such flaps (fig. 2.8). The VC Krueger

of about

of span limitations

56 support
there

angle

13 Krueger

and deploy

Krueger

and -300 models

the -400 model

a horizontal

fitting

inboard

the inboard

The -100,

flaps inboard

when

to

deployed.

and -300 models

per side or 28 per airplane,

side of each engine-mount

with
strut

flaps.

flaps both have relatively

short

spans

(dictated

by engine

positions),
and they are triple-slotted.
The maximum
trailing-edge
flap deployment
angles are
relatively
low: 23 ° for the vane, 32 ° for the main flap, and 52 ° for the aft flap (outboard
flaps). The
inboard and outboard
flaps are not continuous
because they are separated
by a thrust gate, which is
used as a high-speed

aileron.

Neither

inboard

nor outboard

ailerons

are drooped

for low-speed

operation.
The low aspect ratio and the open ends of the triple-slotted
flaps cause
vortices that are not conducive
to high lift coefficients,
high L/D, or low airframe

many
noise

strong
levels

tip

(fig. 2.9).
The 747SP,

with considerably

has single-slotted
trailing-edge
buried, upside-down,
four-bar

lower

takeoff

and landing

weights

as compared

to the other models,

flaps inboard and outboard.
The flaps are end-supported
with a
linkage. This trailing-edge
flap has simple flap panels and a very

simple linkage with no rollers or fairings, so it is light and inexpensive
to build
deserved
reputation
for its reliability
and ease of maintenance
(fig. 1.10).

and has a well-
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2.7. Boeing

747-400.
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Figure

2.1.5

Boeing

2.9. Boeing

747 wing,

looking

outboard.

757

The Boeing 757 abandoned
the Krueger
simpler high-lift system. (See fig. 2.10.)

flaps and triple-slotted
The 757 leading edge

takeoff and slotted landing positions.
There
strut and four outboard
slats. The slat chord

flaps used on the 747 and adopted
has three position slats with sealed

a

is one inboard slat between
side of body and the engine
is almost constant with span, which makes the side-of-

body chord about 10 percent and the slat tip chord about 26 percent of wing trapezoidal
chord. The
slat deployment
angle is 28 ° inboard and 32 ° outboard.
The slats are mounted
on circular-arc
tracks
and the tracks
comes

from

Side-to-side
impossible

are driven

by a rack and pinion

a centrally
feedback,

located
brakes,

PDU

through

drive.
spanwise

and the almost

for the slats to be deployed

(See fig. 1.21.)
drive

self-locking

shafts

nature

Power

for the slat actuation

to assure

slat synchronization.

of the rotary

to or to fail into an asymmetric

gearboxes

position.

make

it

Synchronized

deployment
allows the use of one feeder duct per side for slat de-icing. The 757 slat concept has
evidently
gained such high marks that it has been copied, with minor variations,
on the Airbus
A320/321
The Boeing

and A330/340

models

757 trailing-edge-flap

just as do the 727/737/747

and the Boeing
concept

triple-slotted

777 airplane.

is also new, but it uses a hooked-track

flaps.

The 757 trailing-edge

support

flap is double-slotted

system,
both

inboard and outboard.
(See fig. 1.30.) Maximum
trailing-edge-flap
deflection
angles are 34 ° for the
main flap and 60" for the aft flap (outboard
flaps). There is no cutout for an inboard aileron, and the
outboard
aileron is used for low- and high-speed
thrust gates behind the engines.
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maneuvers.

There

are, however,

single-slotted

-: /

i

/'

I

l-L
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2.1.6

Boeing

The Boeing

767
757 and 767 airplanes

were developed

in parallel;

therefore,

one would

expect

a high

degree of commonality
between the two airplanes.
They do share a common
cockpit, common
conditioning
packs, and many other subsystems,
but their high-lift systems are dissimilar.
The
767 wing planform
The 767 leading
programming
outboard

is shown
edge

tracks.

slats.

2.11.

has three position
There

is about

are 30 ° inboard

slats with sealed

is one inboard

The slat chord

and the slat tip chord
angles

in figure

is constant,
29 percent

and 38 ° outboard.

flaps

approach

attitude

stretch.

Therefore,

fairly

was marginal,

chord.

The PDU

inboard
especially

late in the development

on circular-arc

that interrupts

in view of future
the inboard

positions

is about
tracks,

6.7 percent

inboard
growth

and the tracks
is similar

to

and outboard,

flap continuity,

weight

using

strut and five

slat deployment

arrangement

to be single-slotted

aileron

program

chord

Maximum

and drive-shaft

planned

landing

and the engine

the side-of-body

trapezoidal

The slats are mounted

for a high-speed,

airplane

and gapped

the side of body

and, as a result,
of wing

on the 767 were originally

but, with the requirement

takeoff

slat between

are driven by drive links from rotary actuators.
the 757 drive and assures slat synchronization.
The trailing-edge

air-

the

and fuselage

flap was changed

to a double-

slotted design. Maximum
flap deflection
angle is 36 ° for the main flaps and 60.5 ° for the inboard, aft
flap. The 767 design team realized that a mechanism
using links rather than rollers (surface contact
versus
more

56

line contact)
detail

in section

would

produce

better

wear

1.2.2. (See fig. 1.29.)

characteristics.

The flap mechanism

is described

in
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The Boeing
linkage."
hinged

767 trailing-edge-flap

An upside-down,
to the forward

linkage

forward

can best be described

link is hinged

end of the flap fitting.

to a fitting

The forward

as a "hinged-beam,

four-bar

on the rear spar, and its lower

link is driven

by drive

links

end is

from a rotary

actuator,
while an upright, aft link is attached to the "hinged beam" at its lower end and to the flap
fitting on its upper end. The "hinged beam" is pinned to the rear spar fitting at its forward end and is
linked

to the forward-flap

link with the drive links.

push the flap up, the hinged

beam

tion with very little downward
persist

for a large

portion

rotates

motion.

downward

This action

of flap travel,

Figure

very

2.12 shows

_LR

SPAR

short,

and the flap fairing

the flap mechanism

required

\.

/_"

is limited

a slot, and the motion

to aft transla-

continues

motion

to

to

at low flap

85 percent of the available
overlap is
allows the links, in particular
the aft

around

,/_,_
""

and the aft link starts

a great deal of Fowler

setting),
concept

for the single-slotted,

_-.

begins

so that net flap motion
produces

thus producing

angles. For a flap angle of 15 ° ( maximum
takeoff
converted
into Fowler motion. The "hinged-beam"
link, to be made

As deployment

this mechanism

outboard

is very

shallow.

flaps.
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2.12.

Boeing

767 outboard

flap mechanism.

._

,,(i.I

Whenthe inboard,aft flap wasaddedat a latestagein theprogram,a simplehingewasselectedto
minimize developmentrisk; this hingerequireda deeperfairing.The "dumb" motionof the simple
hingedoesnot allow the aft flap to deployfor takeoff, sothe takeoffflap settingcannottake
advantageof the full potentialof theaft-flap Fowlermotion.The outboardflap deploysnormalto
the leadingedgeof the flap, or skewedabout25° relativeto streamwise,causinga slantedflap side
cut with the inboard-flapendrib, which facesthe flow at a 25° anglewhendeployed.The outboard
endrib forms a 25° boattail. In addition,the aft-flap fairingsrotateaft andinboardto becomeoffset
from the fixed, forwardfairings.Thesetwo featurescausedragin the low-speedconfiguration.Since
the linkageis orientedin a directionnormalto the flap leadingedges,the streamwisefairings for the
mechanismhaveto be very wide,andthe wakesfromthesewide fairings causelocal premature
separationon the flap suctionside.
The Boeing767inboardhigh-speedaileronis droopedfor low-speedoperation.For the 767-300,
flap performancewasimprovedby addingvortexgeneratorsto theoutboard,single-slottedflapsand
increasingflap deflectionto 43°.
2.1.7 Boeing 777
The Boeing

777 high-lift

The 777 leading

edge

constant-chord
trapezoidal
tracks,

system

has a tapered

outboard
wing

takes the best features

chord

inboard

slat between

slats that have 6 spanwise
at the side of body

the slats are actuated

at the wing

takeoff

drive.

and gapped

is 9 percent

tip. Mounted

Contrary

landing

positions

As with the 767, Boeing
outboard;

but when

originally

the need

planned

the slat-to-engine

to use single-slotted

for high-speed,

inboard

ailerons

on circular-arc
3-position

are attained

by

angles are 35 ° inboard
strut, and a little

strut gap. The engine

trailing-edge
arose,

strut and

of the local

to previous

properly
shaping the fixed leading edge of the wing. Maximum
slat deflection
and 31.6" outboard.
(See fig. 1.7.) The slats have a gap outboard
of the engine
Krueger
flap on the inboard side of the strut to reduce
nacelle has an inboard chine.

(fig. 2.13).

and the engine

The slat chord

rack and pinion

Sealed

the 757 and 767 airplanes

the side of body

panels.

and 33 percent

with a 757-type

slats, the 777 slat has no slave tracks.

from

flaps

the inboard

inboard

and

flap had to be

changed to double-slotted.
(See fig. 1.28.) Maximum
flap deflection
angles are 43 ° for the main flap
and 67 ° for the aft, inboard flap and 38 ° for the outboard flap. The flap support mechanism
is an
upside-down/upright,
4-bar linkage for the outboard flap and the main
much simpler than the 767 hinged-beam,
4-bar linkage, but it develops

flap inboard. This linkage
very little Fowler motion

typical

that the links are longer,

takeoff

the mechanism

flap angles

of 5 ° to 15 ° . This arrangement

must be covered

Figure

2.14

picture

illustrates

shows

an isometric

with a deeper

and

fairing.

view of a flap support

that the size of the supports

also dictates

is
at

on the single-slotted,

and links requires

a complex

outboard
structure

flap. This
for this rather

simple linkage. The forward links are designed to take side loads, so they are wide and require a
wide flap support fairing. The inboard, aft flap rides on hooked tracks below the aft end of the main
flap. The aft flap provides

some

Fowler

motion

at low flap angles

for improved

takeoff

L/D.

The

outboard
flap deploys streamwise
at its outboard support, and it has a slightly slanted trim on its
inboard end. The inboard, high-speed
aileron is drooped and slotted at low speed to act as a flaperon.
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2.2

McDonnell

Douglas

Only the MD-80/87
2.2.1

2.14. Boeing

777 outboard

flap

support.

Airplanes

and DC-10/30

airplanes

are discussed

in this section.

MD-80/87

The MD-80/87

is a derivative

of the DC-9-50

airplane

with a wing

root insert and a tip extension

(fig. 2.15). Therefore,
the following
description
of the MD-80/87
will cover most aspects of the
earlier DC-9 models. It should be mentioned
that the original DC-9-10
had no leading-edge
device;
a slat was first introduced
on the DC-9-30.
Also, the DC-9 models have no inboard Yehudi 2 and
have

continuous

trailing-edge

flaps.

2A Yehudi refers to a straight portion of the wing trailing edge, which is next to the body. (See figs. 2.10, 2.11,
and 2.13.)
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The MD-80/87

slats (6 per side) are tapered

local trapezoidal

chord

at the side of body

slat chord requires conical slat motion,
of curvature.
To accommodate
conical
different

diameter

MD-80s

have

drums,

a centrally

located

drives.

A picture

system,

is shown

in figure

1.20.

hinges.

(See

conical

motion

exception,

around

tion is the outboard
inboard

edge

interfere
sleeve.

and outboard,

a hinge

hinge

The continuity

fixed,

flap, which
have

are trimmed

of inboard

of the

tapered

to the good high-lift

tively

since the flap has little Fowler

motion,

The

side to side
drum

flaps

and cable

mounted

on simple

flaps have

to the rear spar of the wing.
at each of the hinge

With

locations;

Synchronization

main

to gap in the stowed
sealing

of the MD-80.
so the motion

right

flap and the

position

and the gap is closed

flaps and the careful

one

the excepbetween

edge of the inboard

a tendency

motion,

from

and the outboard

is unpowered.

performance

actuators.

uses the same

for noninterference,

and outboard

factors

hydraulic

double-slotted

The outboard

main flap, which

position,

13.6 percent

tip. This highly

synchronization
which

parallel
actuator

signaling.

contributing
small

by two linear

vane/main,

hydraulic

of the outboard

of the outboard

of about

at the wing

slat actuation,

line approximately

flaps is through

in the deployed

rotated

flaps have cylindrical

is from one linear

and left trailing-edge

being

of DC-10

fig. 1.12.) The inboard
actuation

and 16.5 percent

slat PDU with mechanical

the cable

has inboard

with a slat chord

which means that every slat track has a different radius
motion, slat actuation
consists of cables that wrap around

with the drums

through

The MD-80/87

in chord

and to

by a sliding

of the flaps are major

The hinge

fairings

of the aft fairings

are rela-

out of plane

is

not significant.
2.2.2

DC-10/MD-11

The DC- 10 models
DC-10,

is very

utilize

similar

the DC-9

high-lift

to it (fig. 2.16).

technology,

But, because

and the MD- 11, being

of the wing-mounted

MD- 11 airplanes
have a different planform
configuration
breaks in the leading-edge
slats and inboard aileron/thrust
lift continuity,

make

the DC-10/MD-11

The DC-10

has 2 inboard

16 percent

and a tip chord

tracks
wrapped

at every
around

(See fig. 1.20.)
both sides.
outboard

support

and 6 outboard
of about

location

different

performance

slats tapered

19 percent.
drums,

inferior

in chord

Slat motion

the drums

slats are actuated

slats are actuated

slats are not mechanically

connected,

engines,

of the

the DC-10/

from the MD-80 series of airplanes,
with
gates. These modifications,
which break

being

and requires

is accomplished

rotated

and synchronized

from a separate

to that of the MD-80.

with a side-of-body

is conical

(16 per side). The slat actuation

diameter

The two inboard

The 6 outboard

high-lift

a derivative

drum

by 2 linear

but they are synchronized

of about
radius

using

cables

hydraulic

by a centrally
on either

chord
different

actuators.

located

drum

for

side, so the right and left

through

a feedback

system.
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2.16.

Douglas

DC-IO

wing, flaps,

and slats.

Inboardandoutboard
mechanism
vane/main

double-slotted

trailing-edge

flaps

are articulating

vane/main,

and again

the

is a simple hinge. Since the articulating
vane provides more Fowler motion than a fixed
flap, the flap pivot has to be a considerable
distance below the wing, which makes the

hinge fairings quite deep. Inboard and outboard
flaps are separated
by an inboard, high-speed
aileron, which also acts as a thrust gate. Because of high wing sweep, the slant angle on the inboard
closure

rib of the outboard

a forward-facing
fairings

surface.

when

mance

the flap is deployed.

and cause

every

support

nization

flap is about

aileron

with the flap panels

is drooped

YC-15

and C-17 Trailing-Edge

Even

though

the YC-15
flaps.

have

double-slotted,

mode,

the flaps

effective,

2.3

Lockheed

Little

information

flaps.
farther

are also drooped.
four-bar

linkage.

signaling

torque
only.

are not commercial

use powered

blown
down

degrade

rib exposes

of the hinge

flap lift perfor-

hydraulic

actuator

members.

Synchro-

at

On the MD- 11, the inboard,

Flaps

Both airplanes

externally

of these features

as synchronizing

inboard

operation.

and C-17 transports

have to move

the spoilers

is the upside-down,

acting

the slanted

to the aft portion

flaps is by one linear

flaps is through

for low-speed

2.2.3

their trailing-edge

angle applies

of trailing-edge

of right and left trailing-edge

high-speed

the flaps deploy,

(See fig. 1.24.) Both

drag. The actuation

location,

30 ° . When

The same out-of-streamline

In order

airliners,

it is of interest

lift for short, field performance
to extend

into the jet stream

than conventional

The flap mechanism

flaps.

To make

to examine

and therefore
in the low-speed

the first slot more

used on both the YC-15

and the C-17

(See fig. 1.27.)

L1011
is available

on the Lockheed

L1011

high-lift

system.

There

are three

inboard

slats

between
the side of body and the engine strut and four outboard slats. The slats are slightly tapered,
but it can be assumed that slat motion is cylindrical
(identical tracks and actuation
travel). The gap
between

inboard

The trailing-edge
an inboard,

L1011

slats around

flaps consist

high-speed,

with end supports
Lockheed

and outboard

wing

of two inboard

aileron/thrust

that consist

the engine

of tracks

is shown

strut is fairly

flaps and three

gate. All trailing-edge
and screw jacks

in figure

large.

outboard
flaps

housed

flaps per side,

are articulating

in small

streamwise

separated

vane/main
fairings.

by
flaps
The

2.17.

65

Figure

66

2.17. Lockheed

LIO11

wing.

2.4

Airbus

2.4.1

Airplanes

Airbus

The original
The A300

A300
A300B

and 20 percent

are currently

leading-edge

at the tip. There

span that requires
explained

models

has tapered,
three

in reference

in service,

are only three

support

as is the presently

slats with a chord

tracks

1, slat motion

ratio of about

offered

A300-600

11.5 percent

slats per side, and the two outboard

per panel.

The maximum

is cylindrical

slat deflection

slats have

angle

with only one kind of track.

model.

at the side of body
a long

is 24 ° . As

The inboard

slat has

a spring-loaded
plug that is pushed aft when the slat hits the engine strut, providing
a good seal
between the slat and the strut. A small Krueger flap reduces the gap between
the inboard
slat and
the side of body.

Slat actuation

uses screw jacks

that penetrate

the front

spar. (See fig. 1.19.)

Figure 2.18 shows the A300-600
are main/aft double-slotted
flaps,

airplane. The A300B inboard and outboard
trailing-edge
devices
and the flap mechanism
for the main flaps is a set of straight tracks

with a slave mechanism

the main flap. The outboard

appears

that the outboard

to rotate

flap panels

have a middle

structural

flap has four flap supports,
break

to avoid

excessive

and it
flap loads

caused by wing bending. Inboard and outboard
flaps are separated by an inboard, high-speed,
aileron/thrust
gate. Figure 1.14 shows the A300B double-slotted,
trailing-edge
flap.

Figure

2.18. Airbus

A300-600

airplane.

67

Onthe A300-600model,Airbus deletedthe aft flaps, makingthe flaps single-slotted.The maximum
flap deflectionangleis 32.5°. The high-speed,inboardaileronis droopedfor low-speedoperation,
andthe outboard,low-speedaileronof previousmodelswasdeleted.
2.4.2

Airbus

The Airbus

A310-300
A310

(fig. 2.19)

went through

evolutionary

steps

similar

to the A300.

A310

slats have

a

very pronounced
taper, with a chord ratio of about 17.5 percent at the side of body and 22 percent at
the wing tip. The maximum
slat deflection
angles are 23 ° inboard and 25.4 ° outboard.
As with the
A300,

there

are only three

slat supports.
inboard

spanwise

The slats are probably

slat has a spring-loaded

slat panels.
mounted

The two outboard
on identical

plug to seal it against

slats have

arc tracks

the engine

long spans

with three

just as on the A300.

strut. In addition,

The

an inboard

Krueger reduces the gap between the inboard slat and the side of body. Actuation
is with screw jacks
that penetrate
the front spar, and the tracks and screw jacks share the front spar cans. (See fig. 1.19.)
On the inboard

trailing

but the outboard,
angle

edge,

the A310

trailing-edge

is 41 ° for the inboard

where

large,

cantilevered

has articulating

flaps are single-slotted

vane/main,

double-slotted

(fig. 2.21).

The maximum

flap and 31.6 ° for the outboard
rollers

run inside

I-beam-type

flap. Both

tracks;

A310-300
A310-300
2.4.3

model.
model.

Airbus

The Airbus
inboard

The low-speed,

outboard

aileron

of the original

in high-lift

technology

(fig. 2.20),

use a hooked-track

actuation

large-span
outboard
flaps have three supports per panel. Inboard
by an inboard, high-speed,
aileron/thrust
gate, which is drooped

flaps

flap deflection

is by screw

and outboard
for low-speed
A310

mechanism

jacks.

The

flaps are separated
operation
on the

was deleted

on the

A320
A320

started

a new approach

slat and four outboard

is 27 °. The slats have

slats with very

an intermediate

takeoff

little chord
position

taper.

for Airbus.

Its leading

The maximum

with a small

edge

has one

slat deflection

gap, and there

angle

are no slave

tracks. Slat chord is about 10.6 percent of the wing chord at the side of body and 28.5 percent at the
tip, which suggests that the slat tracks have a constant track radius spanwise
and cylindrical
motion.
The slat span is such that only two supports per panel are required.
The drive system uses a modified
Boeing 757 rack and pinion system. (See fig. 1.21.) No special sealing devices are provided
at the
engine

strut, but the engine

nacelles

engine-mount
strut. An inboard
vortex (ref. 2).

have

chines

to negate

As can be seen in figure 2.22, the A320 trailing-edge
with a maximum
flap deflection
angle of 40 °. There
outboard

flaps,

flap mechanism

which

seal perfectly

is a link/track

the adverse

slat horn next to the side of body

of a slat gap around
the inboard

the

slat edge

flaps are single-slotted
inboard and outboard,
is no thrust gate between the inboard and

in both the stowed

mechanism

effect

stabilizes

and deployed

with an upside-down,

positions.

forward

The trailing-edge-

link and a straight

track

on fixed structure
as the aft support. (See fig. 1.31.) The pivot point for the carriage running on the
straight track is close to the center of pressure of the flap, so overturning
loads on the track are very
small, and actuation
loads on the drive link are very low. An interesting
feature of the A320 flap is
that the overlap on the inboard and outboard
flaps is constant,
suggesting
that the flap support
mechanism

68

for the inboard

and both outboard

flap supports

are essentially

identical

spanwise

and

b

I
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Figure

from side to side. This feature, of course,
outboard
aileron that does not droop.
2.4.4

Airbus

Flap
Tracks (3)

2.22. Airbus

reduces

A320

tsu_

Aileron

wing.

production

cost. The A320

has a high-/low-speed

A321

It is the author's

opinion

that the growth

of the A320

to the stretched

and higher

growth

weight

A321 did not go smoothly.
The higher growth weight called for larger wing area, and the increase
fuselage
length called for a shift to the left in the CL versus (x curve. Therefore,
Airbus increased
A321
chord

wing area by adding a triangular
slice to the trailing
increment
to the inboard wing (fig. 2.23). However,

the flap chord

only, was not enough

to satisfy

the stretched
aft fuselage.
Since the A320
of a vane/main
flap, Airbus had no choice
fig. 2.24.)

Maximum

is fairly

small

external

aft flap

The

72

deflection

and has limited
supports

aft flap on the A321

angles
stiffness

with fairings
is mounted

the new

in

edge of the outboard
wing and a constant
this wing area increase,
which added to

aft-body-rotation

clearance

requirements

of

flap mechanism
is not suited to the motion requirements
but to go to main/aft-type
double-slotted
flaps. (See

are 36 ° for the main
for both inboard
had to be increased

flap and 60 ° for the aft flap. The aft flap

and outboard

panels,

by 5 per side,

on an upside-down/upright,

4-bar

so the number

of

for a total of 8 per side.
linkage,

providing

some

Extended

Figure

Figure

2.23. Airbus

2.24. Airbus

A321

A321

chord

Irailing

edge

wing.

trailing-edge

flaps.

73

additional

Fowler

motion

CLmax is only marginally
attitude,
2.4.5

but helps
Airbus

The wings

on takeoff,

which

increased,

in turn helps

so the big expense

CLappr only minimally.

improve

the takeoff

L/D. However,

of going

to double-slotted

A340

are aerodynamically

flaps helps

the
landing

(See ref. 3.)

A330/340

for the twin-engine

A330

and the four-engine

identical.

(See

fig. 2.25.) The leading-edge
slats are tapered, with a side-of-body
chord ratio of about 12 percent
and a tip ratio of about 23.5 percent. There are 7 slats per side, with a moderate
span for each. The
inboard

slat has a separate

track

and drive

system

6 outboard

slats have 2 supports

each,

Maximum

slat deflection

angles

are 20.6 ° inboard

the engine

strut locations

when

with rotary

with constant-radius

actuators

tracks

and rack and pinion

and 24 ° outboard.

the slats are deployed.

and 3 supports,
There

is a small

while
drive.

slat gap at

(See fig. 2.26.)
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2.25.

Airbus

A330/340

wing.

the
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Figure

Both the inboard
sealed

against

in figure

trailing-edge

uses the straight
angle is 32 °. There

and outboard

flap mechanism

leading-edge

flaps of the Airbus

flap deflection

on the inboard

for a common

A330/340

The flap mechanism

1.32; the maximum

and the flap overlap
may allow

2.26. Airbus

and outboard

each other.

slats 2 to 7
S)

slats.

A330/340
track

is no high-speed,

flaps (as on the A320)

for all flap supports.

are single-slotted

and aft, upright
seems

The inboard

and

link shown

inboard

aileron,

to be constant,

flap has

1 buried

which
and

1 exposed
flap support, and the outboard
flap has 3 exposed
flap supports.
The outboard
flap ends
near the centerline
of the outboard engine on the A340. The outboard aileron consists of 2 spanwise
panels.

The inboard

the outboard

2.5

British

The BAe146
commercial
lower.

These

without
wing

is a high-/low-speed

is strictly

Aerospace

a low-speed

BAe146

and the RJ 70/80/100
airliners.

The wing

edge

with a very

device

is fairly

aileron

aileron

blunt,

without

have the same wing,
high-wing

(old DC-9s

low landing

and is drooped

operation,

while

droop.

and they are oddities

than its competitors,

turbofan-powered
and F28s

and despite
speed

low-speed

for low-speed

and R J70/80/100

has less sweep

are the only current

a leading-edge

leading

airplane

panel

panel

having

and cruise

airliners,

speed

current
is consequently

and they are among

have no leading-edge
no leading-edge

among

devices).

device,

the few

The BAe 146

the BAe146

is a STOL

(fig. 2.27).
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FLAPS

30

FLAPS
I

Figure

The BAe146

small

flap and 7 percent
(See insert
79 percent

British

has very powerful

has only a very
with a cove

2.27.

trailing-edge

slot, commonly

BAe146

flaps.

called

to approximately

in fig. 2.27.)
of semispan,

95 percent

airplane

of wing

motion

struts.

details.

is about

flaps,

25 percent

The high Fowler
chord,

The BAe146 flap extends continuously
with 1 internal and 3 external supports
support

and flap

The flaps are main/aft-type

a tab. Fowler

for the aft flap, for a total of 32 percent.

extended

supports coincide
with the engine
flaps are hooked tracks.

76

Aerospace

i.e., a very

motion

but the aft flap
for the main
is made

long main-flap

possible
overlap.

from the side of body to about
per side. Two of the external

The flap support

mechanisms

for the BAe 146

2.6 Ilyushin

96

Very little is known about the Ilyushin 96 high-lift system except what can be learned from the
Aviation
Week picture (fig. 2.28). The inboard flap is a double-slotted,
main/aft flap, and there is an
inboard,

high-speed

aileron

that is not drooped

two supports each. The outboard
distance
outboard of the outboard

at low speed.

Two outboard,

single-slotted

flaps have

flaps extend to about 80 percent of wing semispan,
which is quite
engine location,
and there is no thrust gate for the outboard

a

engine.

Figure

2.7

Performance

Figure

2.29 shows

The approach
drawn

increasing
maximum

toward
landing

llyushin

96.

Comparison
a high-lift

lift coefficient,

for constant

2.28.

performance
CLappr,

CLappr x cosine

comparison

is plotted

versus

of most of the airplanes
a characteristic

of the characteristic

sweep

the top of the plot. In a second plot, CLappr
weight. Lines for constant approach
speed

approach
is toward the top and lower approach
speed is toward
is made between vane/main
and main/aft, double-slotted
flaps.
One would

expect

flaps in the middle,

to find airplanes
and airplanes

with single-slotted
with the most powerful

is a rational

explanation:

The 747SP

wing

angle.
factor,

previously.
Curves

are

CL, is

is plotted versus wing loading at
are shown. In this plot, high lift on
the left upper

triple-slotted

has two flap sections

sweep

The goodness

flaps at the bottom

is not so. The lowest and the highest CLappr in this plot comes
Boeing 747SP and the British Aerospace
BAe146,
respectively.
there

angle.

discussed

comer.

No distinction

of the plot, double-slotted

flaps at the top, but this

from single-slotted
flaps on the
Although
this result is unexpected,
per side,

separated

by a large

inboard thrust gate that degrades
lift on the outboard
edge of the inboard flap and the inboard edge
of the outboard
flap. The trailing-edge
flaps cover only 48.5 percent of the wing span, and Fowler
motion

of the trailing-edge

flap is approximately

15 percent.
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In contrast,
the wing

the BAe146
span

32 percent.
would

has a single-slotted

and has an unslotted

The high wing

a low wing.

The BAe146

differences

flap Fowler

motion.

The Boeing

757 and the Douglas

the main/aft

a thrust

aft tab. The combined

Fowler

of the BAe146

so the main

though

flap without

are wing

helps

carry more

has no leading-edge

devices

planform

by trailing-edge

utilization

MD-80

double-slotted

that are sealed

against

motion

induced

show very

flaps,

high-lift

Also, the MD-80

64 percent

of

and tab is about

the fuselage

than

fixed leading

flap chord

performance

flaps of the 757s are more potent

each other.

of flap

lift across

and a very blunt,

similar

main flaps of the MD-80s.
The main difference
is probably
757 has a single-slotted
thrust gate, while the MD-80 flaps
flaps

gate. The flap covers

edge,

length,

and

on landing,

than the simpler,

fixed

even
vane/

the flap planform
configuration:
The
are continuous
vane/main,
double-slotted
tapered

slat may have

a positive

effect

on

high lift.
Numerous

airplane

explained;

discussion

The DC-10
leading-edge

pairs

devices

time frame.

explain

be compared

and the L 1011 have

gate. The technology
same

could

of several

very similar

and articulated,
level
poorer

vane/main,

of the L1011

The Boeing 767-300 and 777 have virtually
configurations
are virtually identical.

parameters

performance

double-slotted,

is about

in flap mechanism

performance

and the differences

significant

high-lift

on both airplanes

The difference

the slightly

to each other

more to identify

identical

because

they

trailing-edge

the same because
with fairings

or similarities

is probably

have

similar

flaps with a thrust

they were

in between

worthwhile.

developed

in the

flap segments

may

flaps.
CLappr

performance

because

their high-lift

Why does the Airbus A330/340
with single-slotted
flaps show CLappr performance
very close to that
of the Boeing 727? Not only does the 727 have a discontinuous
trailing-edge
flap, but the major
factor here is technology
level. The 727 was designed
about 1960 and the A330/340
about 1991,
a difference
of over 30 years, in which aerodynamic
technology
made tremendous
progress.
Technology
Boeing

level,

however,

777 and the Airbus

does not answer
A330/340

the question

do not have similar

why contemporary
performance;

airplanes

like the

i.e., why the Airbus

airplanes
are doing better with simpler high-lift systems. The reason is not easily explained,
any attempt to do so is politically
charged, but the author presents some facts and opinions
following

and
in the

paragraphs.

The Boeing 777 has a thrust gate/high-speed
aileron between the double-slotted,
inboard and singleslotted, outboard
flaps. Even though the inboard aileron is slotted as well as drooped during lowspeed

operation,

this design

is that the A330/340
speed

operation.

while

the Boeing

determine

whether

is also a difference
number.

is probably

has two outboard

A third difference
777 (with

not as good
aileron

could

the exception

this difference
in aerodynamic

accounts

panels,

as a continuous

be the slat planform:
of one inboard
for the entire

technology,

Fowler

and the inboard

The A330/340

panel)

flap. Another
is drooped

in performance

optimization

difference
during

has tapered

has constant-chord

variation

such as better

panel

low-

slats,

slats. It is hard to
or whether

for flight

there

Reynolds
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Approachspeedsatmaximumlanding weight,plotted
for the BAe146

to 146 knots

ing long-range
The Airbus

jets,

for the Boeing

the 767-300,

airplanes

have

777,

A330,

a somewhat

in the fight-hand
and the DC-10-30.

747-400

and A340,

higher

landing

have
wing

approach
loading

chart, range from 117 knots
The new breed of competspeeds

of 140 + 3 knots.

than the contemporary

airplanes,
but they make up for it with a little higher CLappr. The short-to-medium-range
have approach
speeds between
130 and 135 knots. Some of the higher-gross-weight
models

such as the MD-87

and the Boeing

the right with a very high landing

2.8

High-Lift

The high-lift
impact
noise

System

system

noise

in cavities

High-lift-system

noise

noise

is, of course,

noise

with engine

on airplane
being

also impacts

noise

studied,

airplane

because

cutback

on airplane

It should

the A321

is off the chart

to

that of the A310-200.

as well as on airplane
and there

resulting

performance.

are few published

from fluctuating,

The direct

results.

separated

Airframe

flow regions

to the flow.

not impacted

tion has an impact

are a little faster;

beyond

and other turbulence
open

power

737-400

loading,

airplanes
stretched

on Noise

is presently

from vortices

and resonance

cutback.

Impact

has an impact

of airframe
comes

wing

Boeing

L/D and, hence,

takeoff

engine

may be affected
height

power

slightly

station

flaps

power

setting.

is not influenced

because

over the measuring

be said here that most multislotted

engine

Sideline

by L/D. Takeoff

the L/D in the takeoff
and/or

the percent

are deployed

takeoff

configura-

of engine

only to a single-slotted

configuration
during takeoff, and the differences
in L/D for different
high-lift configurations
are,
therefore,
small. One exception
may be the beneficial
effect from a "smart" linkage that provides
high takeoff
impact

Fowler

the takeoff

spanwise

motion.
L/D,

configuration

For example,
landing

L/D, however,

the Boeing

three flap panels

of leadingshowing

Also,

during approach;

Airbus

747-400

A330/340s

steep Krueger

therefore,

glideslope

and trailing-edge

better

airplanes.
technology,

differences

These

the engines
single-slotted

power

can be seen

data have to be treated

nacelle

noise

treatment

influenced

devices

will

L/D than slats and flaps

have

setting;
in figure

with

with caution:

technology,

to be at a relatively
produce

which

shows

The effect

and airplane

off

drag at low incidence

high power
more noise.

a considerably

they will produce

system.

trailing

to have a low L/D in the

gaps produce

flaps should have

2.30,

flaps and vortices

ends is bound

and, hence,

hence

by the type of high-lift

triple-slotted

flaps with spanwise

on final approach

with continuous

L/D and require a lower engine
of these

can be significantly

with low-aspect-ratio,

at the two thrust gates and the outboard

configuration.

tain the three-degree

Some

configuration
configurations

gaps.

Landing

angles

The planform

with continuous

setting

to main-

In contrast,
higher

the

approach

less noise.

approach

of engine

configuration

noise
noise
effects

for a variety

of

cancellation
on noise

propa-

gation must be considered
and the A340, which have

for each airplane. An example is the noise difference
between the A330
essentially
the same aerodynamic
landing configuration;
this difference

approach

from the difference

80

noise

must

come

in engines.

in
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2.9

Lessons

Learned

2.9.1

Leading-Edge

Table

2.1 summarizes

leading

airplane

even though
evident.
chord

from

the types

companies.

track

1500

(K-lbs)

of approach

noise.

Review

of leading-edge

This chart

the use of folding,

or tapered

Comparison

1000

]

Devices

The big question

circular-arc

2.30.

500

WEIGHT

TAKEOFF

Figure

400

LAUNCHED
IN--SERVICE
STUDY

shows

bull-nose

that arises

for best performance
and rack and pinion

devices

Krueger

flaps on inboard

on leading-edge
and/or

used on airplanes

that slats are clearly
devices

wings

is whether

lowest

cost. Slat evolution

drive actuation

is the best choice,

has been used repeatedly
since its conception
on the Boeing
Boeing 777 and the Airbus A320/321/319
and A330/340.

manufactured

the favorite

in the earlier
slats should

757 and subsequently

device,

stages

is

be of constant

has definitely
because

by the three

leading-edge

shown

that a

this configuration
used on the

81

Table2.1.Applicationof leading-edgedevices
Boeing

McDonnell Douglas

707 Simple Krueger

DC-860/70
DC-9-10
DC-930/50
MD-80
DC-10
MD- 11

727 3-positionslats**
737 3-positionslats**

Airbus

3-positionslats

A300 3-positionslats**

None
3-positionslats*

A310 3-position
A320 3-position

747 VC Krueger
3-positionslats*
A321
3-positionslats*
A330
757 3-positionslats*
3-positionslats*
A340
767 3-positionslats*
777 3-positionslats***
*With slavetracks. **Inboard, folding, bull-noseKrueger. ***Without

3-positionslats***
3-positionslats***
3-position slats***
slavetracks.

Anotherkey criterion for high-lift performanceis the spanwisecontinuityof the high-lift devices.
Spanwisecontinuity affectsmaximumlift coefficient,L/D at takeoffandon landing,andairframe
noise.
2.9.2 Trailing-Edge
The evolution

Devices

of trailing-edge

flaps has gone from

simple

least at Boeing,
as shown in table 2.2. However,
the move
more difficult than the move in the direction of complexity.
airplanes
turers

with single-slotted

realize

in reaching

the benefits

of simpler

or link/track

Trailing-edge-flap

spanwise

2.4 summarizes

major airplane
and the Airbus

82

high-lift

in the field of trailing-edge-flap

linkages

Table

Evidently,

the tendency
systems,

and back

to simple

back to the simple concepts
Only Airbus has managed
seems

to be that all airplane

but they have not been

again,

at

seems to be
to develop
manufac-

completely

successful

their goals.

The tendency
simple

flaps.

to complex

combinations,
continuity

trailing-edge-flap

mechanisms
as shown

in table

is just as important
continuity

is away

criteria

from hooked

track

in favor

of

2.3.

as leading-edge-flap
for the family

manufacturers.
Goodness
is having more "Nos."
A320 and A330/340
airplanes
can claim a clean

spanwise

of airplanes

continuity.

of the three

Only the Douglas DC-9
record of three "Nos."

and MD-80

Table2.2.Applicationof trailing-edgeflaps
Boeing

McDonnell Douglas

707 Fixedvane/maindouble

DC-8

727 Triple-slotted

DC-9

737 Triple-slotted

Airbus

Fixedvane/
maindouble
Fixedvane/
maindouble

A300-B Main/aft double
A300600

Single-slotted*

DC-10

Articulatingvane/
maindouble

A310

747 Triple-slotted

MD-80

Fixedvane/
maindouble

A320

Articulating
vane/main
inboard,*singleslottedoutboard
Single-slotted

757 Main/aft double

MD- 11

Articulatingvane/
maindouble*

A321

Main/aft double

A330

Single-slotted**

A340

Single-slotted**

767 Main/aft doubleinboard,*
single-slottedoutboard
777 Main/aft double
inboard,*** single-slotted
outboard

*Droopedinboardaileron.**Drooped outboardaileron.***Drooped andslottedinboardaileron.

Table2.3.Application of trailing-edge-flapmechanisms
Boeing
707

Internal

McDonnell Douglas

track

DC-8

Internal

Airbus

four-bar

A300

External

straight

track

hooked

track

linkage
727

External

hooked

track

DC-9

External

hinge

A310

External

737

External

hooked

track

DC- 10

External

hinge

A320

Link/track
mechanism

747

External

hooked

track

MD-80

External

hinge

A321

Link/track
mechanism

747SP

Four-bar

linkage

MD-81

External

hinge

A330

External

hooked

track

MD-11

External

hinge

A340

Complex

2

Link/track
mechanism

767

1

Link/track
mechanism

757

1

2

four-bar

linkage
777

Simple

four-bar

linkage

83

Table2.4.Trailing-edge-flapcontinuity

707
727
737
747
757
767
777
DC-9
MD-80
DC-10
MD-11

Boeing

McDonnell
Douglas

Inboard
thrustgate
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes*
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Inboard
aileron
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes**
Yes**
No
No
Yes
Yes**

Outboard
thrustgate
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes*
No
No

Yes
Yes**
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No***
No***

A300
A310
A320
A321
A330
A340

Airbus

*Single-slottedthrustgate. **Droopedlow speed.***Drooped outboardaileron.

2.9.3

Boeing

The Boeing

Summary
707 high-lift

system

was a good

state-of-the-art

approach

in the early

1960s,

the fixed, vane/main,
trailing-edge
flaps. Boeing never utilized an improved
version
trailing-edge-flap
system on later airplane designs. The development
of the 707-320
leading-edge
Boeing

slats,

increased

however,

was carried

the complexity

Of these

systems

three

well enough to justify the complexity.
The change
a good move, but the 727 and 747 trailing-edge-flap
tinuity

from the inboard,

complex
backs

hooked-track
because

and reliability.

Roller

that create

small

performance

84

concept

of the complexity

loads

be justified.

high-speed

and track

a fairly

advantage

ailerons.

in manufacturing
wear is caused
couple

in maximum

by going

airplanes,

to triple-slotted

trailing-edge

only the 737 triple-slotted

flaps

flap performs

to outboard,
three-position
leading-edge
slats was
performance
potential
is ruined by the discon-

The triple-slotted

as a trailing-edge-flap

short roller

of the 707
outboard,

over to the 727 and 737 airplanes.

of its high-lift

on the 727, 737, and 747 airplanes.

especially

flaps

mechanism.
and inherent

also started

This mechanism
problems

by the load magnification

on the flap carriage.

the use of the
and roller

that results

from the flap

The 747 VC Krueger

lift over a three-position

had its draw-

with track

wear

has only a

slat, and its complexity

cannot

The 757markedthe beginningof a returnto simplerhigh-lift systemsby the invention of
edge

slat with rack and pinion

airplanes

hooked-track
degrades

flap

mechanism

concept

the need

for an inboard,

of hooked

"smart"

system

particular,

tracks

high-speed

with excellent

the motion

aileron

as trailing-edge-flap
Fowler

normal

by several

Airbus

flap with a refined

A single-slotted

thrust

gate

aileron.
single-slotted

flaps

inboard

was the reason.

Also,

both airplanes

supports.

motion

quickly
trailing-edge

wear characteristics.

as an inboard

the 767 nor the 777 met their goal of using

concept

that was copied

of a double-slotted,

with improved

lift and L/D, but not as badly

Neither
cases

drive (a good

and the 777) and by the development

a leading-

Although

progression,

and outboard.

the 767 linkage

it is executed

to the rear spar. The 777 trailing-edge

discarded

concept

make

good

in

use of the

simple upside-down/upright,
four-bar linkage, but the links are fairly deep and require deep
The inboard, aft flap uses a track system that provides
additional
Fowler motion for takeoff.
new three-position

777 slats without

The more-or-less
reduction
2.9.4

constant-chord

McDonnell

Douglas

to the DC-9,
slotted flaps
simple

Douglas

are probably

in fairing
aileron

drag

persistence

in the design

slats found

on the DC-9

Fowler motion
good spanwise
Fowler

and MD-80

and hinge
continuity

motion

and unobtainable

degrades

optimum

for cost

Summary

can be justified

and MD- 11 with increased

The tapered

airplanes

simplification.

of their high-lift

the DC- 10, the MD-80, and the MD- 11. All these airplanes
and, except for the DC-8, use "simple"
hinges to mechanize

hinge

high-speed

are a welcome

fairings.
The

performance.

has shown

flaps have only modest
DC-9 and MD-80 have
liability

tracks

slats on most Boeing

but not for high-lift

McDonnell

program

the

is a very

too conservatively,

flaps

In both

the fixed,

of the articulating
Fowler

from

the DC-8

have vane/main,
doubletrailing-edge
flaps. The
vane/main,

double-slotted

fairings are small. The trailing-edge
flaps of the
and, therefore,
perform very well. On the DC-10
motion

the trailing-edge-flap

on the Douglas

where

systems,

airplanes

vane/main

flap, the "simple"

for improved

performance
probably

L/D.

hinge

is a

The inboard,

as well.

are a good

performance,
but the slat mechanization
has its drawbacks:
tracks add to manufacturing
cost. Slat actuation by means

takeoff

match

for aerodynamic

First, the multitude
of cables is complex

of different
radius
and must be very

difficult to rig, but most importantly,
this design has potential
safety problems.
The DC-9/MD-80
arrangement
with one central actuation
location is probably not too bad from a safety point of view
if a proper braking
system is provided.
The DC-10/MD-I
together
is acceptable.
But, from a safety point of view,
slats could
situation
2.9.5

cause

an asymmetric

deployment

may lead to an uncontrollable,

Lockheed

The one lesson
trailing-edge

1 actuation
with the inboard slats tied
the independent
actuation
of the outboard

or inadvertent

asymmetric

wing

stowing

of the outboard

slats.

This

stall.

Summary
that can be learned

flaps can be supported

from the L1011
from

trailing-edge-flap

their ends with very

concept

little discontinuity

is that shorter-span
from

the flap track

fairings.
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2.9.6

Airbus

Analysis

Summary

of the development

important

tendencies

simplicity.

For example,

airplane,

of high-lift

to observe
Airbus

the A310-100,

systems

on various

are the aerodynamic
used main/aft,

used articulating

flaps. As far as trailing-edge-flap
then used hooked tracks. Contrary

double-slotted

vane/main

The A300-600
changed to single-slotted
aileron, as did the A310-300.
The A320,

Airbus

concepts

airplanes

link/straight
on hooked
the rollers
couple

track

Airbus'

roller

slats started

process

jacks.

carriage

of the A321,

on the tapered

systems

obvious

weight

and fuselage

double

the cost of the trailing-edge

CL max is hardly

stretch.

improved,

on the A300/310

to some taper

with the A320,

of high-lift

it became

of these mechanisms

taper

again

The motion

The development

The next
outboard.

started with a straight track and
cantilevered
roller react against

on the A320;

and drive link; therefore,

out with some

Starting

flaps

for

have

Boeing

prefers

the A330/340

lower

roller

to use end-

uses another

loads

than encountered

the multiple rollers of the carriage do not react against moments;
instead,
to reduce loads. The overturning
moment is low and reacts in a long

and then went back

in work?

by screw
drive.

models.

and single-slotted

are concerned,
Airbus
however,
they let each

was introduced

Both

that strive

flaps inboard and outboard,
and deleted the outboard
A330, and A340 have single-slotted
inboard and outboard

mechanisms
to Boeing,

mechanism

arrangement.

tracks because
work in unison

between

the A320,

track

designs

flaps on the A300B

flaps inboard

uploads and downloads
by letting it roll inside the track I-beam, whereas
supported
rollers on the outsides of tracks for loads in only one direction.
The fh'st link/straight

is worthwhile;

and mechanism

at Airbus

The small,

moments

models,

went to almost

on the A330/340

slats is cylindrical,

Airbus

that A320

the actuation

was not always

Boeing

successful.

so the A321

and it cures
approach

only the attitude

speed

is quite

chord

on

slats are actuated

757-type

During

flaps were not adequate

aft flap that was used to correct

flaps,

constant

Is this a trial-and-error

and the A300/310

slats use a modified

trailing-edge

models.

are low.

the development

for the increased

the problem
problem

rack and pinion

may easily

of the airplane.

The

high for a short-to-medium-range

airplane.
2.9.7

Aerospace

Summary

The BAe 146/RJ70/80/100

airplanes

making

British

the trailing-edge

technology

could

so well on low-wing
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device

be applied
airplanes.

all have

really

to future

the same

powerful,
small,

high-lift

system.

This example

the need for a leading-edge

short-range

aircraft,

device

but the concept

shows

that, by

disappears.

will not work

The
quite

Chapter
Conceptual
3.1 Summary
The author's

Studies

3

for Improved

High-Lift

of Studies

involvement

in high-lift-system

design

started

with studies

flaps on Boeing's
entry into the U.S. Air Force (USAF) competition
the advanced
medium STOL transport (AMST).
The Boeing entry,
blown

flaps

deflection,

(USB)

airplane.

for powered

with both elements

a single-element,

four-bar

linkage

to keep

to be a cam,
would

over that of a simple
potential

lift. This prototype
having

thrust-deflection

The mechanism

was envisioned

Systems

hinge

C- 14 production

undesirable

upper

flap surface
mechanism.

and that the flap fairing

(fig. 3.1). This proposal

flap for upper-surface

The aerodynamics

flap with a spiral-curved

group

surface

in contact
Studies

depth could

was approved

blown

for the C-130's
successor-the YC-14, used upper-surface,

had a two-element

hinges.

the spiral-curved

a highly

be better,

simple

of upper-surface,

proposed

flow

a change

for the production
with a fixed

showed

and tested

C-14

cove

panel

that a simple,

be reduced

by about

successfully

to

upright,
one-third

for the

airplane.

raP
78

_

6_

US.

Figure

3.1. USB flap for Boeing

C-14 AMST

transport

Patent

4,283,029

airplane.
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Thesefindings triggereda studyof
the YC-14

outboard,

trailing-edge

how to use uptight,
flaps,

which

four-bar

also had simple

were developed
(fig. 1.25) show that a four-bar linkage
hinged flap by about one-third
and improve the Fowler
improvement

was

In the meantime,

not sufficient
another

deflector-door

thrust

if accidentally

deployed

design

for this door,
(stowing
nozzle.

on the YC-14

the cascade

four-bar

linkage

specifically,

depth

of
that

opening

and in-flight
door.

In order

big enough
aft before

would

how to improve

and was potentially

it fail-safe
clamshell

door first had to be moved

as if an upright,

arose,

was not fail-safe

to make

reverser

fairing

configurations

further.

with an internal
thrust

to reduce
The three

can reduce the fairing depth of a simple
motion progression
for takeoff. However,

prototype

reverser

The solution

reverser

the clamshell

It appeared

this concept

This thrust

in flight.
thrust

i.e., make

loads),

challenge

reverser.

a cascade-type

to pursue

linkages
hinges.

work,

operable

the rotation

but the forward

threat

was to

to get the tight

and the door motion

starting

the

a fatal

motion
fail-safe

to close

link cou]d

the

not be

made long enough
to fit into the available
cavity. The solution was to change the forward link to a
straight track, which simulates
a link with infinitely
large radius. In this way the link/straight
track
mechanism

evolved

(fig. 3.2).

22

24

32

/2

US. Patent

Figure

88

3.2. Boeing

YC-14

in-flight

operable

thrust

reverser.

4,183,478

This mechanismwastried for the mechanizationof trailing-edgeflaps, andit showedvery
encouragingresults.Interestingly,this mechanismhasbeenre-inventedby Airbus for the A330/340
trailing-edgeflaps. Othercombinationsof a link anda straighttrackwerestudied,andthe combination of anupside-down,forwardlink with a straighttrackmoving with theflap wasfoundto be very
attractive,in particularfor usewith a vane/main,double-slottedflap.
The authorhasbeeninvolvedwith thefollowing additionalstudiesandprojectsrelatedto high-liftsystemdesign:
•

The AFTI 111missionadaptivewing,developingconceptsfor VC leading-andtrailing-edge
devices(seefig. 1.2for VC leadingedge)

•

Developinga simple wayto achieveconicalmotion onleading-edgeslats

•

A shallow,slotted,rigid Kruegerflap with folding bull nosethat showedgoodaerodynamic
performancefor the757hybrid laminar-flow-control(HLFC) experiment
The possibilityof changingmain/aft,double-slotted,trailing-edgeflapsto simpler,fixed,
vane/main,double-slotted,or evensingle-slottedflaps (thetrailing-edgeflap mechanismsused
on today's airlinerswereinvestigatedto determinetheir relativemerits)

The following sectionssummarizedetailedresultsof thesestudies.

3.2

Leading-Edge

Devices

3.2.1

Krueger

Flaps

There

is a big difference

The simple

Krueger

very steep,

deployed

stall protection,

between

is a hinged,
position

a simple
almost

flat panel

and seals

but since the Kmeger

Kmeger,

against
leading

a folding,

bull-nose

Krueger,

and a VC Krueger.

that folds out from the wing lower

the wing

leading

edge is not rounded,

edge (fig.

surface

1.4). It provides

the flow is attached

into a
some

to the panel

over only a small range of angles of attack. The 727-style
Krueger has a small, folding bull nose that
allows attached
flow over a somewhat
larger angle-of-attack
range, but the curvature
of the bull nose
is not good

enough

to keep flow attached

over the entire

727 angle-of-attack

range

(fig.

1.5).

The 737 Krueger
has a much larger folding bull nose, which gives it somewhat
improved
performance at lower angles of attack. The 747 inboard, rigid Krueger (fig. 2.8) also has a larger bull nose.
All these folding, bull-nose,
rigid Krueger flaps are deployed
to very steep angles, and they are
sealed, so they are not lifting (or they are barely lifting) at normal takeoff or landing attitudes.
It is
not clear why
shallower

angle

The outboard
deploy

no one has tried to develop
to provide

a slot to make

747 leading-edge

to a shallower

The flexible-panel

angle
trailing

a folding,
it perform

flaps are folding,
and show

edge

forms

bull-nose

flap that deploys

to a

more like a slat.

bull-nose,

a lot of curvature
a small

Krueger

VC Kmegers

(figs.

1.6 and 2.8), which

on both the bull nose and the flexible

slot with the fixed leading

edge.

panel.

The VC Krueger
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providessomewhatbetterCLmaxperformancethana goodslat,but it hasa poorer

takeoff

performance

than the slat. The VC Krueger,

complex

heavy.

flexing

Panel

and deployment

lack

of spanwise

rigidity

rigid

Kruegers.

Therefore,

costly,

requires

to a shallower

about

twice

the VC Krueger

to the rigid Krueger,
angle

as many

cannot

require

is quite

a complex

spanwise

elements

be recommended

four-bar

experiment

high lift and for protection

because

out because

deployed

under

a NASA/Air

of the leading

its aft step would

slat. Therefore,

requires

a lot of space

and the Krueger

cut through
resulting
similar

edge

Force

against

have caused

the stowed

the Krueger

contract,

The

for slats or

it is too complex,

insect

boundary

a Krueger

flap was needed

contamination

layer

too

bull nose.

There

as the slats they replaced,

so there

decided

and would

and the Kmegers

on the 757 HLFC
so there

3.3. Krueger

performance

experiment

is no span penalty

Suction

ducting

space

for a large

bull

flap for 757 HLFC

large but let the linkage

deterioration

aerodynamic

for the

performance

were built to the same
as there

made

requirement
called for
that resembles
that of a

the bull nose

showed

have

bull nose.

was inadequate

to make

was no measurable

bull nose,

to slats. The rigid Kruegers

Figure

section,

It was therefore

for

(fig. 3.3). A slat was

transition

had to have a slot and a very large

in the leading-edge
linkage.

slots in the deployed

dimensions
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and

linkage.

as are required

laminar flow downstream
of the front spar impossible.
The insect protection
the Krueger
to extend above and below the fixed leading edge, or a position

nose

IJD

and too heavy.

For the 757 HLFC
ruled

contrary

is with flexible

experiment.

very

spanwise
panels.

Sincetherigid Kruegerwith folding bull noseis cheaperto build andlighter thana slat,the concept
developedfor the 757HLFC experimentcould not only be appliedfor hybrid laminarflow, but it
may alsobe usedto promotemorenaturallaminarflow on futuretransportairplanes.The only
concernis whethertakeoffL/D is goodenough.
3.2.2

Tapered

Slats

and Conical

Slat Motion

As was pointed out in the review of competing
airliners, McDonnell
Douglas uses tapered slats with
conical slat motion; Boeing uses essentially
constant-chord
slats with cylindrical
motion, whereas
Airbus

changed

from

reiterate

the differences:

identical

slat tracks

Conical
radius

motion

tapered

Cylindrical

and a simple

of tapered

and a complex

system

ratio

flow

separation

standards

on the backside

requires

that tapered
3.4 shows

for a constant-chord

and the flow into the slat-to-wing

constant-chord

for an overall

savings

slot has a difficult

slats. To

slats allows

the use of

in complexity

and cost.

have

a different

cost.

slats provide

how ridiculous

slat) looks.

high-lift

certainly

performance

an inboard

The slat looks

time negotiating

of the slat will almost

tapered

that all slat tracks

with high manufacturing

slats. Figure

(typical

slats and back to slightly

of nearly

system

but one can speculate

over constant-chord

9-percent-chord

slat motion

actuation

slats by today's

actuation

No details are published,
advantages

slats to constant-chord

slat with a

like a crescent

all the turning.

A huge

moon,
area of

result.

1

Inbotnl

Figure

A slightly

tapered

premature

stall of the inboard

in conjunction
pitchover

slat with a longer

with wing-tip

characteristics

wing.

3.4. Inboard-slat

inboard

chord

would

At the same time,

twist still provides

and roll control

during

Slat with

lYI_ Cbocd

Katio

shapes.

improve

a slightly

tip stall protection
stall. Therefore,

slat shape

and could

higher-percent-chord
beyond

prevent
outboard

slat

root stall for the right

a slat with an inboard

chord

ratio

of
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approximately
15 percent of the trapezoidal
chord and a wing-tip chord ratio of about 22 percent
may be a perfect match for a given wing. The revised shape of an inboard slat with a chord ratio of
15 percent

of the local trapezoidal

Studies

have

indicated

inboard

and outboard

(fig. 3.5). Hence,
track
Airbus

system,
is using

that installing
produces

a certain

and some

chord

taper

this technology

in figure

constant-arc

a certain

amount

is shown

amount

of conical

can be added

tracks

3.4.

in the lowest

of pseudoconical

motion

.......

A310,

motion

A330,

regardless

and A340

by using
of motion.

surface

a constant-radius
It appears

A Cs inlxl

\

Outboard Slat
Inboard Sial

92

of the airfoil

airplanes.

,

Figure

location

on the slat upper

can be accomplished

to the slat planform

on the A300,

possible

3.5. Pseudoconical

slat motion.

CLFront

Spar

that

It should

be noted

available,

since

that the increase

the inboard

many

airplanes

better

accommodating

3.2.3

Shallow

There

seems

attack

without

otherwise.

have

in inboard

slat chord

has a detrimental

front spar has to be moved

cranked

front spars

system

in the inboard

runs from the engines

effect

on fuel volume

aft, reducing

the wing

box length.

slat region

for structural

reasons

However,
and for

into the fuselage.

Slat
to be a general
shifting

understanding

the CL versus

A Krueger

flap deployed

that leading-edge

o_ curve

devices

one way or the other.

to an angle of about

extend

only the stall angle

However,

80" relative

evidence

of

indicates

to the horizontal

definitely

does

not produce lift at low angles of attack; instead, a drag and a down force are produced.
Rotating
this
Krueger up to an angle of about 20 ° from the horizontal
causes it to lift at very low angles of attack.
Thus

the CL versus

trailing-edge

_ curve

flaps

to negate

The same scenario
Krueger.

is true for a slat, and deployment

angle

The f'trst evidence
models,

angles

low-speed,

be a part of solving
suggest

low-Reynolds

wing

The author's

the attitude

chord

attempts

of up to four

be adequate;

extend

thus,

of the single-slotted

on the main

this logic

number,

swept

problems

wing

_ curve

at flight

in reference

variations.

4. Ljungstrfm
unswept,

One of his findings

o_ curve

Reynolds

slat gaps,

airfoil

was that

to the left by 1° (fig. 3.6).

numbers,

with the single-slotted

only with fairly large

than a

but a change

to the left for

tests on two-dimensional,

of high-lift

wings

is easier

of attack,

the shallow

slat may

flap. The Ljungstr_Sm
up to 4 percent

of local

it is not easy

to create

(fig. 3.7).
to configure

percent

such a slat were unsuccessful

of local wing

a new mechanism

chord.

The circular-arc

may be required.

flap, it is probably

a suitable

because

track without

program

If this new mechanism

subject

for further

links

may not

research.

leading-edge
devices is the continuity
of the extended
models A300 and A310 have continuous
slats with a

retractable

strut. It should

reduces

plug to seal around
angles

the engine

than can be found

slat interference

with engine

on McDonnell

struts and requires

engine struts. This area is one in which
continuous
slat possible.

the shallow

be noted

Douglas

that Airbus

or Boeing

only a small

slat could

bring

slat

leads to the feasibility

Another
subject pertaining
to configuring
leading-edge
device. The Airbus airplane
deflection

or

angles.

was found

wind-tunnel

associated

slat works

angle

the stall angle

may shift the CL versus

a great variety

up for tapered,

that the shallow

trapezoidal

gaps

device

to support

so he tested

holds

happens

of a slat to a shallow

primarily

in the slat angle from 20 ° to 15 ° shifts the CL versus

If this tendency
data

drastic

and to the right for steep leading-edge

in the literature

and in doing

a reduction

devices

of the leading-edge

leading-edge

conducted

something

this effect.

It is true that leading-edge

in the deployed
shallow

shifts to the left unless

typically

airplanes.
indentation

some

relief

has lower

slat

This configuration
in slats to clear
and make

a
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Trailing-Edge

3.3.1

3. 7. Optimum

slat gap.

Devices

Flap Shapes

First some

general

observations

about

trailing-edge-flap

shapes

are in order.

very little airfoil camber at the wing trailing edge, whereas newer airplanes
A cusped aft end on an airfoil should improve the flap high-lift performance.
aerodynamicists

are willing

doubtful;
but everything
considered.
Another

important

determined

being

parameter

by the space
different

equal

on that shape

of three

sharp

leading-edge

radius

flaps,

there

are so many

different

flap-leading-edge

for the benefit

at high speed,

a change

is the flap leading-edge

shape.

left for the flap by the spoiler

shape

in dictating

to compromise

all scaled

is generally
ways

to arrange

spoiler

On some

actuators

to the same chord
not as good

to a more

length.

airplanes

of low-speed
pronounced

airplanes

generous

performance
cusp

should

this shape
3.9 shows

The performance

(fig. 3.10),

had

have pronounced
cusps.
Whether
high-speed

(fig. 3.8). Figure

as that with a more
actuators

Older

is
be

was
the

of a flap with a
curvature,

they should

and, since

not be a factor

shape.
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Figure

3.8. 757 trailing-edge

flaps

stowed.

320

Figure
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3.9. Trailing-edge

flap shapes.
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Anotherfeatureto considerfor the designof trailing-edgeflaps for new,higher-speed,long-range
airplanesis a thinnerairfoil, especiallyin the aft portion.This featurecanbe seenfor the Boeing777
andAirbus A330/340ascomparedto the older,slower-speedandshorter-rangeBoeing757and
A320 (fig. 3.11,ref. 3). This tendencyalsosuggeststhat,for higher-speedairplaneswith thinner
airfoils, the trailing-edgeflap shouldbesingle-slotted.Designingan aft flap into this limited-height,
aft airfoil causestoo big a penaltyin weightandcomplexity.The only otheroption to the singleslottedflap in this reducedthicknessaft airfoil is the fixed, vane/mainflap. This change,if it is
necessaryat all, shouldprobablybeleft for growth.

Slat Trlllling-Edge

Gap

..**

..'""/

/S
A321

R/S
L

Airfoil Section

Slat Chord

.
,I
Flap Chord

Thin Rear Section

A330/A340

Figure

3.3.2

Spanwise

The biggest

3.11. Airfoil

Airfoil Section

comparison.

Continuity

detriment

by thrust gates and/or
for flaps with increased

to trailing-edge-flap

performance

inboard,

ailerons.

high-speed

numbers

of elements.

seems

These

to be spanwise

discontinuities

The problem

discontinuities

are, of course,

is most severely

created

more severe

felt on triple-slotted

flaps with inboard ailerons that are not drooped. The 757 single-slotted
thrust gate is probably one
of the lesser penalties,
as is the drooped and slotted inboard aileron of the 777. However, a firm
objective
tinuity,

at the outset
except

the simplest
meets
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of a new airplane program

at the outboard

and most cost-effective

evolving

requirements

should

be to avoid any trailing-edge-flap

edge of the flaps. This strategy
high-lift

for low airframe

system.
noise.

is probably

This high-lift

system

discon-

the only way to arrive at
is also the only one that

Oneof the waysto makecertainthatthis goal is metis to dictateto thewing structuresgroup that
the wing be designedfor anoutboardhigh-/low-speedaileronthatis not subjectto aileronreversal
causedby wing elastics.This stipulationrequiresa torsionallystiff wing box, which may makea
two-pieceoutboardaileronnecessary.
Anotherrequirementfor a continuousflap relatesto engine
placementon the wing: Theengineshouldbe locatedlow enoughto allow the enginejet to clearat
leasta single-slottedflap at full deployment.
The next requirementthatneedsto beestablishedis theanticipatedneedfor airplaneweight growth
andfuselagestretch.Whenthe basicairplaneis beingconceived,the rangeof weight growth and
fuselagestretchshouldbe established,
andthe high-lift systemshouldbe designedwith this growth
in mind.This stipulationmay meanthatthe growthairplaneis plannedwith an increasedtrailingedgechord,aswasneededfor the AirbusA321.If this changeis not enough,a controlledchangeto
a morepotentflap shouldbeplanned.The A321 seemsto havehadanunplannedgrowth,andasa
resultanundesirableaft flap hadto beadded.Thesimplestgrowthstepfor increasedweight and
fuselagestretchis to go to a vane/main,double-slottedflap. However,this steprequiressome
advanceplanning,becausethe initial flap actuationmechanismfor the single-slottedflap hasto be
ableto accommodatethechangeto thevane/mainflap. Also, if a vane/mainflap is plannedfor
growth,a solutionfor theenginethrustgatemustbe workedout.Two possiblesolutionsareeither
to designpassiveblowuppanelson themainflap for high enginepowersettingsor to movethe
enginefartherawayfrom the wing.
3.3.3

Flap

Before

Airloads

discussing

and Their

flap mechanisms

on various

flap types.

vane/main

and main/aft,

chord
most

for all three
forward

resultant

types.

interface

flaps.

the airload

the load is higher

the location

resultant

The comparison

The single-slotted
vane/main

to show

of a single-slotted
is based

flap has the lowest
flap, which

of airload-resultant

flap with fixed,

on the same stowed

load resultant,

has a highly

loaded

than that for the single-slotted

vectors
flap

and it is in the

vane,

has a load

flap, and it has a some-

vector. The main/aft,
double-slotted
flap has a fairly high load on the aft flap, and with
Fowler motion of the aft flap, the overall load resultant is well aft of the other two
the magnitude

then,

of the load is higher.

that the main/aft

and, to a degree,

vane/main

3.12 compares

The fixed,

far forward;

into the Flap Mechanisms

it is appropriate

double-slotted

flap types.

In addition,

It is obvious,

Figure

location.

quite

what steeper
the additional

Reaction

flap are taken

along

flap produces

the axial length

a considerably
of the flap support

from the main flap into the flap mechanism

main flap. The main/aft,
double-slotted
flap also carries
with the aft flap supported
off the main flap. Therefore,
fitting

transmits

higher

and farther

airloads

higher

of both flap elements

aft than the double-slotted

moment

mechanism.

at the wing
The airloads

with the vane

supported

box
on a
off the

the main flap loads into the flap mechanism
in both cases, the main-flap
carriage or

into the mechanism.

The triple-slotted

flap has loads

flap.
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PV/M
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SingleSlotted Fap
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/
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Main/Aft Double

Figure

3.4
3.4.1

Trailing-Edge
Summary

Although

Flap

Flap airload

resultants.

Mechanisms

of Flap Mechanisms

only three

for trailing-edge
follows:

flaps

mechanisms
is much

•

Simple

•

Circular-arc

track

Three types
upside-down

of simple,

are available
larger.

for leading-edge

The major

types

devices,

of mechanisms

the number

of mechanisms

can be summarized

as

hinge

An almost

100

3.12.

Sloued Flap

infinite

four-bar

number

linkages

of complex,

(uptight/upright,

four-bar

linkages

upside-down/upright,

upside-down/

•

Severalvariationsof hookedtracks

•

Threeknownversionsof link/(straight)trackmechanisms(the A320,the A330/340,andthe
Boeingversions)havebeenexploredandsomeothercombinationsarepossible

The applicationsof thesemechanismsto the differenttypesof flaps--single-slotted;fixed, vane/
main, double-slotted;articulating vane/main, double-slotted;
main/aft, double-slotted;
and tripleslotted

flaps--with

all possible

describe

and evaluate

becomes

a process

3.4.2

Design

combinations

all of them,

of elimination

for Aerodynamic

The most fundamental

makes

so the following
rather

an immensely
summary

than a study

of the entire

It is impossible

mechanism

to

studies

spectrum.

Efficiency

requirement

for flap motion

is that the mechanism

flap from its stowed position to the desired maximum
all mechanisms
for single- or multiple-slotted
flaps.
For a vane/main

big matrix.

of the author's

flap the motion

has to meet

landing

the criterion

be capable

position,

of moving

a requirement

of extracting

the vane

easily

the

met by

out of the aft-wing

cove cavity without interference
with cove structure. A movable cove panel with slave mechanism
is
ruled out because
of its added complexity.
This criterion rules out the use of the upside-down,
fourbar linkages and possibly the A320 link/track
mechanism
to drop the flap down during their initial motion.
An additional

(aerodynamic)

flap position

for takeoff

link/track

mechanism

mechanism

provide

mechanism
the simple
Fowler
add-on

or hooked
high Fowler

that least meets
hinge

motion
change.

the simple

objective

to provide

hinge,

only marginally

An additional

track

mechanisms.

motion

Another

Fowler

aerodynamic

produce

for simple

additional

end of the outboard
•

The fairings

of fairings

hinge,

flaps

where

be a single-slotted

requirement

is that the

15") for best takeoff
yet it is widely
the main

used.

A320

L/D.

The

The use of

flap has a sophisticated

Fowler

is a good feature.

motion.

All other

hinges

for flap system

get fairly

design

mechanisms

listed

four-bar

in section

linkage

3.4.1

have

flap, which

cause

drag

concerns

the fairings

for the flap

low drag both at cruise and low speeds, and
list summarizes
fairings for the mechanisms

deep, and when

areas due to out-of-stream

tracks

The upright/upright,

motion.

objective

frontal

for hooked

should

the tendency

be met by the Airbus

aerodynamic
(about

is the simple

mechanism:
They should be oriented
streamwise,
have
have minimal blockage
of the flap slots. The following
listed in section 3.4.1.
Flap fairings

cannot

have

does not make sense, but such a design is typical for a late, unplanned,
motion progression
of the internal circular-arc
track is as bad as that of
takeoff

takeoff

these linkages

flap is that there

at low flap angles

this requirement

but the absence
improves

good to excellent

for the vane/main

high L/D. This requirement

on an aft flap, as on the 767 inboard
progression,
The Fowler

because

they are used on outboard

motion

of the aft fairing

flaps they

and the inboard

at low speeds.

are medium-sized.
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•

Shallowfairings resultfrom complex,four-barlinkages,but in thecaseof the 767outboardflap,
they arewide andcausesignificantslotblockage.

•

The flap fairings of upside-down/upright,four-barlinkagesarefairly deep.(SeeBoeing777,
fig. 1.28.)
Preliminaryresultssuggestthatthe upside-down/upside-down,
four-barlinkagecanhave
somewhatshallowerfairings.The buriedendsupportsof the 747SPusingupside-down/upsidedown, four-barlinkagesproducethecleanestflap designwith no flap mechanismfairings.

•

Fairing sizesfor link/track mechanismsaregenerallyshallowerthanthosefor four-barlinkages.
The Boeinglink/track mechanismrequiresthe smallestfairings.

For aerodynamicreasonsthe simplehingecanbeeliminatedasa competitiveflap mechanism.
Furthercandidatesfor elimination aretheupright/upright,four-barlinkageandthe internal,circulararctrack.
3.4.3

Design

for Reliability

As mentioned

in section

and Good Wear

1.4, high-hft

Characteristics

components

have

control surfaces since critical failures can jeopardize
mechanisms
should be reliable and fail-safe.
In the author's
of links

opinion,

and joints

complex,

in series,

four-bar

the failure

pins inside

pins. However,

not be used. Linkages
spherical
combined

beatings,
wear

generally

walking
have

both with surface

can cause

flight

safety.

violate

safety

criteria

could

either

of any one of which

collapse,
or even depart from the airplane.
case because the number of links in series
have

linkages

to be treated almost

as if they were primary

Therefore,

since

trailing-edge-flap

they have

lock up the flap, make

The 767 hinged-beam,
four-bar linkage
is not too high, the links are redundant,
beam

four-bar

good wear
contact.

linkages

characteristics

However,

sloppiness

in the mechanism

are another

hazard

if there

are definitely
because

it

is a borderline
and the joints

not safe and should

the joints

are too many

and collapse

a multitude

are either

joints

of the linkage

in series,

pins or
the

into an overcenter

position.
High

load concentrations

the entire

flap loads

are carried

try of the beam is dictated
loaded. Wear from rollers
can become crack starters.
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in bending

for flap mechanisms.

On the hooked-track

from the flap into the wing box in an I-beam.

mechanism
The geome-

in part by flap motion, and, since it cannot have more depth, it is highly
or fasteners
that tie the two channels
of the track together
into an I-beam

The other

big problem

or triple-slotted

flaps.

(ref. 2), and flap loads
magnification

with hooked
The flap-load
are carded

in the aft rollers

2.5 times the flap airload
surface

contact

loads,

tracks

is high roller

resultant

can reach

in a couple

a factor

chances

design,

used with double-

the aft and forward

rollers.

Load

that the load on the aft rollers

rollers

for excessive

when

flap is well aft of the aft rollers

between

of 2.5, meaning

For a compact

thus increasing

especially

of a double-slotted

into the track

(fig. 3.13).

loads,

are always

sized

wear and premature

is

for high pin and

failure.

Proller2

Prolleri

P_rioad

Figure

For reasons of reliability
for elimination.
3.4.4

Design

3.13.

and wear,

Flap-load

the hooked

track

on hooked

and complex,

track.

four-bar

linkages

are candidates

for Low Cost

Complex,
four-bar
linkages are expensive
fail-safe.
Since joints have to be lubricated
maintenance
cost.
Hooked-track

reaction

mechanisms

require

to produce, especially
when all links are duplicated
to be
occasionally,
the complex linkages also have a high

high-strength

tracks

using

heat-treated

steel with complex,

high-

precision
machining,
and they also require high-strength
roller carriages. The tracks and rollers
experience
wear, and occasional
replacement
is necessary.
In addition, tracks and rollers need
lubrication.
frequent

Another
inspection

For reasons

argument

against

the hooked-track

concept

is its screw

jack

drive,

which

needs

and lubrication.

of cost, complex

four-bar

linkages

and hooked

tracks

are candidates

for elimination.
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3.4.5

Mechanism

Selection

The only mechanisms
link/track mechanisms.
obvious

remaining for consideration
are two of the simple four-bar linkages and three
One can argue that this elimination
process has been fairly subjective;
it is

that the selection

on the author's

of the evaluation

linkage

flaps,

takeoff

produce

position.

that can be used with single-slotted

we could

and the A320

they cannot

of each is a matter of judgment

part.

If we look for flap mechanisms
double-slotted

criteria and the weighting

continue

link/track
motion

Also,

to eliminate

mechanism

cannot

to seal the vane

the four-bar

linkage

more.
handle

against

and vane/main

and main/aft,

The upside-down/upside-down,
vane/main,

the spoiler

does not release

double-slotted

trailing

the vane

four-bar

edge

flaps because

for a single-slotted

from the cove

cavity.

The

Boeing link/track
mechanism
could be eliminated
on the basis that the actuation
loads for a main/aft,
double-slotted
flap are too high. However,
since the type of flap that will be required on future
airliners is unknown,
further eliminations
should not be made at this time. The only flap type that
has been
industry

eliminated
wide,

The mechanisms
two sections.
3.4.6

Simple,

is the triple-slotted

flap, but this elimination

and it does not influence
remaining

Four-Bar

our choice

after this subjective

was done

by general

consensus

of flap mechanisms.

elimination

process

are discussed

in the following

Linkages

Upside-down/upside-down
four-bar
linkageThe four-bar linkage with two links hinged to a
fixed structure at the top and to the flap fitting at the bottom has a great potential
for good Fowler
motion

progression

In the present

and a good takeoff

study

(nonpowered-lift

only the Douglas

type)

but the flap fittings

main/aft,

position.
YC-15

version

double-slotted

were big and heavy

(fig.

1.27) was investigated

flap; the Fowler

and the actuation

motion

loads

for a conventional

progression

were quite

was fairly

good,

high. The flap support

fairings required
for this mechanism
are fairly shallow and moderately
wide, and they can be quite
far forward and terminate
ahead of or at the wing trailing edge. Because the Douglas YC-15 high-lift
concept rotates
well. However,

the flap right away, a linear hydraulic
actuator acting on the forward link worked
for a conventional
flap with a lot of initial Fowler motion (translation),
a synchro-

nized drive system is required,
such as a rotary
be transmitted
through the forward link.
In the author's

opinion,

this mechanism

actuator

is a very good

on the forward

one. It should

or aft links.

be repeated

Side loads

here that the

upside-down,
four-bar linkage is probably
not suited for deployment
of a vane/main-type
because it would not provide the right motion to extract the vane from the cove.
The end-supported
has more geometric
is a bit out of hand,
does

not seem
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of the upside-down,

four-bar

constraints
to keep the linkage
allowing initial flap movement

to cause

fits into the airfoil
not required.

version

any stability

envelope

or control

as used on the 747SP

inside the airfoil envelope.
to go into counterrotation.

problems

(at least on the 747),

linkage,

on the 747SP.

and fairings

Therefore,
However,

The end-supported

for the flap actuation

can

flap,

(fig. 1.11),
the motion
this motion
linkage

mechanisms

are

In the McDonnell DouglasandBoeingapplicationsof theupside-down,four-barlinkage,streamwisemotionfor the outboardflapscanprobablybe achieved.Reference5 (fig. 3.14) showsa third
arrangementof the upside-downlinks in a moreaft location.Whetherthis is a practicallocationfor
the linkageis not quiteclear.Thedeeperaft link certainlymovesthe maximumfairing depthaft and
requiresa longerfairing, andthemechanismsectionsshownin figure 3.14needsomerefinementto
provideoneA-frame-typelink for side-loadreaction.Also, eitherthelinks or thefittings probably
needto beduplicatedto eliminatecantileveredpivots.
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Figure

Upside-down/upright,
fixed structure

four-bar

SIL'TION

3.14.

Short

linkage--

Brothers

'four-bar

This four-bar

at the top, with the flap carrier

beam

linkage

attached

IS

meb (6d

B.B

linkage.

has the forward

to the lower

link hinged

to a

end. The aft link is hinged

to a support fitting at the bottom, with the upper end attached to the flap carrier
link is designed
conveniently
as an A-frame
to absorb side loads, which means,

beam. The forward
however,
that the

support fittings for the aft link have to be spread apart to allow for the passage of the front link. (See
fig. 1.28.) This concept looks quite simple in a side view, but becomes
quite complex
when looking
at an isometric

view.

Fowler

progression

motion

(See fig. 2.14.)

of the upside-down/upside-down,

The complexity

of the upside-down/upright,
four-bar

linkage;

is in the design
four-bar
the actuation

of the support

linkage
loads

fittings.

is not quite
are lower,

as good

The
as that

but the fairings

are
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deeper.The upside-down/upright,four-barlinkagecanbeusedfor single-slottedandmain/aft,
double-slottedflaps andpossiblyfor vane/main,double-slottedflaps.
The Boeing777 usesthis flap mechanismwith a synchronizedjackscrewdrive astheactuation
system.A rotary actuatorthat is coaxialwith theupperhingepointof the forwardlink is another
schemeto actuate this flap mechanism.
3.4.7

The Link/Track

The author
trated

studied

Mechanism--Trailing-Edge

three

link/track

on the mechanism

mechanisms

that is now known

single-slotted,
vane/main,
double-slotted,
was on vane/main,
double-slotted
flaps,
It was quite clear that,
varied. After exploring

Flap Mechanism

as with four-bar
the aft, uptight

in the late 1970s.

as the A 330/340

of the Future?

The studies

were

flap mechanism,

initially

concen-

and they covered

and main/aft,
double-slotted
flaps. The emphasis,
however,
which was the favorite flap panel arrangement
at that time.
linkages,
the arrangement
of link and straight track could be
link with a stationary,
forward track, the study focused on the

upside-down,
forward link with both a stationary, aft track (A320 flap mechanism)
and an aft track
attached to the flap fitting. All showed some merit, but the A320 mechanism
was disregarded
because

it could

A330/340
fixed

not handle

link/track

structure

the YC-14

mechanism-

and an uptight

thrust

reverser

examined,

it looked

main/aft,

double-slotted

support

a vane/main

fairing

flap.

This mechanism

is designed

aft link. (See fig. 1.32.)

(fig. 3.2), and, after simple

promising

as a flap mechanism

flaps.

than other

It provides

mechanisms,

a much

with a straight,

It was actually
hinges

invented

and upright,

for single-slotted
better

Fowler

and the actuation

forward

as the mechanism

four-bar

linkages

and both vane/main

motion

progression

aspect of this link/track
mechanism
over a hooked-track
arrangement
not transmitted
into the track as a moment in a short couple. Instead,
can be expected
4 rollers,

as compared

84-percent
aligning

reduction
the inboard

the outboard
able aspect
the depth

that the track

support.

absorbs

to 250 percent
in the aft roller
track

of this arrangement
and aft terminus

by either

is that the aft link wants

aspect of the A330/340
beam and, therefore,

members,

and the opportunity

A330/340

flap mechanism,

is that the flap airloads are
the track carriage and the aft
out by the actuation.

of the flap airload

on the hooked-track

motion

of the outboard

and main/aft,
riding in the

sleeve of thrust reversers,
carriages.
The positive

is taken

80 percent

in 2 rollers

Streamwise

can be taken

of the support

moment

only about

of the airload
loads.

and the actuator

Side loads

Another
structural
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and the overturning

carriage

and

loads are moderate.

straight tracks are slide blocks similar to what is used for the translating
but these slide blocks could easily be replaced by multiroller
(4 rollers)

in only one direction

for

were

and a shallower

Figure 3.15 shows initial flap mechanism
layouts for single-slotted
and vane/main
double-slotted
flaps, with the flaps in the takeoff position.
Note that the members

link take loads

track on

flaps to the desired
to be fairly

deep,

is feasible

motion

or the actuation

in possibly

concept--an

with this mechanism

the track

It

by

and skewing

link. One unfavor-

and this feature

dictates

fairing.

flap mechanism
is that tracks and aft links are mounted
to the same
the two attachments
cannot be treated as independent
structural
to relax

as published,

fail-safe

requirements

has an aft-link

for the support

position

structure

that is very close

is missed.

to a dead-center

The

%

Vane/Main

US. Patent

Figure

3.15.

Original

linktrack

mechanism

for single-

and double-slotted

Flap

4,381,093

flaps.
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alignmentwith the flap carriagepivot. Wing deflectionsdueto stronggustscould drive thelink over
center,in which casethe flap trailing edgewould dropandthe flap could not be retracted.
A320

link/track

mechanism-

The A320

flap mechanism

was a natural

next step to explore.

This

mechanism
has an upside-down,
forward link and a straight track on fixed support structure
in the
back. In early investigations,
the author concluded
that the Fowler motion was not as good as that
for the Boeing

link/track

double-slotted

flap.

After
motion

Airbus

disclosed

progression

mechanism,

their A320

is very

good

and that the design

flap mechanism,
at the takeoff

was not suited

reexamination

flap setting.

to handle

revealed

Actuation

loads

a vane/main,

(fig. 3.16)

that its Fowler

are low when

a single-slotted
flap. This mechanism,
like the A330/340
mechanism,
does not transmit
airload into the track in a moment couple. The roller carriage pivot point is only a short
forward
airload

of the airload
is absorbed

the airload

resultant

by the forward

in 4 rollers,

a 76-percent

Figure
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for a single-slotted
link (drive
reduction

3.16. Airbus

flap, and the small

link). The track

carriage

of the aft roller loads

A320-type

link./track

overturning
absorbs

moment
about

of a hooked-track

flap mechanism.

used with
the flap
distance
from the

120 percent
configuration.

of

The A320 mechanismcanhaveanadditionalfail-safefeaturebuilt in: If the trackandits support
beamareattachedto thelower surfaceof thewing independentof the drive link, the two flap supportsprovidefour truly independentsupports,onemorethanrequiredfor a staticallydeterminate
attachment.Therefore,thefail-safeaspectsof eachof the memberscanberelaxed,andboth weight
andcostcanbe saved.The A320 link/trackmechanismis alsoapplicableto a double-slottedmain/
aft type flap. The absoluteairloadsareincreased,of course,androllers andactuatorsneedto be
redesignedfor thehigherloads,but theincreaseis within manageable
limits.
Boeing link/track mechanism- TheBoeing-ownedlink/track trailing-edgeflap mechanismalso
hasanupside-downforwardlink anda straightaft track.Thusit is very similar to theA320 arrangement;the only differenceis thattheaft trackis part of theflap fitting andmoveswith it, whereas
theroller (slider)carriageis stationaryandis hingedto the aft endof thesupportbeam.
TheBoeinglink/track mechanismhasa betterFowlermotionprogressionfor thetakeoff position
comparedto the othertwo link/track mechanisms.
Also, it canhandlea vane/main,double-slotted
flap, from the point of view of extractingthe vanefrom thecoveandproviding a sealed-vane-tospoilerpositionfor a single-slottedtakeoffrequirement.The Boeinglink/track mechanismis
generallyshallowerand,therefore,requiresa smallerfairing thananyof the otherremaining
concepts.Figure3.17showsthe mechanismfor a single-slottedflap, andfigure 3.18showsthe
identicalmechanismfor a growthversionwith vane/main,double-slottedflap.

/

US. Patent

4,434,959

Figure

and

3.17.

4,669,687

Boeing

linktrack

mechanism

for single-sIotted

flap.
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!

I
I

US. Patent

4,434,959

and

Figure

The only disadvantage
actuation

hinge

double-slotted
A320-size

3.18.

Boeing

linktrack

this mechanism

moments,

which

flap. Analysis
airplane

4,669,687

has compared

increase

of the A320

with single-slotted

mechanism

when

to the A320

going

mechanism

flaps

for

from

vane/main

mechanism

a single-slotted

and the Boeing

showed

a hinge

flap.

moment

is somewhat

higher

flap to a vane/main,

link/track

mechanism

of 35,000

inch-pounds

for an
for the

Boeing mechanism
(a 4-inch-diameter
rotary actuator),
versus 12,000 inch-pounds
for the A320
mechanism
(a 2.5-inch-diameter
actuator).
However,
the hinge moments
for a main/aft,
doubleslotted

flap on the Boeing

Figure 3.19
landing

shows

position.

link/track

mechanism

the load reaction

at ultimate

Notice

load for a vane/main,

that the load magnification

5000 pounds per roller. Replacing
would cut this load in half.
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might be high.

factor

the dual side-by-side

double-slotted

for the rollers

rollers

is almost

with a roller

carriage

flap in the
2, so the load is
(4 rollers)

,,sAg!
P DRIVE LII_'IO.

3701

20,000#
MAIN,,SS24/

N SUPP. Flgr."
2SO.O00 lltx#

Figure

3.19.

Load diagram

One other possible arrangement
arrangement
separates
the track
flap, and the roller
drive

link could

designed

(slider)

be located

is attached
25 percent

but also quite narrow.

drag to almost nothing and minimize
reduced.
This configuration
is shown
to a force fight due to wing
therefore,

flap

to an aft rib that extends
of the distance

to take the side loads, the drive links can be made

are not only shallow

track;

link/track

mechanism.

with the Boeing link/track
mechanism
was investigated.
This
from the drive link. The tracks are buried inside the end ribs of the

carriage
about

for Boeing

bending

This setup

should

aft from

in from the flap ends.
very narrow,
reduce

the rear spar.
If one track

so that drive

cruise

The
is

link fairings

and low-speed

fairing

slot blockage.
Also, fairing weight and cost are greatly
in figure 3.20. The four supports per flap panel do not lead
because

the flap is free to bend about

the flap ends are free to move
its chord

fore and aft inside

the

plane.

111

°_,
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The

four structurally

independent

mechanism.
Again, weight
be used for this mechanism
3.4.8

Link/Track

Studies

vice versa

whether

are incomplete

The following

educated

because

observations

guess

motion

application
and the three
Figure

versus
simple,

cannot

four-bar

of the fail-safe

design

criteria

for the
can

Linkage

are superior

so far have

however:

mechanisms

fairing

link/track

depth.

been done

Four-bar

are superior

How the fairing

in other words,
mechanisms

3.21.

shows

a comparison

with hooked

track,

the 767 single-slotted

outboard
flap with simple,
slotted flaps. As discussed

Four-Bar
linkages

all studies

be determined;

explored

a relaxation

to link/track

mechanisms

with different

linkages

tended

basic

to have

or

parameters.

one long and

and load characteristics.
The link/track
mechanism
provides just
the straight track simulates
a link with infinite length. Therefore,
an

is that link/track
and reduced

Simple,

can be made,

one short link for best motion
those characteristics,
because
better

allow

and cost are saved. Incidentally,
the independent
load pass approach
even when link and track are colocated,
as on the A320 mechanism.

Mechanism

to determine

supports

of Fowler

to simple,
width

the trades

four-bar

compares

between

linkages

based

because

on the same

the favored

four-bar

of
type of

linkages

have not yet been completed.
motion

outboard

progression

for the 757 single-slotted

flap with complex,

four-bar

linkage,

thrust

gate

the 777

four-bar linkage, and the three link/track
mechanisms,
all with singlebefore, this comparison
is based on different parameters,
such as different

overlaps
and maximum
flap angles, but the comparison
does give an idea what might be expected
from the different designs. It appears that all three link/track
mechanisms
are better than either the
757 hooked
angles.
Among
nism

track

or the 777 four-bar

The 767 complex,
the link/track
in producing

mechanism

four-bar

mechanisms,

Fowler

motion

has a very high overlap

linkage
linkage

in producing
also develops

the Boeing

mechanism

at flap angles
and, therefore,

from

high-takeoff
high Fowler
is slightly

Fowler
motion
better

motion

than the A320

10 ° to 20 °. The A330/340-type

is hard

at small

flap

at low flap angles.
mecha-

flap

to compare.
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Figure

To eliminate
progression

3.21.

Comparison

4O

30

Angle

of Fowler

the difference

in total overlap

and allow

of all concepts

was normalized

to 15.5-percent

motion

progression.

a fairer comparison,
maximum

the Fowler

motion

at full flap deployment,

and

results are plotted in figure 3.22. Both the A320 and the Boeing link/track
mechanisms
have excellent Fowler motion progression,
as does the 767 complex,
four-bar linkage. The motion efficiency
decreases

in small

and the 777 simple,
Another

parameter

increments
four-bar

going

to the A330/340

linkage.

that should

link/track

The latter is not much

be compared

is fairing

mechanism,

better

size. Table

the 757 hooked

than the simple

3.1 lists the fairing

depths

six mechanism
concepts
based on single-slotted
flaps nondimensionalized
by Fowler motion.
table shows that the Boeing link/track
mechanism
and the Boeing 767 flap have the shallowest
support
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fairing

of the six concepts

considered.

track,

hinge.
of these
The
flap
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fairing

depth/Fowler

motion

*The second

number

A full exploration
different
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refers

"! rack

Link/Tj

20
Deflection

3.22. Normalized

Table

Maximum

A330/34O

10
Flap

Flap concept

757 tt :_ked

ack

is

0

Figure

'/

Fowler

A320

1.40

0.70

to the variation

of the trades

between

mechanisms

would

4O

motion progression.

3.1. Flap mechanism

B777

30

Angle

fairing

A330/340

1.04

with buried

the two favorite
be interesting.

depth
Boeing
link/track

B757

B767

0.54/0.35*

0.78

0.54

end tracks.

four-bar

More

linkage

than three

concepts

and the three

combinations

are possible

the arrangement
of a straight track and a link; at first glance it does not appear
combinations
lead to an attractive
solution,
but further study may be warranted
viable solution is overlooked.

as though
to ensure

for

any other
that no
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Chapter
Economics

In order

to determine

evaluated

against

cost numbers
differences.

4.1

correct

Tendencies

Between
peak

the merits

their

impact

the mid 1950s

VC Krueger

of various

high-lift

high-lift

and the early

with triple-slotted,

fluid mechanics

way in reducing

system

their aerodynamic

concepts,

performance

to get the absolute

but it is important

to understand

1970s,

high-lift

edges.

systems

increased

in complexity

flaps on the Boeing

trailing-edge

flaps,

In the late 1970s and thereafter,
in conjunction

of high-lift

matches

and

the

systems

with more

by optimizing

the 737 approach

and

the refinement

powerful

computers,

aerodynamic

lift coefficient

and reached

727, 737, and 747,

shapes

of high-lift elements.
The Boeing 757 and 767, which followed the 747 by about
much simpler high-lift systems than the 747. The 757, with full-span
leading-edge
slotted

must be

weight

Development

technology,

the complexity

systems,

trailing-edge

flaps on the 747-leading

Systems

and cost. It is not necessary

in High-Lift-System

sophistication

computational

of High-Lift

on weight

for various

4

obtained

of
led the

and positions

13 years, have
slats and double-

with triple-slotted

trailing-edge
flaps. The 767, with double-slotted
inboard and single-slotted
outboard
trailing-edge
flaps and three-position
leading-edge
slats, matches the approach
lift coefficient
of the 747-100/200
obtained

with triple-slotted

The evolution
lar. Within
new models

of increasingly

20 years,
(A321

time, they have
The benefits

trailing-edge

Airbus

simple

gains

of evolving

high-lift

developed

is the exception),

made

flaps and VC Krueger

from

•

Simpler
load.

•

The improved
adding

•

systems

from complex

either

are generally

takeoff
payload

any reduction

and landing

lighter,

L/D of simpler

high-lift

qualify

was probably

even

more

flaps to all single-slotted
in landing

systems

the potential

and the weight

high-lift

devices.
spectacu-

flaps

lift coefficients.

on their

At the same

L/D.

to simpler

easy to quantify.
The following
statements
improvements
that can be expected:

at Airbus

double-slotted

without

in takeoff

systems

leading-edge

systems

are obvious,

performance

reduction

but they are not

and/or

design

can be used to increase

can be used to increase

takeoff

useful

weight

by

or fuel.

The improved
landing L/D reduces
which also reduces noise.

airframe

noise

and allows

a lower

engine

power

setting,
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•

The reductionin high-lift-systemcomplexityreducesmanufacturing,spareparts,and
maintenancecosts.

4.2 Weight
Weight

Estimating

for High-Lift

data on individual

not widely

publicized

out, of course,

components

by airplane

as do members

Devices

of high-lift

systems

manufacturers,

of academia

on contemporary

but the competition

and the National

airplanes

always

Aeronautics

are generally

has ways of finding

and Space

Administration

(NASA).
Some of these weight data do not allow an intelligent
correlation,
even data from the same manufacturer. Deviations
may come from differences
in design philosophy
of the engineering
teams
involved

(conservative

in the concept
considered.
In order

between

(e.g., change

to estimate

preliminary
technology

versus

progressive),

to a double-slotted

weights

high-lift-system

Some publications
by airplane
Reference
7 is a Boeing report
for high-lift-system

approximations
statistical
data.

could

4.2.1

of Trailing-Edge

Weights

The specific

weight

account

for weight

weight

is computed

Similarly,

flap type and nested
assuming

fixed

and some

Boeing

767 complex
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a technology

selection

changes

factor

to be

and optimization

in a

weight data based on a consistent
level of
data should realistically
reflect the increments

This document

weigh"

weights
cases

can be derived

for composites;

theory as a starting point:
procedures
for calculating

is the basis

for the following

of high-lift-system
by a detailed

weight

for vane,

main,

components.

analysis

or by using

suggested
These
more

in square

linkage,

area of the nested

track

are lighter.

is bound

of reference

7 to

flaps.

so that support

feet by modifying

and aft flap Fowler

supports

the formulas

are given in table 4.1. In this table, specific

can be simplified

In this case, the hooked

of the link/track

by modifying

results

per projected

flap size measured

four-bar

unscheduled

Flaps

for support

only one type of support.

is always

may provide a useful
contract) that outlines

in specific

as flap weight

factors

supports

"should

of flap panels

the formula

and there

last-minute,

concepts.

be improved

savings

weigh"
These

components.

to determine

from

of a high-lift-system

manufacturers
(under NASA

approximations

may come

flap),

for the purpose

design environment,
"should
and philosophy
are necessary.
different

weights

others

motion.

is used

to be heavier.

the formulas
However,

as a baseline

A complex

weight

linkage

is a function

of

for flap supports

this formula

is valid

support;

simple

support,

such as the

hinge

by
for

Table4.1.Trailing-edgeflap specificweights(weightsin lb/ft2 of stowedflap area)
Flaptype
Singleslotted
Support
Flappanels
Supports
Actuation
Fairing/flap
area
Fairing
Total flap

Fixed
Articulating
vane/main vane/main

Doubleslotted

Tripleslotted

Singleslotted

Hooked
track
2.7
3.0
2.2
(0.45)

Hooked
track
3.0
3.2
2.2
(0.45)

Hooked
track
3.5
3.8
2.3
(0.50)

Hooked
track
4.8
4.7
2.4
(0.55)

Hooked
track
5.5
5.6
2.5
(0.60)

Link/Track
endsupport
2.7
1.5
2.0
(0.05)

1.0
8.90

1.0
9.40

1.15
10.75

1.30
13.20

1.40
15.00

0.10
6.30

Anotherelementof flap weight is actuationweight.Almost independentof flap type,actuation
weight is, however,influencedby theactuationmechanism.For a synchronizedshaftdrive with jack
screwactuation,a unit weight of 2.2 to 2.5 poundsper squarefoot (lb/ft2) of flap areais thecorrect
range.For an actuationsystemwith individual, linearhydraulicactuatorsthatcomeswith a simple,
hingedflap, the actuationweight is quite a bit lower (approximately1.5Ib/ft2of flap area).
Theprojectedfairing-unit weight reductionof 30 percentfor newcompositestructuresgiven in
reference7 did not materialize--a 10-percentreductionis closerto whathasactuallyoccurred,so a
fairing unit weight of 2.2 lb/ft2 of fairing areais moreappropriate.The big questionis howto arrive
at a fairing areawhenonly the flap areais known.Fairingareais generallyproportionalto flap area
for the sameconcept,but it variesvastlyamongdifferentconcepts.If, for thepresent,only hooked
tracksareconsidered,a certainrelationshipof fairing areato flap areacanbe assumedandthen
fairing weightcanbecalculatedusinga constantunit weight.Again,animprovementin the estimate
for fairing weightscould beaccomplishedby a studyin which fairing areais estimatedmore
accuratelyby preparingdetailedlayouts.
With thesesimplifying assumptionsmade,theweight for different flap typescanbe derived.The
unit weightsfor the differentkinds of flaps, all basedona hooked-trackmechanism,arelistedin the
totalsgiven in table4.1.
If othermechanismsareused,flap weightwill essentiallystayconstant,but weightsfor flap
supports,flap actuation,andflap mechanismfairingswill change.Themostoptimisticof all flap
mechanismsis theburiedflap endtrackof the Boeinglink/trackmechanism.If it is comparedto a
hypothetical,single-slottedflap on a hookedtrack(fig. 3.20comparedto fig. 1.30),it is seenthat the
flap main support,buriedinsidethe wing, cantakestructuraladvantageof thewing upper skin and
partof the lower skin. Theotherstructuralmembersaretwo actuatorlinks attachedto two rotary
actuatorsandclose-coupledto thewing rearspar.At first glanceit appearsthatthis structurecould
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be at least 50 percent
couple.

Actuation

lighter

using

than the hooked

a direct

drive

track

through

and the roller

the rotary

actuator

carriage

with its high moment

is definitely

lighter

than actuation

using a jack screw drive with snorkel drive shafts from the wing aft cavity down to the screw. The
fairing size for the buried link/track
actuation
concept is less than 10 percent of that for a hooked
track.
The weight comparison
for a single-slotted
flap with two different
and last columns
of table 4.1. In this tabulation,
flap panel weight
supports

decreases

from 3.0 to about

and that for the fairings
weighs

from

only 6.3 lb/ft 2, as compared

representing
weight.

mechanism,

The change

provided
4.2.2

and it shows

to different

that the mechanism

Weights

Leading-edge
much smaller.
Reference

is compatible

7 covers

with the flap type,

the single-slotted

mechanism

by the change

designs

is, of course,

from 2.2 to 2.0 lb/ft 2,
at 8.9 Ib/ft 2,
to a more

can contribute

also possible
as discussed

flap

for other

modem

in reducing
flap types,

earlier.

Devices

are smaller

only weights

solely

is given in the first
but the weight for the

mechanism,

hooked-track

is caused

how flap-mechanism

flap mechanisms

of Leading-Edge
devices

This reduction

for the actuation

this link/track

to the state-of-the-art,

a 2.6-1b/ft 2 reduction.

and aggressive

1.5 Ib/ft 2, the weight

1.0 to 0.1 lb/ft 2. With

mechanisms
is constant,

than trailing-edge

flaps,

so the potential

for fixed and VC Kruegers.

for weight

Simplifying

that formula

savings

is

using

the

assumptions
that a Krueger panel occupies
60 percent of the leading-edge
chord and the weight
savings gained with composites
are only 10 percent yields a weight of about 2.25 Ib/ft 2 of leadingedge

area for the fixed

weigh

leading

1.5 lb/ft 2 of leading-edge

edge

of a Krueger

flap. The flap panels

area, and the VC Krueger

panels

edge area. The formula
for actuation
and controls can be simplified
a certain ratio of leading edge to wing area, and a constant takeoff
controls then weigh 1.75 lb/ft 2 of leading-edge
5.25 lb/ft 2, and the VC Krueger weighs about
The fixed
about

leading

edge

for a slat weighs

1.3 lb/ft 2, all related

are high,

actuation

loads

about

to wing-leading-edge
are very low compared

of a fixed-camber
about

by assuming
wing loading.

a constant
Actuation

area, the fixed-camber
Krueger weighs
6.1 lb/ft 2 of wing leading-edge
area.
2.2 lb/ft 2, the slat about
to Kruegers,

delta
and

about

though

so the slat and fixed

leading

edge

than that of a VC Krueger. Deletion
of the slave tracks, as used on the Boeing 777 and the
models,
could reduce slat unit weight by about 0.2 lb/ft 2 to a unit weight of 5.8 lb/ft 2. The
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devices

are summarized

in table 4.2.

This weight

loads

lighter
Airbus

for leading-edge

slave tracks.

slat track

6.0 lb/ft 2, assuming

weights

CL,

2.5 lb/ft 2, and the actuation

area, and not slat area. Even

slat with auxiliary

Krueger

2.1 Ib/ft 2 of leading-

weigh

specific

a three-position

weigh

is just a little

Table4.2.Specificweightsfor leading-edgedevices(weightsgiven in lb/ft2)
Type
Rigid Krueger

Fixedleadingedge
Moving panels
Actuation
Total flap

VC Krueger

2.25
1.5
1.5
5.25

Three-position Three-position
slatwith slave slatwithout slave
tracks
tracks

2.25
2.1
1.75
6.1

2.2
2.5
1.3
6.0

2.1
2.4
1.3
5.8

Theseunit weightsrefer to theleading-edgeareaforwardof thefront spar,not to thesizeof the
moving device.In summary,the weight savingpotentialin the selectionof the leading-edgedevices
is small.
Usingthe specificweight datafor trailing- andleading-edgedevicesandapplyingit to a study
airplanewith a maximumgrossweightof 250,000lb, a trailing-edgeflap nestedareaof 330ft 2,and
a projectedleading-edgeareaof 440ft 2yields the absoluteweightslistedin table4.3.

Table4.3. Weightexamplefor high-lift systemsof 250,000-1bgrossweightairplane
Weight,
- Ib
Trailing-edge

Increment,
-Ib

flaps:

Single-slotted

flap with link/track

Single-slotted

flap with hooked

Fixed

% Base

vane/main

double-slotted

track
flap with hooked

Articulating
vane/main
hooked track

double-slotted

Main/aft

flap with hooked

double-slotted

Triple-slotted
Leading-edge

flap with hooked
slat without

Three-position

slat with auxiliary

VC Krueger

track

track

48

-2260

2940

68

-1400

3100

71

-1240

3550

82

-790

4340

100

4940
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+600

2550

97

-90

2640

100

2310

88

2680

102

0

devices:

Three-position
Fixed-camber

flap with

track

2080

Krueger

auxiliary

tracks

tracks

0
-330
+40
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4.2.3

Weight

Scaling

for Airplane

There

is little evidence

that specific

the size or weight
from flap speed
subsonic
credit

of the airplane.
placards,

airliners.

subsonic

scalar

when

is generally

calculating

placard

scalar would

4.2.4

Impact

of Weight

weights

Reduction

an airplane

difference

between

change

different

features

be factored

noticeably

airplanes

in flap speed

with autoretract

must always
for the purpose

not necessary.

be required

components

no large difference

concepts

a failure mode

is probably

speed

of high-lift-system

The only weight

Even high-lift-systems

airliners

Let us assume

weights

but there

for this feature because

of a weight

Size
with

comes

placards

for most

do not get much weight

into the design.

of high-lift-system

Therefore,

optimization

If these data are to be used for commuter

use

on

airplanes,

a

to obtain good results.

on the Airplane

with a 4600

ft 2 wing

and a wing

loading

of 130 lb/ft 2 on takeoff,

in other

words, a Boeing 777-size
airplane. (See ref. 8.) The ratio of wing leading edge to wing area is
assumed to be 0.14, and the ratio of trailing-edge-flap
area to wing area is assumed to be 0.16.
If we now assume
with hooked

that the trailing-edge

track

to a single-slotted

trailing-edge-flap
changing

weight

from double-

flap mechanism
possible
Logic
halfway

that weight

between

the hooked

For the leading
Krueger

edge,

flap would

the Boeing

mechanism.

mechanism
track

the change

and Boeing

link/track

reduction

outboard

from

4-bar linkage

flap
pounds

comes

in

by

a hooked-track

of a similar

mechanism

magnitude

are

as the end support.

should

rank about

with end support.

slat to a modern,
600 pounds.

to single-slotted

5050

reduction

by changing

mechanism

of only about

and single-slotted

mechanism,

reductions

a 747SP-type
link/track

from a three-position

yield a weight
inboard

having

using the A320

777, half of the step from double-

has double-slotted

Weight

double-slotted

of the weight

flaps, the other 40 percent

link/track

reduction

link/track

Of this total, 60 percent

to single-slotted

for the trailing-edge-flap

from a main/aft,

flap with the advanced

can be saved.

to an advanced,

dictates

flap can be changed

folding,

bull-nose,

It should

flap has already

rigid

be noted

been

that, on

taken

because

it

flaps.

Any reduction
in structural
weight will cycle into the airplane takeoff gross weight with a sensitivity
factor of 1.5 to 2.5. Therefore,
the 5050-pound
weight reduction
could make the airplane 7575 to
12,625

pounds

lighter

at the same payload,

or would

5050 pounds (23 passengers)
on takeoff and landing
numbers
show that simplifications
of the trailing-edge
tion in structural
an airliner.

4.3

Importance

weight,

which

allow

can have a significant

of Takeoff

L/D

and

an increase

in payload

without airplane downsizing.
flaps and their mechanisms
benefit

Maximum

Lift

on the payload

or fuel of
These
result

carrying

weight
in a reduc-

capability

of

Coefficient

q

A change
gates),

in flap type, Fowler

a reduction

motion

improvements,

in fairing size or slot blockage,

Krueger
to slat, or closing discontinuities
the takeoff and landing L/D. Aerodynamic
one is to conduct
aerodynamic
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a thorough

flap planform

(i.e., deletion

in leading-edge-device

design

of thrust
(i.e.,

in the leading-edge
device) have a significant
impact on
data combined with weight and cost data are crucial if

study of high-lift-system

data are not available.

improved
or a change

Such research

tradeoffs,
would

but unfortunately

be an excellent

program

the necessary
to pursue.

The importanceof L/D on takeoffandmaximumlift coefficientonlanding arequantifiedin
reference8. Accordingto reference8,a 1-percentchangein takeoffL/D is worth 2800poundsin
payload.What is the potentialimprovementin state-of-the-art,high-lift systems?Is it just 1 percent
or is it ashigh as5 percent(a 2800-Ibversusa 14,000-1b
increasein payload)?An increasein
Fowlermotion from 5 to 10percentat a flap angleof 10° is certainlypossiblewith the type of
mechanismsdiscussedin section3.4.8,asshownon figure 3.22.
A 1-percentchangein maximumlift coefficienton the777is worth 4400poundsin payloadon
landing,so a smalllossin maximumlift coefficientcould havea very dramaticeffecton maximum
landingweight.It shouldbenotedthatthebenefitfrom anincreasein maximumlift is dramaticonly
for a very few percentof all flights becauseairplanesusuallylandat weightsfar below maximum
landingweight andonrunwaysgenerallymuchlongerthanrequired.Therefore,a smallreductionin
maximumlandingweight maynot be anunreasonable
tradeoff.Themaximumlift coefficientis of
importanceonly for landingson high andhot airportsandfor thefirst landingof anintermediaterangeairplaneon a multistop"milk run" athigh grossweight.
Improvementsin L/D duringlandingaxe

generally

minute

an improved

reduction

reduction

in fuel burn.

due to less airframe

A high landing

However,
and engine

carefully.

establishing

rate, but it also means

4.4

of the go-around

Cost Model

As previously
aerodynamic
ments.
What
could

take longer

an evaluation
and weight

of any specific

airplane

many

is a generic
the "should

of high-lift

confuse

part count.

The main inputs

as counted

by the number

fraction,
and the relation
following:

systems

of an airplane,
is required
power

has to include

for leveling

off and

setting

to

to total airplane

prior

it is important

have been

introduce

these parts

ground

based

to get realistic

they would

in which

on common

cost data in addition

rules.

and a constant
cost.

A simple

to

on weight,

are the weight
that accounts
formula

cost increunwanted

are manufactured.

This manufacturing

with a multiplier

of the part, but the multiplier
did not, of course,
Therefore,
most modem cost estimates
are based
parts

and this parame-

to get the real cost data for the high-

because

countries

for this kind of cost estimate
of detail

a noise

to spool up.

the issue,

based

cost estimates

for the type and complexity
for changes in complexity.

with only a

does provide

are at a lower

data. It is not important

cost estimate
cost" cost.

manufacturing

that less thrust

but, as with weights,

actually

value,

Cost

such as the labor rates of the different

is needed
be called

In the past,
account
account

discussed,

landing

capability

that the engines

for Manufacturing

Real cost data could

variables

The high L/D means

and therefore

performance

lift system

L/D during

L/D can both help and hurt the go-around

a climb

economical

noise.

ter has to be studied
initiation

of little direct

of the parts,

for labor

cost

to

adequately
on weight

and

their complexity

rates, material

cost

for cost may then look like the
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ManufacturingCost= Constantx Weight x (PartCount)n
The weight

estimation

cost is directly
complexity

procedure

proportional

is traded

directly

against

basic

cost estimating

cost.

This scenario

parts

that are used repeatedly.

Since

especially
power

of parts

complex
factor

paragraph.

To determine

with several

When

basic

a sales price

The airplane
The price
airlines,
engine

should

part count

have

indicated

a linear

is the constant

should

influence

weight

to the airplane,

and

and those

has to account

for only
cost at a

for n is 0.7 (n - 0.7). The

this process

is explained

in the

cost formula,

data from

an actual airplane

are used,

assumptions:

training

the value quoted

worth
makes

which

10 percent
a 10-percent

are generally

to 25 percent

is generally

of the airplane
profit

and it includes

the cost

list price.

on the list price

sold directly

of the list price

list price,

of each airplane.

by the engine

for twin-engine

manufacturer

airplanes

to the

and 30 percent

for four-

airplanes.

structures
twin-engine

of the sale price
therefore,

airplane

and 50 percent

at $70 million,
production

is the cost to the airframe

and systems;

give an example:

When

a Boeing

the cost to produce

this cost is about
of the announced

757-200

manufacturer

55 percent
sale price

sale is announced

this airplane

is approximately

to produce

of the announced

$38.5

an aJrplanew

sale price

for a four-engine

and the price

airplane.

per airplane

million

for a
To

is quoted

(100-percent

cost).

The cost to produce
$7.7 million.

the airplane

wings

is approximately

20 percent

of the production

The wing trailing edge with all its moving surfaces, such as ailerons, spoilers,
and its extensive
fixed structure,
costs about half of the wing production
cost,
the total production
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design

But, for the

between

manufacturing

value

in the formula;

where

independently.

relationship

part count

that a good

that manufacturing

hold true. In cases

be conducted

for by weight,

in the manufacturing

for engines,

The remainder

•

trades

The assumption

not always

to Real Airplane

manufacturer

amount

does

right to assume

accounted

is announced,

and some

explained.

size, the size of the part relative

Therefore,

Cost Model
the constant

of spares
•

is partially

to be determined

4.5 Relating

•

weight,

for airplane

assemblies.

following

been

unfortunately

it is probably

less than one (n < 1). Studies

remaining

along

process,
accounts

the number

has already

to weight

cost,

or $3.9 million.

cost, or

trailing-edge
or 10 percent

flaps,
of

Of the costto producethe wing trailing edge,main/aft,double-slottedflapswith their respective
fixed structuresareestimatedto amountto abouthalf of the totaltrailing-edgecost,or 5 percent
of the total productioncost.In the examplegivenpreviously,this would amountto $1.9 million.
Recentpublicationson the meritsof the 737-700/800/900quotethatthe stepfrom triple-slotted
flapsto double-slottedflapssavesaboutone-thirdof flap cost;thusthe costfor triple-slotted
flapswould beabout7.5percentof productioncost,or $2.6million.
Airbus publicationsclaim a costsavingsof 50 percentfor going from a main/aft,doubleto a
single-slottedflap, which wouldput the costof a single-slottedflap at about2.5percentof
productioncost,or $0.9million.
Thecostto producea wing leadingedgewith slatsis on theorderof 3 percentof thetotal
airplaneproductioncost.In the examplegivenpreviously,this costwould amountto
$1.2million.
The costfor a fixed leadingedgeandmovingpartsis about1.5percenteachof the total airplane
productioncost,or $0.6million.

4.6

Part Count

Parts

cost is a function

count.

Parts

or, in other

that are used more than once on an airplane

cost for repeated
cost estimation.
includes

of size and complexity,

use is accounted
Part count

all the detailed

for in the weight.

is not just counting

words,

are counted

Nevertheless,

major

parts,

parts that go into an assembly

a function

of weight

only once
part count

like skins,

and part

in the part count;

is an important

ribs, spars,

and all the manufacturing

fittings,
steps

input

the
to

etc., but it

that are

required.
4.6.1

Trailing-Edge

Flaps

Figure

4.1 shows

the sectional

Figure

4.2 shows

the same views

main/aft,

double-slotted

leading-edge
types

devices,

can be derived

view and plan view of an outboard
for a fixed,

vane/main,

flap. The total part count
and examples
are given

panel

double-slotted

will be summarized

of how the part count

of a single-slotted
flap, and figure

for different

for the flap panels

flap.
4.3 for a

trailing-

of these

three

and
flap

as follows:
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Single-slotted

flapPart count

• Upper and lower skins:
2 skins x 4 + 8 core details
• Front

and rear

3 parts
• Main

+ 6 processes

= 22 parts/panel

x 2 panels

=

44

spars:

x 2 + 1 assembly

= 7 parts/spar

14

x 2 spars =

fibs:

4 parts/rib
• Trailing-edge
2 skins

20

x 5 ribs =
wedge:

x 4 + 4 core parts

+ 1 trailing-edge

an'ow x 2 + 6 processes

=

• Leading-edge
skins:
2 skins x 2 =
• Leading-edge

20

4

fibs:

5 parts/fib

10

x 2 fibs =

• Fittings:
2x4+2x2=

12

• Flap carriage:
15 parts

15

• Access

holes:
8

4x2=
• Seals:

4

2x2=
• Assembly
13=
Total

paint

and installation:
13

part count

per 1 outboard

The inboard

flap has about

flap panels

of a single-slotted

20 percent

(164 x 1.80) parts/wing
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flap panel:

164

fewer

parts

than an outboard

flap, so total part count

for the

flap is:
x 2 wings

=

590

__¢__.

Upper

Box Panel

'

__---T

E Wedge

r_Rib

•_eJr_p__"
Cacriage Fitting

IP_n

Figure

Vane/main
Figures

double-slotted

Vlew

d

flap has all the elements

--

6 parts/skin

x 2 skins

• Leading-edge

ribs

--

10 parts/rib

x 2 ribs =

supports

• Two-piece

Thus,

of the single-slotted

2 parts/vane

support

the part count

flap, with

If we assume

five

12

=

20
x 5 vane

supports

10

=

vane

increase

and inboard

flap.

to the leading edge and the addition of the vane and its supports.
the increase in part count is as follows:
skin

Total

Paid

flap-

• Leading-edge

• Vane

Flop

4. I. Part count for single-slotted

4.1 and 4.2 show that the vane/main

some changes
vane supports,

Outlbonrd

15

in parts

over the outboard,

per panel

flap panels,

single-slotted

for the vane/main,

the total part count

flap panel

double-slotted

43

flap is 207, and for a set of outboard

is (207 x 1.80) parts/wing

x 2 wings

=

745
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_
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_

"
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Main/aft

double-slotted

Spar

_ib
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----Af,
_

Access Cover
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Plan Ykw

Figure

_

\

/--F..d
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4.2. Part count for fixed,

nap

Panel

vanemain,

double-slotted

flap.

flap-

Figure 4.3 shows the main/aft, double-slotted
flap in one section and the plan view. Without going
into detail, the outboard main flap panel gains about 135 parts because of the provisions
for the aft
flap. These

provisions

include

the number

of fittings

and access

a doubling
holes,

of the number

of main ribs, an increase

a much more complex

by a factor

rear spar, and the addition

of 4 in

of tracks

and their rollers for the support of the aft flap. The aft flap itself adds another 82 parts. The part
count for an outboard set of flap panels totals about 380. These numbers all assume that the aft flap
is supported

by 4 flap tracks per panel and that these tracks penetrate

the main

flap box through the

rear spar.
For a set of outboard
estimated
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and inboard

flap panels

at: (380 x 1.80) parts/wing

of a main/aft,

x 2 wings

double-slotted

= 1368 parts.

flap, the part count

is

/.---Vane

/---

/_Vane
/

Strut

M-in

/

_

Flip

UpperBoxP.ne!

_

/--_Rc.rSpar

,

End Rib
_-..- Main

%----Fron!

Spar

Flap

-

I...E- Rib

End Seal

"_-Access

Plum

Figure

Similar

procedures

involved

indicate

triple-slotted
panel

of breaking

count

necessary.

and controls.

for weights,

If we choose
in conjunction

100 because
than complex

honeycomb

simple

rotary

advanced

in-line

mechanism

double-slotted

are so small
structures.

actuator

mechanism
and lower

of a simpler
with buried

Thus

the processes
flap is 750. The

skins.

as layup

may be as low as 1140, as compared

on part count

applied

to 2430

rib as

can be reduced

composite

structures

to 300 because

for a single-slotted
parts

is

to a single-slotted
uses a simple

part count

can be reduced

the total part count

the flap fairings,

in table 4.4.

this configuration
The fairing

part count

flap, for a total

flap mechanism

end tracks

to 150 because

The actuation

vane/main

are summarized

that they can be fabricated

arrangement.

and counting

for the flap supports,

part counts

wing

flap.

vane to the double-slotted

can be repeated

for these

can be reduced

with the upper

the fairings

double-slotted

of an articulating

for the articulating

look at the impact

the link/track

Pnnel

Flap

into subassemblies

for flap panels

Estimates

a quick

for supports

Outboard

assemblies

of 1530. The same procedure

flap, the part count
support

down

that the part count

and the actuation
As was done

of

4.3. Part count for mainaft,

flap adds the increment

part

Vkw

Cover

to

rather
of the

flap with

for a state-of-the-art,

flap.
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Table4.4.Partcountfor trailing-edgeflaps
Flap type
Singleslotted
Support

Hooked
track

Hooked
track

Link/track

590
200
350
400

745
210
360
450

750
230
370
450

1390
230
380
450

1530
300
500
550

590
150
100
300

1540

1715

1800

2430

2880

1140

Devices

One of the fundamental
Krueger

many

flaps

assumptions
can have

flaps can handle

VC Krueger

without

flaps

slave tracks

for leading-edge

Singleslotted

Hooked
track

Leading-Edge

VC Krueger

Tripleslotted

Hooked
track

Total flap

camber

Main/aft
doubleslotted

Hooked
track

Flappanels
Supports
Fairings
Actuation

4.6.2

Fixed
Articulating
vane/main vane/main

for leading-edge-device

spans

part count

of 120 to 180 inches

with only two supports,

only half of this span with two supports.

per airplane

are considered

as there

Therefore,

are slats or fixed-camber

in this estimate.

is that slats and fixed-

Table

Krueger

4.5 summarizes

whereas
there

flaps.

the

are twice
Slats

the part-count

with and
estimates

devices.

Table

4.5. Part count
Fixed

for leading-edge
Moving

leading

edge

leading

devices
Actuation

edge

Total

and controls

1400

1000

300

2700

L.E. slat w/o slave track

1100

840

250

2190

Fixed-camber

1000

800

300

2100

1200

1500

400

3100

L.E. slat w/slave

track

Krueger

VC Krueger

The

data in table 4.5 show

very close
Krueger
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second

as

place,

can be made

that the fixed-camber
and the VC Krueger

to perform

Krueger

has the lowest

has the highest

as well as a slat, it would

part count.

part count.
Thus,

be the best choice.

The slat is in a

if a fixed-camber

The differencein part countbetweena three-positionslatwith andwithout slavetracksis about510.
This differencegivesanideahowmuchBoeing(on the 777)andAirbus may be saving in cost by
deleting

the slave tracks.

4.6.3

Part-Count

Specific

weights

increases,

Size

to airplane
up because

and the influence

from

of panel

insensitive

can be scaled

facilities,

that results

the number

for Airplane

are fairly

not all parts

manufacturing
change

Scaling

an airplane

splices,

of maximum

stock

of the square/cube

size change

the number

size, but the part count

typically

of leading-edge

is not. As airplane

sizes of materials,

law in part sizing.

goes in steps.
devices,

sizes

of the weight

Step changes

and the spanwise

will occur
number

80 percent
airplane

4.7

would

lower

to 134 percent

= Part Count2

the part count

of that of the 250,000

Calculating

in

of

250,000-1b
one-fourth

ratio.
Part Countl

This estimate

of

The part-count

trailing-edge
flaps. All the preceding
estimates
were made for a study airplane of about
maximum
gross weight. The author estimates
that the part count scales to approximately
power

size

study

× (Weightl/Weight2)

for an airplane

airplane

of that of the study

of 100,000-1b

and increase

°.25
gross

the part count

weight

to about

for the 800,000-1b

airplane.

High-Lift-System

Cost for an Airplane

of 250,000-1b

Gross

Weight
In section 4.5, the weights and part count of a real high-lift system are related to the list price
real airplane. We can now calculate the manufacturing
cost of various high-lift systems and
determine
4.7.1

the possible

Determination

The formula

suggested

cost improvements

for various

combinations.

of the Constants
for manufacturing

cost is:

Cost = Constant
If we go back

to an airplane

of 250,000-1b

x Weight
maximum

x (Part Count)
gross

weight,

0.7

the trailing-edge

330 ft 2, and the leading-edge

area is 440 ft 2. The double-slotted,

main/aft

of 13.20 lb/ft 2 and, therefore,

weighs

edge has a specific

6.0 Ib/ft 2 and, therefore,
With

weighs

about

the cost of the double-slotted

cost, or $1.925

million,

of a

the constant

about
2640

4350

lb. The leading

flap area is

flap has a specific
weight

weight
of

lb.

trailing-edge

flaps estimated

for trailing-edge

to be 5 percent

flaps can be established

of manufacturing
as follows:
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ConstantT.E.=

Cost T.E./Weight

× (Part Count) 0.7

= 1.925 x 10 6/4350

x 24300.7

= 1.8881
The cost for a three-position

slat system

turing cost or $1,155,000.
established
as follows:

(See

section

Constant

with slave
4.5.) Thus,

L.E. = Cost

tracks

is estimated

the constant

L.E./Weight

devices

of manufaccan be

Count) 0-7

x (Part

= 1.155 x 106/2640

to be 3 percent

for leading-edge

x 27000.7

= 1.7339
By relating
price

and, therefore,

changes
4.7.2
With

manufacturing

are made
Weight,

take care of changes
to compensate

Part

the constants

with a maximum
The formula

cost to the list price

Count,

gross

of 250,000

manufacturing
Cost T.E. = 1.8881

The formula

forcalculating

manufacturing
Cost L.E. = 1.7339

Table

4.6 summarizes

under

consideration.
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weights,
Table

part counts,

4.7 summarizes

the constants
cost,

will change

if we assume

with the list

that list price

factors.

the manufacturing

weight

for calculating

in labor and materials

for these

and Manufacturing

determined,

of an airplane,

Cost of High-Lift

Systems

cost for the high-lift

system

of the study

airplane

lb can be calculated.
cost for the trailing-edge
x Weight

x (Part Count

cost for the leading
x Weight

x (Part Count

and manufacturing
the same

edges

costs

flaps

is:

T.E.) 0.7

is:
L.E.) 0.7

for the trailing-edge

data for the leading-edge

devices.

devices

Table4.6.Manufacturingcostfor trailing-edgeflapsfor airplaneof 250,000-1bmaximum
grossweight
Trailing-edge-flaptype
Singleslotted

Singleslotted

Support

Link/
track

Hooked
track

Hooked
track

Weight, -Ib
Partcount
Cost,-million

2080
1140

2940
1540

0.542

$
$

Fixed
Articulating
vane/main vane/main

Doubleslotted

Tripleslotted

Hooked
track

Hooked
track

Hooked
track

3100
1715

3550
1800

4340
2430

4940
2880

0.945

1.075

1.273

1.921

2.462

1.379

0.976

0.846

0.648

Base

(0.541)

Savings,

-million

Percent

flap cost

28

49

56

66

100

128

Percent

airplane

1.4

2.5

2.8

3.3

5.0

6.4

reduction

in cost for going

manufacturing

cost

This cost model

(table

slotted

flap to a single-slotted

to matching
Boeing
be based

on different

of technology.

mechanism.

Almost

of 50 percent

from triple

only a 22-percent

a 51-percent

flap, both having

the cost reduction

for the change

predicts
levels

4.6) predicts

to main/aft,

cost savings.

ground

rules,

One surprising
three-fourths

a hooked-track

advertised

double-slotted

It should

be noted

such as counting
result

support.

by Airbus.

of the cost reduction,

This reduction

flaps is 33 percent,
that some
effect

however,

a main/aft

The cost savings
of these

just the flap panel

is the powerful

from

parts

comes

advertised

close
by

but the cost model

advertised

claims

or employing

on cost in going

double-

different

to a simpler

is due to the weight

may
flap

and part

reduction
on the fairings, where the small size makes it possible to go from a honeycomb
structure
simple layups. This result makes a strong case for reducing
fairing size, not only for aerodynamic
reasons but also for reduced cost.

to
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Table4.7. Manufacturingcostfor leading-edgedevicesfor airplaneof 250,000-1bmaximum
grossweight
Leading-edgedevice
Slatwithout
slavetracks
Weight, -lb
Partcount
Cost,-million $
Savings,-million
Percent

L.E.

Percent
cost

airplane

2550
2190
0.964

2640
2700
1.142

2310
2100
0.848

0.178

Base

0.304

84

100

74

113

2.5

3.0

2.2

3.4

cost

This cost model
camber

$

manufacturing

(table

Krueger,

4.7) shows

provided

that it is worthwhile

the performance

can actually

panels

In summary

it can be said that the most cost-effective

takeoff performance
the wing leading-edge
certainly
Krueger
detail,

4.8

Impact

In addition,

(0.150)

tracks,

or go to a fixed-

it is assumed

that the span of

to that of the slats.
simplification

for high-lift

devices

is the step

flaps; the second best change is going from a hooked-track
mechamechanisms,
or perhaps a simple, four-bar
linkage, even though the

cost-reduction

the slat without

especially

the slave

2680
3100
1.292

of this concept is expected
to be inferior. The cost reductions
due to changes
to
devices are of a lower order, but the deletion of the slave tracks on the slats is

a worthwhile
over

be similar

to delete

does not suffer.

the Krueger

from double- to single-slotted
nism to one of the link/track

Slat with
Fixed-camber VC Krueger
slavetracks
Krueger

slave

in conjunction

of Weight

feature.
tracks

is small,

with natural

and

Cost

Although

the cost advantage

this field might

laminar

Reductions

be worth

of the fixed-camber
investigating

in more

flow.

on the

Airplane

Let us consider
again our study airplane of 250,000 lb maximum gross weight, with a list price of
$70 million, and a gross profit of 10 percent or $7 million. We can reinvent this airplane by changing from the double-slotted
flaps with hooked track to a single-slotted
link/track
mechanism,
and from a three-position
slat with slave tracks
Krueger

with a large

span.

These

changes

the equivalent
of about 12 passengers
small; these same two changes could
is about

2.4 percent

savings

are significant;

cost (D.O.C.)
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of list price,

or return

since

optimistically

lb in structural

weight,

which

is

or 6.5 percent of the airplane payload. This number is not
also reduce manufacturing
cost by up to $1.68 million, which

or 24 percent

both the weight

on investment

save 2590

flap with the most optimistic
to a simple, folding, bull-nose

(R.O.I.)

of the manufacturer's
and the cost are reduced,
could

be very favorable.

gross

profit.

the effect

Again,
on direct

these
operating

A single-slottedflap alsohasthepotentialfor aerodynamicadvantages,
suchasimprovedtakeoff
L/D, which further improvethe airplaneeconomics.Theimprovementin landingL/D will reduce
landingnoise,but it will not havea majorimpacton theairplaneeconomics.
Thereare,of course,otherchoicesthanthesingle-slottedflap anda folding, bull-nose,rigid
Krueger,but it is the mostattractivecombination.However,if airplaneattitudeor airplane growth
considerations
main,

cause

problems,

double-slotted,

other very attractive

trailing-edge

4.9

gross

are available.

flap with a more conservative

position,
leading-edge
slat without
cost savings of $1.0 million, which
turer's

choices

One is the fixed,

link/track

mechanism

vane/

and a three-

slave tracks. This combination
could still yield a manufacturing
is about 1.4 percent of list price or 14 percent of the manufac-

profit.

Credibility

of Weight

and

Cost-Estimating

Procedure

The weight and cost-estimating
procedures
described
in this chapter do not use any proprietary
aircraft manufacturer
data, but only published
information.
The estimating
procedure
is essentially
an iterative

approach

that required

configurator.

It should

be improved

by selectively

judgment

be used with caution.

procedures.
Also, additional
versus cost trade studies.

using

actual

sensitivity

based

on experience

The accuracy

data provided
factors

could

in preliminary

of the predicted

by airplane
be added

manufacturers

to allow

design

weight

work

as a

and cost data can
to calibrate

side studies,

such

the

as weight
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Chapter
Drive

5.1

Drive

Weight

for

for the Single-Slotted

the

Single-Slotted

and cost data all point

area of high-lift

systems.

5.1.1

Roadblocks

The single-slotted
lift coefficient
attitude

to the single-slotted

and reduce

flap poses
for landing;

flap as the biggest
like the link/track

weight

and cost.

weight

and cost saver

mechanisms

in the

offer improvements

All of this calls for a strong

endorsement

of

Flap

two potential
and second,

major

at low flap angles,

obstacles:

it may create

With a good trailing-edge

motion

for Growth

Flap

for Single-Slotted

at landing.

the Fowler

Flap and Design

New flap mechanisms

in takeoff flap performance
the single-slotted
flap.

5

first,

the need

mechanism,

it may produce

i.e., a mechanism

the single-slotted

too low a maximum

for an excessively

flap should

high airplane

that provides

not have a takeoff

most

of

L/D problem.

Maximum
lift coefficient
for landingMaximum
lift coefficient
determines
airplane landing
speed. Quite often, a new airplane program
envisions
tough missions that never materialize
later
the life of the airplane;
suitable,

airplane.

requirement

One reason

fuel will be expensive
mission

weight?"
Landing

requirements

and difficult

is not easy

will penalize

to maintain.

to answer,
Landing

lift coefficient

"what

high-lift

difficult

requirement

of exaggerated

but more

frequent,

are heavy,

maximum

of circumstances

that

to fly another

kinds

systems

is a reasonable

be a matter

to be a more

It is presumed

fuel on board
for these

in

more

up is the stated

airport.

with less demanding,

sophisticated

The question

seems

systems

operators

sections,

and it will always

attitude

must be enough

high-lift

by another,

expen-

landing

and judgment.
to meet with simpler

systems. As was discussed
in section 1.5 (fig. 1.34), the common
belief is that leading-edge
extend the CL versus t_ curve to higher o_ without a lateral shift of the curve toward the

origin.

Trailing-edge

devices

powerful

is the trailing-edge

powerful

enough

shift the CL versus
device.

to provide

models A320, A330,
flaps meet reasonable
chapter

Designing

in previous

landing

flown

into a hot, high-altitude

and that there

refueling.

As was discussed

attitude-

high-lift
devices

with full payload

at this airport,
without

high-landing-weight
sive to build,

may be real, but it is ultimately

often used to drive maximum

to land an airplane

long-range
missions.

or, the mission

0¢ curve

to the left, and the more

It has long been believed

an acceptable

landing

attitude;

the shift,

that the single-slotted

however,

the recently

flap is not
developed

and A340 prove otherwise.
What are the possibilities
of making
requirements
for maximum
landing lift coefficient
and landing

tries to answer
Solutions

the more
Airbus

single-slotted
attitude?
This

this question.

5.1.2

Possible

for Single-Slotted

Ways

that can help to make

a single-slotted

Flap
flap viable

include:
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•

Maximize the flap deflectionangle

•

Increasethe wing incidenceangle

•

Maximize the flap span

•

Minimize flap discontinuities

•

Usedroopedspoilers

•

Increaseflap chordandwing area

•

Minimize leading-edgediscontinuities

•

Compromiseon wing leading-edgecontour

•

Optimizeslat taper

•

Decreaseslat deploymentangle

•

Tradeslatchordfor an increasein flap chord

•

Use a moreefficient flap mechanism

Maximize

flap deflection

art, single-slotted
possible

flaps.

without

angle-

Flap deflection

Recent

research

and testing

shows

devices.

In addition,

there

and 8) or a Gourney

higher

helping

approach

may help maximize

generators

flap on the underside

only marginally

maximum

on the upper

flap deflection.

attitude.

A wide fairing

area of separated
flow in its wake
the width of flap support fairings.

Increase

wing

incidence

optimum

wing

root incidence

remains

flap deflection

this minimum

in the wrong

cruise

small

could

be generated

high-aspect-ratio

and the airplane
of this measure
Maximize
wing

canard.

fuselage

In either

case,

attitude

There

is no reason

or at the inboard

a substantial

It is highly

desirable

generally

could

the cockpit
be increased

be reduced.

to be terminated

engines.

by breaking

as a flaperon

(drooped
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the outboard
when

aileron

into two spanwise

flaps are deployed).

to

that the

degrees.

But

or by a nose-up

pitching moment will reduce
one, the same pitching

The trade

panels

or by adding

a

(say one degree),

One nice

side effect

at 65 or 70 percent
of extending

flap (say to 80 percent of semispan)
versus a double-slotted
flap with lesser
one, and it should be exercised.
(See the Ilyushin 96, fig. 2.28.) An effective
be achieved

indicate
three

by lift on the fuselage

by reshaping

why flaps have

side of the outboard

fairing

can trigger

flap would
floor angle.

6

to the left, thus

place

models

wing incidence

attitude problem with a single-slotted
is the reduction
in the in-flight cabin

flap span-

semispan

at a lower

(refs.

will produce

surface.

pitching
moment generated
by lift on the forward fuselage.
A nose-up
the trim drag on the horizontal
tail, but if this factor is the dominating
moment

edge

of the flap support

drag is approximately

drag is achieved

of up to 40 ° are

flap deflections

angles

o_ curve

the size and design

tests of airplane

for minimum

angles

of the flap leading

Higher

on the flap upper

Wind-tunnel

angle

whether

Also,

for state-of-the-

for higher

lift, but they will shift the CL versus

and landing

angle-

that flap deflection
is a potential
surface

of the spoiler.

triangular
minimize

the question

of 30 ° to 35 ° are common

any additional

(up to 43 °) with the use of vortex

airplane

angles

of

a single-slotted

span may be a favorable
span extension
can also

and using

the inboard

panel

Minimize

flap

discontinuities-

aileron

causes

Several

examples

engine

a significant
show

(Boeing

A cutout

reduction

in the flaps for a thrust gate or an inboard

in maximum

that a single-slotted

757 and Airbus

lift and also a shift of the lift curve

flap can be carried

320, 330, 340).

This setup

close-coupled
engine installation,
as on the Boeing
would impinge on the flap, causing high flap loads
close-coupled,

wing-mounted

engine

high-speed

through

behind

is not possible

to the right.

a wing-mounted

on an airplane

with

a very

737 advanced
airplanes
where the engine jet
and undesirable
powered
lift effects. Therefore,

may be the only excuse

for a thrust

gate in a single-slotted

a
flap

system.
Many

examples

(Boeing

disprove

that there is an insurmountable

737, 757; Airbus

of today's

airliners

outboard,
speed,

A320,

can always

high-/low-speed

outboard

321,330,

340; BAe146,

be designed

aileron,

aileron

would

A wing

stiff enough

with a small

to provide

for an inboard

etc.).

torsionally

possibly

be sized

need

weight

high-/low-speed

within

to allow

penalty.

roll trim capability

the aspect

aileron

ratio limits

for at least a small

Such

a small

high-/low-

at high and low speeds

and roll

power for slow roll rates (standard
roll maneuvers).
Roll augmentation
for high-speed
emergency
maneuvers
would be provided by the outboard
spoilers, and the ailerons could be drooped
during
low-speed

operation.

increased
is shown

span

in figure

Use drooped
exception
panel.

A high-aspect-ratio

outboard

flap, a small

spoilers-

On most modem

If this inboard,

fixed

all spoilers

deflected

to a higher

CLversus

o_ curve

airplane

panel

could

angle.

airliners

This setup

and wing

weight

spoilers

airplane

and an optional

area-

increases,

cover

which

were to be converted

be drooped

having

an

low-speed

aileron

could

result

and slave-linked

spoiler
to the

and the flaps could

of the single-slotted

should

not cause

be

flap. On a

a problem

may be more appropriate

completely

with the

CL stall as well as a shift in the

problem

of the spoilers

This measure

panel

flap positions,

in a higher

the attitude

but it cannot

most of the flap span,

is about the span of one more

to a hinged

for the landing

to the left, thus alleviating

flap chord
gross

aileron,

next to the side of body,

modem fly-by-wire
airplane,
the drooping
increased
weight or systems complexity.
Increase

for a two- or four-engine

5.1.

of one fixed panel

flap motion,

wing

high-/low-speed

in terms

of

to accommodate

be ruled out for a baseline

airplane.

The

thought process goes like this: an increase in wing chord at the side of body of nominally
2 percent,
which tapers to nothing at the outboard end of the flaps at 70 percent semispan,
results in a wing
area increase
edge

of about

0.7 percent.

flap by 4 percent

advantageous

(using

if it means

But, this increase

a flap chord

Mach

in an increase

as the basis).

that one can stay with a single-slotted

for airplane growth or for the basic airplane,
constant
and reducing
the thickness-to-chord
drag at cruise

results

of 25 percent

number

and help offset

in the area of the trailing-

This trade

flap. Whether

may be very

this technique

is used

the option is always open of keeping wing thickness
ratio of the wing. This scenario will reduce the wave
the drag penalty

caused

by the increase

in wetted

area.

Minimize
leading-edge
discontinuities-On airplanes
with wing-mounted
engines the leading-edge
devices,
whether they are slats or Kruegers,
generally
show a gap along both sides of the enginemount
A300

strut.

Minimizing

and A310

models,

these gaps by either
or by closing

making

the slats continuous,

the gap with small

the maximum
lift coefficient.
A similar improvement
between
the side of body and the inboard slats.

Krueger

flaps,

can be accomplished

as Airbus
could

does on their

increase

by reducing

the level

of

the gap
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I
Side of Body
!

ine Strut Inboard

i

ine Strul Outboard

/---- Single

Slotted

Inboard Flap
/--- Single

Slotted

Outboard

Flap

L'-'Low
L'High/Low

Figure

Compromise
airfoils

on wing

5.1. High-aspect-ratio

leading-edge

in the f'mal selection

process,

In particular, some of these airfoils
of the aft cusp, and the trailing-edge

wing for

contourusually

Every
with very

Speed

two- and four-engine

airplane

program

Speed

Aileron

airplanes.

has quite differently

little difference

Aileron

in high-speed

shaped

performance.

have big differences
in the fullness of the leading edge, the size
leaving angle. If high-speed
performance
is equal, the low-

speed aerodynamics
would favor the blunter leading edge, the larger aft cusp, and the steeper
leaving angle. Room for these kinds of trades between high- and low-speed
aerodynamics
should
be available.

(See ref.

Optimize
slat taperalmost constant
chord
premature
ing tapered
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1 on the selection

of the Airbus

A300

leading-edge

shape.)

As discussed
in Chapter 3, there is reason to believe that slats with constant
or
are not optimum for achieving
high maximum
lift levels because they cause

stall of the inboard

wing,

slats with constant-radius

which
tracks

reduces

the maximum

and an actuation

possible

system

lift coefficient.

that does not need

Developthe drum

and

cabledrive usedon

the McDonnell
not help the airplane

will probably

Douglas and Fokker tapered slats is a challenge.
Tapered
slats
landing attitude, but maximum
lift coefficient
will be increased.

Decrease

slat deployment

optimized
flap needs

for maximum
lift in conjunction
with a double- or triple-slotted
flap. A single-slotted
less leading-edge
protection,
so the slat deployment
angle could be decreased,
possibly

without

a reduction

angle-

in maximum

to the left. This scenario

helps

The deployment

lift coefficient,
the attitude

angles

of most slats in service

but certainly

problem

today

are

with a shift in the CL versus

of the single-slotted

¢x curve

flap. The test data of

Ljungstrrm
(ref. 4) indicate
reduction
of slat deployment

that a shift to the left of 1 ° in the CL versus
o_ curve is possible with a 5 °
angle. On Boeing airplanes,
this trade alone may yield a shift in _ of 2 °

to the left when

the present

going

from

airplanes
with single-slotted
and 27 ° on the A320).
Trade

slat chord

flaps

typical

are already

for an increase

maximum
using

in flap chord-

slat angle

shallower

of 30+ ° to about

slat angles

The trade

20 ° . Airbus

(24 ° on the A330/340

on slat deployment

angle

may be only

one part of a larger trade. The fact that single-slotted
flaps are deficient
when used with a slat (or a
folding, bull-nose
Krueger)
could be interpreted
the opposite way. The single-slotted
flap provides
sufficient

lift, but the leading-edge

to be useful.
Krueger)

This fact suggests

chord

forward

ct curve

In all likelihood

The reduction

in the chord

yields

meaning

deployment

in slat chord

of the trailing-edge

in the desired

this trade

is too powerful,

that slat maximum

may be reduced.

and an increase

the CL versus

device

that the stall angle is too high

angle can be decreased
allows

flaps.

and slat (or

a shift of the front and rear spars

This increase

in itself

helps

to shift

direction.

another

than the rear spar, but less loaded.

favorable

Moving

side effect.

both spars

forward

The front

spar is generally

by the same

dimension

deeper

will therefore

reduce front spar depth and increase rear spar depth, resulting
in less structural
weight. At the same
time the volume between the spars will increase and allow for a larger fuel volume. This factor is
very important
Use a more
stowed

for long-range
efficient

airplanes.

flap mechanism-

to fully deployed

positions,

Although

any flap mechanism

the kind of mechanism

used makes

will move

a flap from

a difference

in weight,

cost,

reliability,
fairing drag (at both high and low speeds), fairing blockage
and the resulting
local stall
characteristics,
and the quality of the flap position for a range of takeoff weights.
The highest takeoff
weight is generally
the most critical one, and it calls for the single-slotted
flap to be deployed
to 15 ° with a nicely converging
slot of 1 percent of local chord and development
of as much
available
make
nism.

Fowler

mechanism
757-type
chord

motion

as possible.

An efficient

flap mechanism

having

these characteristics

a single-slotted
flap better for takeoff than a double-slotted
flap with a conventional
Design data prove this statement.
For example,
when deployed
to a 15 ° flap angle,
applied

to a single-slotted

double-slotted

and overlap

Go for the

simple,

flap can have more

flap with a hooked-track

developed

mechanism.

Fowler

It is assumed

motion

to 5 °
of the
can

mechaa link/track

than a Boeing

that the stowed

flap

are equal for both flap systems.
single-slotted

flap-

All twelve

of the considerations

proposed

for the

improvement
of single-slotted
flaps have some merit, but probably none is good enough by itself to
make the single-slotted
flap viable for all subsonic
airliner applications.
However,
combinations
of
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someof theseconsiderationsshouldprovidesufficientadditivemerits to makea single-slottedflap
performto therequiredlevels.

5.2

High-Lift

There

Design

for

are two approaches

and fuselage
fuselage

stretch.

stretch

a penalty

Airplane

to the design

One is to design

and gross

in weight

Growth

weight,

of high-lift
the initial

which,

and complexity.

systems

airplane

of course,

The other

to trailing-edge

the wing
selecting
5.2.1

flaps.

More

powerful

growth

to be able to handle

makes

approach

the smaller,

in terms

of weight

the ultimate

lower-weight

is to optimize

range of both fuselage
stretch and gross weight and have
mentioned
that airplane growth in weight and/or fuselage
changes

for airplane

a high-lift

growth

system

of Growth

Airplanes

pay

for a mid-

a plan for growth and shrink. It should
stretch can generally
be accommodated

trailing-edge

devices

will increase

the upwash

be
by

angle

leading edge and ideally call for steeper slat angles. This stipulation
can be handled
one compromised
position for the slats that lies in the middle of the desired range.

Penalties

in

airplanes

at

by

on All Models

Consider
the Boeing 757 and 767 high-lift systems. Both airplane programs
were started with a
-200 model. For the original,
low-gross-weight,
-200 models, the high-lift system was overdesigned.
However,
quickly

the 767 program
to the 767-200

provided
757-200

The 757,

airplanes

which,

in the author's

757-200

only growth

If one expects

opinion,

has a better

was overdesigned
because

reasons,

needed

the high-lift

was a gross-weight

and overweight
high-lift
the quick

the 767 airplane

increase

instead

they went

performance

than the 767, did not fare as

growth

filled

system.

low-gross-weight,
in weight

that role very

was the upper

that made

high-lift

system

for the original,

that the 757-200

wide

for the smaller

a new airplane

range

of gross

airplane.

model

possible

weights,

a complex,

heavy

airplane program
to produce them

high-lift

it appears

domestic

and fuselage
well.

limit for a single-aisle
the 757 package

stretch

In addition,

many

airplane.

freighter

and the

airplane,

reduced.
could

opened

that some

that they do not really

A simpler
help reduce

growth

a market

different

niche

length

for the Airbus

fuselages

step in the high-lift

system

and a
would

more economical.
However,
none of the Boeing 737-300/
are doing that, so smaller models are paying a penalty for

are reduced in sales price almost
is almost the same as their longer

is greatly

the smaller

system

This situation

to be built with two or three

make the lower-gross-weight
airplanes
-400/-500
or the new 737-600/-700/-800
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airplanes;

220-passenger,
all-inclusive
tourist hauler. Repeated
efforts to develop
a 757-100 were
because
the large wing, the complex and heavy high-lift system, and the long landing

gear were too heavy
A320.

versions

ER, both of which

But in the 757 program,

did not happen

felt, for logistical

4000-mile,
abandoned

fairly

system

airplane.

to a -300 model
airlines

low-gross-weight

were built with an overdesigned

The 757 high-lift

mission

The

ER and the 767-300

very many

by the introductory
model. There never seemed to be a need for a 767-100, because
the
was serving that market segment very well. So, the 767 program
was fortunate
in that only

a few initial

well.

did not produce

high-lift

fuselage

models

in proportion
to their passenger
cousins, so the manufacturer's

system,

the shrinkage

need. Shorter

and possibly

some

of the price-to-cost

of a given

count, yet the cost
profit on the short

other simplifications
increment

(profit).

to

5.2.2

High-Lift

It is likely
in gross
A320

System

that the Airbus

weight
With

seems

to provide

clearance

these

A320

high-lift

the inboard

changes,

system
stretch

airfoil

In this growth

a double-slotted

was originally

planned

that happened

chordwise,

lift coefficient

increased

c_ curve

process,

for only a modest

with the A321.

was stretched

the maximum

a shift in the CL versus

problem.
became

Plan for Growth

but not for the fuselage

flap mechanism,

added.

system

without

flap with probably

twice

and a very small

aft flap was
but the aft flap

of the landing

and simple,

high for a short-range

The good

thing

airplane

(off the chart

that can be said about

aft-fuselage

single-slotted

A320

the cost of the single-slotted

increase is primarily
due to the doubling
of the number of flap panels and the need
additional
supports for the thin, aft flap. The A321 has an approach
speed of about
is quite

increase

uses the

only marginally,

to the left to take care

the very attractive

The A321

flap

flap. This cost
for multiple
140 knots, which

on fig. 2.29).

the A320/321/319

growth/shrink

story

is that the A321

is the

only one of three models that pays the price for double-slotted
flaps. The A320, which will probably
continue
to capture the majority of orders, has a simple and matched
high-lift system, and its use on
the A319
5.2.3

makes

Plan

Planning
should

it only slightly

the high-lift

system

system

systems

for a family

should

737-300/-400/-500
member

operating
for airplane

or shrink

one of several

the uneconomical

economics,
growth

maximum

production

adjustments

but drastic

changes

is so important

growth

starting

economics

this simple

actuation
Increased

of an airplane

The big question

growth

steps
steps,

program

and

is whether

the

(requiring

three

as was done

cannot.

different

for the

is precisely

for each

side by side?

can probably

flaps and gradually

increased

on the leading

planning

for this additional

on the single-slotted

systems

system

systems

The

be justified

why advanced

system.

and CL0 through

advance

high-lift

high-lift

This reason

for the high-lift

step needs

have to be designed

flap chord

of several

with single-slotted

lift coefficient

growth

of fine-tuned

to the high-lift

accomplished
with the help of vortex generators
flaps on the trailing edges of the spoilers.
Even

phase

plans.

or just have two distinctive

Do the better

and inexpensive

Candidates
for high-lift
are as follows:
Increased

in the conceptual

growth

for every

airplanes),

family.

outweigh

is that simple

planning

Step 2.

to be.

of three airplane models, or just have one high-lift system designed
to be
for the longest stretch and highest-gross-weight
airplane,
as was done on the

by better

Step 1.

than it needs

start early
airplane

be optimized

of three

Airbus A320 family
marginally
adequate

answer

should

for the most likely

high-lift

family

potent

for Growth

account

Boeing

more

travel

flap, as shown

increasing

flap deflection
edge

complexity

may be

of the flap or Gourney

since the support

mechanism

and

2.23 for the Airbus

A321

and deflection.
in figure

airplane.
This growth
modest

step may affect

strengthening

only the trailing-edge

of the supports.

The benefits

wedge

of the flap panel

of this growth

and require

are: the cruise

wing
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areais increasedto maintainwing loading,thetakeoffL/D is maintained,the maximum
lift coefficient is increased,andCL0increasesslightly. Step2 hastheright ingredients
for weight growthbut not for fuselagestretch.
Step3. CombineSteps1 and2 to betteraccommodateincreasedlandingweightsandfuselage
stretch.
Step4. A morepowerful growthstepis to go from single-slottedto fixed vane/main,doubleslottedflaps.
Growth could beaccomplishedin increments--inboardin a fin'stgrowth stepand
outboardin the secondgrowthstep.This growthrequiresall new flap panels.With
properadvanceplanning,themechanismshouldbechosensothat thevane/mainflap
canbe operatedon the original flap supportswith minor strengthening.The flap
mechanismthatcanbestaccommodate
this growthis the Boeinglink/track mechanism.
Step5. If further growth is desired,Step4 canbe combinedwith Step2, wherethe flap chordis
increased.
Steps4 and5 mayboth haveproblemswith wing-mountedenginessincethe vane/main
flapsdeployto a steeperangleandmay extendinto thejets of theseengines.A solution
to this problemcould bea spring-loadedlocal blowuppanelonthe trailing edgeof the
mainflap thatalleviatesloadsonly in a high-thrust,go-aroundsituation.The blowup
panelwould be fully deployedat low approachpowersettings(fig. 5.2).
Step6. Go from single-slottedto main/aftdouble-slottedflaps.
This stepwastakenfor theA321, andit is a mostexpensivegrowthstep.Not only does
it requireall newflap panels,but newmechanismsfor the aft flap andslavemechanismsarerequiredfor tying the aft flap motionto themain flap motion.The aft flap
occupiesthe thinnestportion of the airfoil, andit is thereforenot asstiff asthe main
flap, particularlyon the outboardwing. As a result,additionalsupportsarerequiredfor
the aft flaps,quiteoften resultingin additionalsupportfairings.The flap mechanisms
suitedfor growth from singleto main/aftdouble-slottedflaps arethe hookedtrack,
the simplehinge,four-barlinkages,andtheA320 link/track mechanism.In general,
Step6 growthis not a desirableone.An aft flap may not be feasibleat all on highperformance,long-rangeairplaneswith very thin wing trailing edges.
Step7. CombineStep6 with Step2, wherethe airfoil is stretched,in additionto goingto doubleslottedflaps (A321 growth).
This approachhassomemerit for highergrossweightsin asmuchas it alsoprovidesa
larger wing areain cruise.However,the changeto main/aft,double-slottedflaps is still
not a recommendedgrowthstepbecauseof the severeweight andcostimplications.
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Table5.1 givesfive plansfor designingthe high-lift systemfor airplanegrowth.
Plans1to 3 aremeantfor short-to medium-rangeairplanes.Threelevelsof high-lift performance
areshownin plans 1A through3A. Whetherthreestepsarereally requiredto achievethebest
economicsremainsto be determined.Onepossibleapproachcould beto designthehigh-lift system
for themodel -200weight andfuselagelength(base)andusethis level to give the -100someSTOL
performance.The -300airplanemodelwould get theonly growth,asshownin plans 1B through3B.
Plans1A and1B staywith a single-slottedflap andachievegrowththroughincreasedflap deflection
andflap chordincrease.Plans2A and2B go to vane/main,double-slottedflapsfor the -300 airplane
models,andplans3A and3B go to main/aft,double-slottedflaps.Plans3A and3B providethe
largestlift growth, shortof going to triple-slottedflaps,but they areby far the mostcostly plans
considered.
Plan4 is meantfor a long-rangeairplanesimilarto the Boeing777or the A330/340wherethe
original airplaneis a -200modelwith a lower grossweight.This modelis followedby higher-grossweight -200ER model.Thereis a potentialfor two morederivatives--ashortened-100 modelwith
ultralongrangeanda stretched-300modelfor intermediaterange.The takeoffweightsfor the basic
-200model andthe ultralong-range-100modelswould becloseto eachother,whereasthe -200ER
and-300modelswould havegreaterweights.This scenariohasonly onemajorweight growthstep,
andit appearsthatthereareno morethantwo high-lift-systemversionsnecessary.
The -100model,
which hasa high takeoffweightbut a low landingweight,couldusea lesspotentlandingflap, but
thereis nothingsimplerthanthe single-slottedflap.
Othergrowthcombinationsarepossible.Oneis to go to double-slottedflapsonly inboard,or to use
double-slottedinboardflapsasan interimgrowthstep,but theeconomicsof suchcombinationsare
not very attractive,andthereforetheyarenot recommended.
Becausethemainobjectiveof this
exercisehasbeento exploresimpleoptions,therecommendedgrowthplanremainsconcentrated
with the single-slottedflap. The useof thevane/mainflap is the last,most-desperate
fallback
position.
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Table 5.1. Growth plans for high-lift

Short/medium-range
-200

-100
Plan 1A

Single-slotted,

36 °

Single-slotted,

-300

43 ° , and

vortex generators

Plan 1B

(VGs)

Single-slotted

with

trailing-edge extension,
43% and VGs

Base
Single-slotted,

slat

Plan 2A
Trailing-edge

airplanes

Base

Trailing-edge
flaps
with any flap mechanism

Leading-edge

systems

36 °

Three-position

Single-slotted,

36 °

Single-slotted
with
trailing-edge extension,
43 °, and VGs

Three-position

Three-position

Single-slotted with
trailing-edge growth,
43 °, and VGs

Vane/main

Base

flaps

Single-slotted,

36 °

with Boeing link/track
mechanism
Plan 2B

double-slotted

with trailing-edge
50 °

growth,

Base
Single-slotted,

36 °

Single-slotted,

36 °

Vane/main

double-slotted

inboard and outboard,
Leading-edge

slat

Plan 3A

Three-position

Three-position

Single-slotted outboard,
36 ° to 40 °, main/aft
double-slotted
inboard,
63 ° , single-slotted
thrust gate
Base

Main/aft

Single-slotted,
to 40 °

Main/aft double-slotted,
63 °, single-slotted thrust
gate inboard

Base

Trailing-edge
flaps
with hooked-track
mechanism, A320
link/track, or four-bar

Single-slotted
and outboard,
to 40 °

inboard
36 °

linkage
Plan 3B
Single-slotted,
to 40 °
Leading-edge

50 °

Three-position

slat

36 °

Three-position

range

Plan 4 similar to plan 1B
Single-slotted,

Leading-edge

Three-position

36 °

-200 long range

Single-slotted,

36 °

-200 ER or -300

Single-slotted
with
trailing-edge
extension,
43 °, and VGs
Three-position

Three-position
Base

Plan 5 similar to plan 2B
Trailing-edge
flaps
with Boeing link/track
mechanism

Single-slotted,

Leading-edge

Three-position

slat

airplanes

Base

Any trailing-edge
mechanism
slat

Three-position

Three-position
Long-range

-100 ultralong

36 °

double-slotted

inboard and outboard, 63%
single-slotted thrust gate
inboard

36 °

Single-slotted,

36 °

Vane/main

double-slotted,

50 ° , with trailing-edge
extension
Three-position

Three-position
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Chapter
Recommendations

6.1

High-Lift

Technology

The development
period

from

concepts

of high-lift

employing

But the craze

for Future

systems

went in the direction
Triple-slotted

were incorporated
boundary

layer

for vertical/STOL

in the long depression

Development

Worldwide

1960 to the mid 1970s.

that actually

systems

6

into commercial

suction

or blown

(VSTOL)

of the commercial

airplane

airliners.

flaps were

and STOL

1970s. In the last 20+ years the commercial
simpler high-lift systems and has, to some

of increasing

complexity

flaps and VC Krueger
Even

more

some

of the

sophisticated

high-lift

developed.

capabilities

business

in the time

flaps were

for commercial

brought

airliners

on by the oil crisis

aircraft industry worldwide
extent, been successful.

declined

of the early

has attempted

to develop

With the slump in the commercial
aircraft industry, the field of airplane manufacturers
has changed
and shrunk. Various British airplane companies
like Hawker Siddeley,
Bristol, etc. either vanished
or merged.

The

French

stopped

building

commercial

Lockheed
is out of the commercial
airliner
And, McDonnell
Douglas has not designed
airplanes

today,

the MD-80s,

MD-90s,

and they use their almost-30-year-old

However,

in the same time period

know-how

ground

zero,

of its member

would

lead to conflicts

and structural
and wing
Deutsche

designs

but rather

within
have

Airbus

and to inferior

emerged

systems,

can probably
to British

Airbus

flaps that provide

L/D. Many

in the field believe

should

not be counted

and a long history
reasons

of building

that they have

good

failed.

adequate

airplanes.
successful

be recognized

almost

that Airbus

all the aeronautical

has done very well in becoming

which is remarkable
countries--France,
products.
be attributed
Aerospace

maximum

that Airbus

and DC-10

with few changes.

It should

inherited

Airbus

That

such good

to the decision

a

one would expect
and England-wing

aerodynamics

to leave

the airfoil

system

design

well and has four airplane

models

lift, airplane

has actually

attitude,

overtaken

the race is essentially
technology
available

Their political

because
Germany,

and the high-lift

out of the race. They have very

not had more

venture

of the DC-9
technology

Airbus.

has done extremely

technologies,
especially
in high lift. Therefore,
Douglas and Lockheed
may have new high-lift
because
it is not in use.
Russia

system

this conglomerate

of commercial
airliners,
between Airbus partner

with single-slotted
experts

emerged:

and countries.

box design almost exclusively
Aerospace
(DASA).

In the field of high-lift

high-lift

a new player

companies

competitive
manufacturer
that the political jealousies

after the Mercure

and MD-11 s are derivatives

airplanes,

did not start from

airliners

business since shutting down the L1011 production
line.
a new commercial
airliner since the DC-10. All its

flying

and very good

Boeing

in several

takeoff

airplane

between Boeing and Airbus.
to them, but it is not visible

well-educated
system

to

aeronautical

and poor engines

engineers
are the main

airliners.
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6.2

U.S.-Built

Once

Airplanes

the airlines

U.S. aircraft
opinion,

industry

several

family

emerge

that

Need

Replacement

from the economical

and Airbus

U.S.-built

troubles

for dominance

civil airliners

of the early

in the world

could

benefit

1990s,

market

the battle

between

the

will flare up. In the author's

from modernization

relative

to the Airbus

of airplanes.

Starting by size, the Boeing 747 needs to be rewinged
sometime
in the future and could therefore
benefit from improved
high-lift technology.
The MD-11 with its derivative
technology
will not last
much

longer

against

the multiple

competitors

(Boeing

777 and Airbus

A330

and A340),

and may

need rewinging
or a new competitive
replacement.
The MD-80 series airplanes
are old-technology
derivatives
and will not last much longer on the production
line, especially
because
of their marginal
compliance
with stage-3 noise requirements.
The Boeing 737-300/-400/-500
series will disappear
from the production
line, to be replaced by the 737-600/-700/-800
series. But, in the author's
opinion, the new 737 series have some weaknesses.
First, the -600 airplane is not really
with the A319, the MD-95 and a potential new Asian/European
100-passenger
airplane.
once most
technology

of the old airplanes
with manual reversion
controls
may need to be replaced by an all-new-technology

fore, plenty
programs,

of replacement
the U.S. industry

technology

6.3

areas

NASA

NASA

or rejuvenation

where

and

U.S.

should

wing

are getting

together

6.3.1

Roadblocks

In the 30-year
successful
because

to develop,

and the approach

needed

Research

programs

ahead.

up with European

For these

one of the
competition.

Programs

other things,

in these

in the years

and high lift is certainly

to catch

in the advanced

among

are retired, the new 737 with its old
model 10 to 15 years hence. There-

may be required

new technology,

is badly

Joint

programs

the objectives

develop

advance

Industry

and U.S. industry

integrated

should

a major

programs

competitive
Second,

subsonic

advanced

technology
high-lift

(AST)

and

technology.

What

be?

to Success

period

from

in marketing
of the success

the 1950s to the

commercial
of Airbus

1980s,

transport
Industries.

the U.S. airplane

airplanes.

industry

In the past decade,

was preeminently
things

In spite of this new competition,

have

changed

U.S. industry

seems

burdened
with the pride of past accomplishments.
What is needed is a more open-minded
to new ideas, some of which have been used by the European
competition.
In most

airplane

designs,

it is the aerodynamicists

that lead and dominate

years, so much aerodynamic
testing has been done, and computational
reached such high levels of sophistication,
that certain aerodynamicists
know

everything,

makes

pursuing

This attitude
confidence
have
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and that there
new

ideas

an outboard

high-speed

new or worthwhile.

team.

Over

the

fluid dynamic
analysis has
start to believe that they

This attitude

of arrogant

neglect

very difficult.

can also permeate
and the authority

is nothing

the design

approach

other disciplines,
of his managerial
aileron

because

such as a stress
position

the wing

analyst

who proclaims

that an aspect-ratio-eight
cannot

be built torsionally

swept

with
wing

stiff enough

cannot
to

avoid aileronreversaland/orflutter.
penalties.

Or, there

is the stability

This technology,

and control

produces
too much adverse yaw, ignoring
little rudder without the pilot's knowledge.
Since

this report

be found

is written

within

by a designer,

this community.

a mechanism

with insufficient

conservative

way that either

performance

is degraded

The point
"synergism"

is widely

it would

motion,

airplane

used today,

weight

is a classical

and there

Multidisciplinary

disciplines

high-lift

example

have

between

who can

design

by proposing

the mechanisms

of a highly

example

in such a

motion.
interactive

design.

of it than a modem

and profitability
The following

The term

transport

of an airplane in airline use,
section discusses
this idea in

to be involved

disciplines

various

the U.S. high-lift technology
has to be a multiwhere aerodynamics
does all the research
and expects

will fall in line is destined

of why this is necessary

All engineering

aerodynamic

aileron

can kick in a

gets out of hand or the aerodynamic

is no better

joint effort to improve
The classical
approach

that all the other
systems

high-speed

airplane

great

Approach

A NASA/U.S.-industry
disciplinary
approach.

examples

a good

without

the obstructionists

or nonstreamwise

aircraft. The objective
must be to maximize
the utility
not just one aspect of the design such as L/D in cruise.
more detail.
6.3.2

fly-by-wire

or by designing

of very wide fairings

used before

that an outboard,

not be fair to ignore

can torpedo

Fowler

the high-lift-system

because

is that the modem

guru who insists

has been

the fact that a modem

The designer
takeoff

of course,

high-lift

to fall. All disciplines

in the evolution

of the concepts

from

needed

in developing

the beginning.

A few

follow:

have to have
options.

knowledge

Without

of the weight,

these trade

performance,

data, the various

and cost trades

engineering

disciplines

will look only at their own field of expertise.
An area in the beginning
designers
(configurators)
designer

of a development
or research program
where close
and aerodynamicists
is required is the determination

can accommodate,

what motion

is feasible,

and what blockage

cooperation
between
of what shapes the

caused

by structure

is

necessary.
For instance, slat tracks located in the wrong place, i.e., extending
into the throat of
the slot, may reduce the slat effectiveness
by as much as 50 percent (ref. 1). Also, the designer
should discourage
aerodynamicists
for slats. Real slats look different.
The feedback
etc. is very

from

aerodynamics

important.

linkage

that optimizes

namics

should

from testing

to design,

Aerodynamics

should

aerodynamic

stress,

The old-fashioned
dedicated

approach

and talented

to developing

design-to-build

team

high-lift

such as a cambered

and control,

finance,

the designer/configurator

drop shape

manufacturing,
to create

and not just use what is available.

be developed

normal to the rear spar, or that a flap mechanism
at low flap angles.

shapes,

stability

challenge

performance

insist that a mechanism

unreal

that moves

be developed

systems

can correct

the flaps

that provides

is not working.

mistakes

streamwise

Aerodyand not

high Fowler

Not even

made in committing

a

motion

the most
to an
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unfavorabledesignconcept.The developmentof high-lift systemshasto involve multidisciplinary
teamworkfrom the very beginning.
If the high-lift effort betweenseveralU.S. airplanemanufacturersandNASA is truly to bejoint and
multidisciplinary,thenthe industrywill haveto sharesomeof their weight andcostinformation. It
may be difficult to convincethe corporatehierarchyto releasethesetypesof data,but it is necessary
to ensuresuccess.As waspointedout in thecostmethodologygivenin Chapter4, no realdataare
needed,but rathergoodrelative datawith a tie to detail andoverallcost.

6.4 Specific
6.4.1

Goals

Leading-Edge

for High-Lift

Development

Devices

Three different
goals for leading-edge
devices can be identified. The first is to optimize
slats for use
with different
trailing-edge
devices but with an emphasis
on making the single-slotted
flap feasible.
The second
can come

is to explore
in performance

with single-slotted,
leading-edge

also helps
spanwise
devoted

commuter-type

slats- The spectrum
of possible
The first objective
is to develop
flaps feasible.

slat chord

of fixed-camber

taper.

slat low-speed

camber

Airbus

Beyond

claims

performance;

Krueger

Krueger

flaps. The third is to establish

for smaller,

single-slotted

optimum

the potential

to the best slat or variable

trailing-edge

devices

Leading-edge
section 3.2.3..
making

and establish

flaps--how
of a wing

implementation
Fixed

leading

room

to revisit

approaches
to improving
slats was discussed
in
a shallow slat with a large gap that will help in
that, slat planform

that a peaky
this claim

airfoil

should

involve the conceptual
of the slave tracks.

edge-

for smaller
is prohibitive.

Four subject
highest
airplane
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areas

priority
growth

of a wing

airplanes
The

and low-speed

Trailing-Edge

or natural

In the course

the option

devices

both high-

Therefore,

of hybrid

interest

6.4.2

without

airliners.

should

designed

be investigated
for best cruise

be pursued.

to find the
performance

Also, the effect

design

of new and/or

of slat

modified

Fixed-camber
Kn_egerThere has been no effort to develop the fixed-camber
device that has characteristics
similar to that of a slat, except for the work done
flow experiment.

this area is one in which
laminar

high-lift

with trailing-edge

(80 to 100 passengers)
would

research

could

be
This

slat

Krueger into a
on the 757 hybrid

help the future

flow concepts.

of a comprehensive

approach

they

and how they can be combined

the feasibility

continuity
across the engine-mount
strut should be explored. Another
effort could
to finding ways to minimize
the adverse effect of the slat tracks on slat performance.

task is one that would primarily
mechanisms
and the elimination

laminar

close

research

effort,

flaps only. This concept
where

be to search

the cost of leading-

for blunter

leading-edge

there

should

be

is of particular
and trailing-edge
shapes

that satisfy

requirements.

Flaps
need to be addressed

in a research

program

on trailing-edge

flaps.

objective
is to develop a viable, single-slotted
flap. A second objective
and its impact on the high-lift system. This study requires development

The first and
is to look at
of fallback

positionsin casethe single-slottedflap is not adequatefor growthairplanes.A third objectiveis to
researchthe characteristicsof the varioustrailing-edge-flapmechanismsandmakerecommendations.Numerousotherworthwhile subjectsexistfor future researchon trailing-edgeflaps.
Single-slottedflapweight

The change

and cost reduction

feasibility

of any single

of the single-slotted

and it is inseparable
High-lift-system

from
design

from multislotted
change

flap should

working

to the high-lift

be the highest

leading-edge

for airplane

flaps to single-slotted

growth-

system.

priority.

flaps delivers
Therefore,

exploring

This undertaking

and airplane

configuration

This subject

was discussed

the biggest
the

is very

involved,

issues.
in section

5.2 of

Chapter 5. Even though the drive to make the single-slotted
flap a viable option should be a vigorous
one, it would be wise to develop
a fallback position. But the key in this task is to find the simplest
way for the high-lift

system

Trailing-edge-flap
impact

mechanisms-

on the weight,

and comparison
research.
high-lift

to accommodate

Designers

The mechanism

cost, and aerodynamic

of the merits

systems

airplane

need

for trailing-edge

performance

of all the available

a better

growth.

systems

data base on mechanism

so that all the accomplishments

flaps can have

of an airplane.
has been

done,

No systematic

evaluation

and it is time to do this

characteristics

in aerodynamic

a significant

to be able to fine-tune

refinement

can be realized.

The

emphasis
of this task should be on comparing
the best four-bar linkage types (there are two) and the
best link/track
mechanism
concepts
(there are three) to each other and to an existing and welldocumented

hooked-track

arrangement.

Miscellaneous
trailing-edge
be the elimination
of inboard,
structural

changes

are required

use with only an outboard,
Several

other

suggestions

Closing

Hopefully,
systems

on wings

in a certain

high-Bow-speed
to make

including
wing-incidence-angle
the inboard
wing, and trades

6.5

tasksOne of the key preconditions
high-speed
ailerons. A study should
aspect-ratio

for a single-slotted
flap seems to
be conducted
to determine
what
range

them

acceptable

for

aileron.

single-slotted

flaps viable

were discussed

in section

trades, an investigation
of increased
flap chord
of slat chord versus trailing-edge
flap chord.

5.1.2,

by adding

chord

to

Statement
this dissertation

has not reached

performance

on high-lift

systems

its end. Significant

can still be obtained

has demonstrated

improvements

in the future.

However,

in terms

that the development
of weight,

improvements

difficult as development
approaches
an increasingly
mature stage. Large
be obtained
through efforts by one engineering
discipline
alone. Instead,
through

to make

close

cooperation

of all disciplines

involved.

going in the direction
of reduced complexity,
increased
maintaining
or improving
aerodynamic
performance.

The evolution
reliability,

of high-lift

cost, and aerodynamic

become

more

and more

future gains can no longer
they are only possible

of high-lift
and lower

systems
weight,

is definitely

while
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High-lift systemsare,of

course,

not the only area in which

improvements.
Four areas are related
should be studied in this context:

•

Application

•

Development

•

Introduction

•

Development
surfaces.
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of hybrid

laminar

of increased

to the development

flow to the wing upper

areas of natural

of new materials

laminar

and manufacturing

of a more efficient

de-icing

system

the aircraft
of improved

industry

should

high-lift

systems,

be seeking
and they

surface;

flow;
technologies;

and

for the wing

leading

edges

and other

critical
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The early breed of slow commercial airliners didnot require high-lift systemsbecause their wing loadings were low and their
speed

ratios

between

cruise

and low

speed

(takeoff

and

landing)

were

about

2:1.

However,

even

in those

days

the benefit

of high-lift

devices
was recognized.
Simple
trailing-edge
flaps were in use, not so much to reduce
landing
speeds,
but to provide
better
glideslope
control
without
sideslipping
the airplane
and to improve
pilot vision
over the nose by reducing
attitude
during
low-speed
flight.
As commercial-airplane
cruise
speeds
increased
with the development
of more powerful
engines,
wing
loadings
increased
and a
real need for high-lift
devices
emerged
to keep takeoff
and landing
speeds
within
reasonable
limits. The high-lift
devices
of that era
were generally
trailing-edge
flaps.
When
increased

jet engines
to best

take

matured
advantage

and by further
increasing
actually
decreased
wing

There

sufficiently
of jet

in military

engine

wing loading.
Whereas
lift at low speeds.

Takeoff
and landing
speeds
increased
are economical
limits
to the length

service

characteristics.
increased

and
This

wing

were

introduced

speed

increase

loading

on early jet airplanes,
and,
of runways;
there are safety

called

commercially,
was
for

higher

as a consequence,
limits to takeoff

airplane

accomplished

by

speed

capability

introducing

lift coefficients

at low

runways
worldwide
and landing
speeds;

had

the wing
speeds,

to be

sweep

wing

sweep

had to be lengthened.
and there are speed
limits

for tires. So, in order to hold takeoff
and landing
speeds
within
reasonable
limits,
more powerful
high-lift
devices
were required.
Wing trailing-edge
devices
evolved
from plain
flaps to Fowler
flaps with single,
double,
and even triple slots.
Wing leading
edges
evolved
from fixed leading
edges
to a simple
Krueger
flap, and from fixed,
slotted
leading
edges
to two- and three-position
slats and
variable-camber
(VC) Krueger
flaps.
The

complexity

of high-lift

systems

inboard
and outboard
trailing-edge
of lift with simpler
devices
in order
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probably

peaked

on the

Boeing

747,

flaps. Since
then, the tendency
in high-lift
to reduce
fleet acquisition
and maintenance

which
system
costs.

has

a VC

Krueger

development

TERMS
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flap
been

and

triple-slotted,

to achieve
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